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Whether you’re a loyal, regular customer of  
absolutemusic or a newcomer to our world, 
I’d like to welcome you to our new 2015/2016 
education catalogue.

Within these pages, you’ll find a massive selection 
of education-friendly products from studio gear 
and live sound equipment to software, performance 
instruments and accessories.

We can source everything you need for your 
percussion cupboard, stage productions or 
recording studios and, even better, we’ve got the 
experience and expertise to ensure you get the 
right gear at the right price with the right support.

Since absolutemusic was founded over 12 years 
ago, we have always made it a priority to give our 
full support to education customers, and we boast 
a dedicated education department that combines 
in-house staff  plus a team of  expert consultants 
based around the country, all here to help you!

And of  course, if  you happen to be on or near the 
South Coast, you’re more than welcome to pop into 
our two-storey superstore & studios for a look 
around and some face-to-face advice.

So, have a browse through your new catalogue and 
make sure absolutemusic is your first port of  call 
for your music equipment this year.

We look forward to helping you!

           Alan Barclay, Managing Director

hello!

CONTACT US
HQ, SUPERSTORE & STUDIOS 
Absolute Music, Knighton Heath Estate,  
855 Ringwood Road, Bournemouth, BH11 8NE 
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/education
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WE’RE HERE FOR YOU
With over 12 years’ experience in serving and supporting education  

and studio customers, absolutemusic is one of 
the UK’s largest music retailers. 

 
 In addition to our 34,000-foot2 superstore & studios complex

 in Bournemouth, we have a dedicated team of education specialists  
based around the UK,  ready to help and advise you,  

whenever and wherever you need us!
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the UK’s largest music retailers. 

 
 In addition to our 34,000-foot2 superstore & studios complex
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based around the UK,  ready to help and advise you,  

whenever and wherever you need us!
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WHY BUY FROM US

Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants    05 

absolutemusic was founded in 2003 by a group of  passionate audio professionals 
who wanted to deliver better service and greater savings on music gear than 
customers could find anywhere else.

We’ve since grown into one of the UK’s leading music retailers, and in 2012 
we opened our massive new superstore, studio and warehouse complex in sunny 
Bournemouth, less than two hours’ drive from London, Reading, Bristol and Exeter.

Our two-storey music superstore boasts all this and more… 
• massive guitar floor with 4 soundproofed demo booths and 3 huge display walls
• in-house guitar workshop and climate-controlled acoustic room
• dedicated drum department and large synth/keyboard room
• live sound & DJ zone with performance area
• huge range of  recording equipment, accessories and clothing
We also have a unique sound-proofed monitor-auditioning studio, 
designed by acoustician Andy Munro.

Next door is our complex of rehearsal and recording studios, available for hire until 
late, seven days a week. Our team of  expert tutors offers instrumental lessons and exam 
coaching, software tuition and a range of  regular music clubs, workshops, clinics and 
seminars, so we are actively involved in music education ourselves on a daily basis too.

We now have a team of over 40 and each of  us is an experienced musician, engineer or 
teacher, as passionate about music-making, recording, performing and teaching as you 
are. Our education team can offer you accurate, expert advice on anything from the 
latest software right through to collectable guitars. We’re here to help!

BY NUMBERS

(

CALL US!
01202 597185
HOTLINE OPEN  Mon-Sat 10am to 6pm 

Sunday 10am to 4pm

EMAIL US
education@absolutemusic.co.uk

WRITE • SEND • VISIT
Use the order form on p99 and send it,
 write us a letter or pay us a quick visit!

absolutemusic, Knighton Heath Estate,  
855 Ringwood Road, Bournemouth, BH11 8NE

ORDER ONLINE
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/education

34,000SQUARE-FOOT  
SUPERSTORE  
& STUDIOS

40
education 
customers

regularly 
supported

OVER

EXPERT STAFF  
all experienced musicians,  

producers or engineers

£2 million+ 
  rare  unique
        pre-owned guitars 
           sourced & sold since 2008

happy customers 
and counting…
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WHY BUY FROM 

We offer a no-nonsense FREE 3-year 
warranty on all new products*. 

Should you experience any problems with 
your equipment, our consultants will work 
together with our in-house Service Centre 

team (plus the manufacturer or distributor 
if  necessary) to troubleshoot the problem 

and repair or replace your gear.

Our in-house team and local consultants have decades of experience 
in working with and supporting education customers, and many of  
them have backgrounds in teaching, lecturing or software coaching. 
Whether you need simple recommendaions for classroom percussion 
accessories, full-on technical support for your recording studio or  
help with sourcing and installing software or hardware, our staff  have 
the necessary expertise and experience to give you the best, most 
reliable pre- and post-sales advice you could ever need.

absolutemusic is already a preferred supplier for many 
educational institutions, live sound installation companies, 

recording studios and private customers. As a well-established 
retailer, we have built up superb relationships with music 

manufacturers and distributors, so if  we can’t get it, no one can!  
We are board members of the MIA (Music Industries Association) 

and committed supporters of the music charity Music For All.
We also run the Take It Away hire-purchase scheme.
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s We hold thousands of  items in stock in our 
Bournemouth warehouse, and most items can be 
delivered the next working day using our 24-hour 
courier, DPD, who give a one-hour delivery window 
and full online tracking. Orders over £99 (inc. VAT) 
are delivered FREE to all mainland UK addresses. 
If  you’re looking for something that we don’t 
currently show in stock, we’ll order it in for you!

ALL ABOUT

These days prices can fluctuate from week 
to week, so if  you’ve seen a better price 

elsewhere for any of  the products featured 
in this catalogue, do let us know. We will 
always match or even beat other prices 
wherever possible to make sure you’re 

always getting the best for your budget!

Our dedicated education staff  are here to 
serve and support you through every stage 
of  the decision-making and purchasing 
process. We would always encourage you to 
keep in touch with your nearest local 
consultant who can help, advise and even 
visit you! Their contact details are on p6.

306,000 912,000
views on our 
YouTube channel

+

2,500
192
11.5

INDIVIDUAL 
FREE 
LESSONS 
GIVEN

kilos of chips 
served in our 
in-store café!

LEARN TO PLAY DAY

hours’ drive from 
LONDON, READING, 
BRISTOL & EXETER2le

ss th
an
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OUR EDUCATION TEAM
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MUSIC IN EDUCATION

Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants    07 

‘‘A lot of places I’ve bought music 
gear from in the past have sold 
me the order and that’s that, but 
Absolute Music’s education team 
and the amazing Tom look after 
every aspect of every purchase, from 
the initial advice right through to the 
genuinely caring after-sales support. 
I don’t shop anywhere else now!
Mrs Findlay, Head of Music Technology

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU!

USING THIS CATALOGUE

We know how hard it can be to find exactly the products to suit you, your department, your 
students and budget as well as curriculum guidelines, which is why we’re here to help…

TOM OSBORNE
BOURNEMOUTH HQ
Based in our Bournemouth store, Tom has been 
looking after our education customers for nearly  
a decade and specialises in software systems. 
01202 597185 • tom@absolutemusic.co.uk

SIMON WATTS
LONDON & SOUTHEAST 
Simon has been in the music business in and around 
London, specialising in studio design, PA and live 
sound, for over 20 years. 
southeast@absolutemusic.co.uk

PAUL WYATT
BRISTOL & SOUTHWEST 
With a wealth of experience in music technology, live 
sound and musical instruments, Paul has supplied and 
supported education customers for nearly 25 years. 
bristol@absolutemusic.co.uk

STEVE SZYMANSKI
SOUTHAMPTON & SOUTH 
Steve boasts many years of working in live sound, 
engineering, pro studio and installation, and is also an 
expert on Mac and PC configurations for education. 
southampton@absolutemusic.co.uk 

DUNCAN MALETKA
CAMBRIDGE & EAST ANGLIA 
Duncan has worked with education and studio 
customers for over 25 years, having managed the old 
DV Cambridge store and worked at MV Education too. 
eastanglia@absolutemusic.co.uk

CHAD BRITTLE
EAST MIDLANDS 
Having worked in the industry for years, Chad has 
developed a great reputation in helping everyone from 
small-scale studios to live and education customers. 
midlands@absolutemusic.co.uk

PAUL TAYLOR
WEST MIDLANDS 
Paul has built up fantastic relationships with education 
customers over the years, and can advise on all kinds of 
set-ups, both via email and in person. 
midlands@absolutemusic.co.uk

In addition to our in-house sales staff, Guitar Workshop, Service Centre, 
admin and accounts staff, we have now added a team of specialist 
education consultants based all round the UK.

Between them our consultants have decades of experience of  working 
with and supporting education clients, from nurseries and primary 
schools to universities, colleges and youth projects. Our education team 
is dedicated to putting together the best quotes and providing the best 
products and service that you and your students need.

Together we and our local consultants can offer you…

•  EXPERT ADVICE on educational products, special multi-license 
discounts, student deals and current music/education issues.

•  ON-SITE VISITS so they can meet and chat to you in order to 
evaluate your needs and your budgets in your own space.

•  ON-SITE DEMOS so you can try out equipment without the 
obligation to buy (check with your consultants which brands and 
products this is currently available for).

•  INSTALLATION SERVICE that can be organised at a time to 
suit your teaching schedules.

•  SUPPORT, SERVICE & TRAINING for you, your staff  and, where 
appropriate, your students.

•  ONGOING ADVICE & RECOMMENDATIONS to make sure your 
software, studios and live sound systems are always up-to-date.

MEET OUR CONSULTANTS
Allow us to introduce our new team of local consultants, here to 
offer you specific, personal advice and support. Find your nearest 
consultant and drop them a line or give them a call to say ‘hello’!

(

CALL US!
01202 597185
HOTLINE OPEN  Mon-Sat 10am to 6pm 

Sunday 10am to 4pm

EMAIL US
education@absolutemusic.co.uk

WRITE • SEND • VISIT
Use the order form on p99 and send it,
 write us a letter or pay us a quick visit!

absolutemusic, Knighton Heath Estate,  
855 Ringwood Road, Bournemouth, BH11 8NE

ORDER ONLINE
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/education

Simply flick through the catalogue which 
is split into 18 colour-coded categories, 
as listed on p3. Within most sections, 
products are listed in price order (low to 
high) so you can immediately see how 
far your budget will stretch! If  you’re 
looking for a specific type of  product, 
check the quick-find index (left) and 
turn straight to the relevant page.

Look out for these and other mini icons scattered 
across hundreds of  products in this catalogue and 

also on our website. We have multibuy deals to save 
you money on software and hardware or multiple-

license bundles. We also offer special education-only 
price reductions, cashback offers, hot deals on new 

gear and FREE accessories with some products.

Use the order form on p99 and fax or post it to us (contact 
details are on the form) or you can scan and email the order 

form to your local consultant (see opposite). We accept 
payment by cheque, all major credit cards, Government 

Procurement Card, Paypal and Amazon Checkout. If  you’d like 
to set up a 30-day account, that’s no problem. Simply ask 

your local consultant for a credit application form.

We’ve included useful snippets of advice from our staff, 
recommending must-have accessories such as power supplies 
or headphone splitters; reminding you of recent updates to 
software or wireless mic usage; or simply letting you know how 
we can help with price-matching, quick delivery or service.

If  you can’t find what you’re after in the catalogue, have a  
look on our website: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/education 

or contact your nearest consultant (see opposite) and  
we’ll be happy to source and find products for you.
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FUN PERCUSSIONFUN PERCUSSION

£5
per pair

Good quality pair of chiquita shakers with 
wooden handles, about 13cm long.
Red £5Ref. 31003
Blue £5Ref. 31004
Yellow £5Ref. 31005

WOOD CHIQUITAS

Prettily coloured mini rainmaker shaker (20cm 
long) made of durable plastic. Tilt one end then 
the other and hear the sound of rain.

MINI RAINMAKER

ref. 31013

While holding each end, a flick of the wrist 
makes a caterpillar movement and also a 
wonderful sound. Approximately 25 x 8cm.

CLATTERPILLAR

ref. 30993

£12£10

A brightly coloured mini tambourine (approx. 
14cm diameter) with three pairs of metal 
jingles and a handy grip hole.

TAMBOURINE

ref. 30992

£22£17

£35 £170£71

Miniature version of a traditional slit drum 
(approx. 16 x 12cm) that comes with a beater 
and makes a lovely boomy sound. 

Lovely little set of six shaped wooden shakers: 
deer, chick, lion, fish and two sweets!

Tilting this bright and colourful drum makes 
the sound of the sea. Includes plastic beater.

A set of six wooden instruments in a handy 
storage container. Easy to hold and play, the 
instruments include a rattle, tone, guiro and 
beater, tik tok, shaker, clapper and jingle.

A sturdy storage box filled with an interesting 
mix of Early Years percussion instruments.  
CE marked for three years and over.

A great-value set containing 2 tambourines,  
2 pairs of maracas, 5 castanets, 2 slide 
whistles, 2 handbells, 2 triangles with beaters, 
pair of claves, jingle stick and a single wooden 
agogo with beater. Comes inside a storage box.

WOODEN TONE DRUM
FUN SHAKERS

SEA SOUNDS DRUM

K KIT
EARLY YEARS KIT

SMALL HANDS KIT

ref. 30995

ref. 31014

ref. 30947

ref. 31012

ref. 30999

ref. 31015

“If there’s anything you need to 
know about the products in these 
pages, about our support & services 
or if you’re looking to source 
something rare or obscure,  
please give us a call or email  
your nearest education  
consultant. We’re  
always happy to help!”
Paul Wyatt,  
Education Consultant 
(Bristol & Southwest) 
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

have a question?

3
OPTIONS

£12 £13 £13

£16 
each

£23 
set of 6

£25

A pair of fun, plastic, frog-style shakers with 
plastic ribbons on the handle.

FROG MARACAS

ref. 30932 (Green)

ref. 30933 (Blue)

2
OPTIONS

This great-sounding slide whistle, shaped like 
a mynah bird, will prove plenty of fun!

SONGWHISTLE MYNAH

ref. 30944 (Blue)

ref. 30945 (Pink)2
OPTIONS

Animal-character plastic tambourines, ideal 
for the younger percussionist!
Bear £16 Ref. 30941
Penguin £16 Ref. 30942
Koala £16 Ref. 30943

ANIMAL TAMBOURINES

This bear-shaped mini xylophone features 
eight colourful metal bars (note range C64 
to C76) on a 33cm-long wooden base and is 
supplied with a pair of beaters.

Set of 6 plastic Rhythm Pals, including jingle 
bells, scraper, tambourine and maraca.

MUSICAL BEAR

RHYTHM PALS

ref. 30988

ref. 30987

‘‘‘‘Absolute Music is an 
Aladdin’s cave for children 
and adults who want to 
learn, play, live and 
breathe music. Great 
teaching and teachers for 
all ages – we are so lucky  
to have discovered it  
for us and our son!
Susie O’Hara, Customer & student parent

Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants 09
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An interesting-looking instument that inspires 
curiousity! Simply hold the handle and tap the 
ends for some unusual sounds.

Plastic handbell with six bells, attractive 
colouring and animal-shaped heads.

Brightly coloured guiro and scraper made 
of durable plastic with bold colour scheme. 
Approximately 20cm (8”) long.

These great plastic castanets come in a variety 
of fun animal styles and have a great sound.
Whale £6Ref. 30936
Duck £6Ref. 30937
Frog £6Ref. 30938
Panda £6 Ref. 30939
Koala £6Ref. 30940
Pack of 5 £27Ref. 30953

This easy-to-hold plastic ocarina has a good 
sound and kids will love his googly eyes!

Attractively-coloured cabasa that is 
easy to hold and play with smaller hands. 
Approximately 15cm (6”) long.

VIBRASLAP

ANIMAL HANDBELLS

GUIRO

ANIMAL CASTANETS

DUCK OCARINA

CABASA

ref. 30946

ref. 30935 (Frog)

ref. 30934 (Monkey)

ref. 30991

ref. 30990

ref. 30989

£6

Hollow woodblock in tulip shape with handle 
and beater made from durable, quality wood. 
It will give a clear and crisp sound, and is easy 
for even the youngest musician to play!

WOODEN TULIP BLOCK

ref. 30873

5
OPTIONS

2
OPTIONS

BEST
SELLER!
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PERCUSSION

£130
from

£210
from

£380
from

£165
from

£340
from

£100
from

£115
from

£130
from

£155
from

£160
from

PERCUSSION PLUS BUDGET 
ALTO XYLOPHONE
Great value xylophone available as separate 
diatonic (with two F#s & a Bb) and chromatic 
units or as a fully chromatic set. C40-A61. 
Diatonic set £200 Ref. 30963
Chromatic set £160 Ref. 30964

PERCUSSION PLUS  
ALTO XYLOPHONE
Premium wooden xylophone which comes as 
separate units or a full chromatic set. Supplied 
with a pair of beaters. C40-A61. 
Diatonic set £225 Ref. 30850
Chromatic set £165 Ref. 30906

PERCUSSION PLUS BUDGET 
SOPRANO XYLOPHONE
Value xylophone in solid MDF that also has 
diatonic + chromatic options or a full chromatic 
instrument. C52 - A73. 
Diatonic set £150 Ref. 30961
Chromatic set £115 Ref. 30962

PERCUSSION PLUS 
SOPRANO XYLOPHONE
Nice-quality wooden instrument that comes 
as two halves (diatonic + chromatics) or a fully 
chromatic xylophone. C52-A73. 
Diatonic set £190 Ref. 30849
Chromatic set £130 Ref. 30905

PERCUSSION PLUS  
BASS XYLOPHONE
Superb quality wooden bass xylophone with 
durable synthetic notes, available in two 
separate halves or a full set. C28-A49. 
Diatonic set £500 Ref. 30907
Chromatic set £340 Ref. 30908

PERCUSSION PLUS BUDGET 
ALTO METALLOPHONE
Superb value instrument with solid MDF again 
available in two halves or a full chromatic set. 
C40-A61. 
Diatonic set £165 Ref. 30959
Chromatic set £130 Ref. 30960

PERCUSSION PLUS 
ALTO METALLOPHONE
Premium-quality instrument with wooden 
case/beaters and aluminium notes available in 
two halves or a whole chromatic set. C28-A49.
Diatonic set £275 Ref. 30848
Chromatic set £210 Ref. 30902

PERCUSSION PLUS BUDGET 
SOPRANO METALLOPHONE
Affordable instrument with MDF case comes 
in two separate halves or together a s a fully 
chromatic instrument. C52-A73. 
Diatonic set £130 Ref. 30957
Chromatic set £100 Ref. 30958

PERCUSSION PLUS 
SOPRANO METALLOPHONE
Premium-quality metallophone with 
aluminium notes, comes as two separate 
instruments or a full chromatic set. C64-A85. 
Diatonic set £210 Ref. 30847
Chromatic set £155 Ref. 30901

PERCUSSION PLUS 
BASS METALLOPHONE
Great quality bass metallophone with 
aluminium notes available as diatonic and 
chromatic units or a chromatic set. C28-A49. 
Diatonic set £665 Ref. 30903
Chromatic set £380 Ref. 30904

TUNED PERCUSSION BEATERS
1. PP012 – educational chime mallet £10 ref. 30900

2. PP061 – triple beater £20 ref. 30909

3. PP062 – beaters & block £25 ref. 30910

4. PP063 – beaters, 25-pack £28 ref. 30911

5. PP064 – soft rubber beaters, pair £3 ref. 30912

6. PP066 – beaters, 3-pair-pack £4.50 ref. 30913

7. PP067 – hard beaters, pair £3.50 ref. 30914

8. PP068 – beaters, pair £3.50 ref. 30915

9. PP069 – wooden beaters, pair £4.50 ref. 30916

10. PP070 – felt beaters, pair £7.50 ref. 30917

11. PP071 – medium wool-wound mallets, pair £10 ref. 30918

12. PP072 – hard timpani mallets, pair £8.50 ref. 30919

13. PP073 – medium timpani mallets, pair £10 ref. 30920

14. PP074 – soft timpani mallets, pair £10 ref. 30921

15. PP075 – soft wound mallets, pair £13 ref. 30922

16. PP076 – medium wound mallets, pair £13 ref. 30923

17. PP077 – hard/soft mallets, pair £15 ref. 30924

18. PP078 – lightweight mallets, pair £10.50 ref. 30925

19. PP079 – hard glock mallets, pair £9.50 ref. 30926

20. PP080 – rubber xylophone mallets, pair £9.50 ref. 30927

21. PP081 – wooden xylophone mallets, pair £10.50 ref. 30928

22. PP087 – chime mallet £24 ref. 30930

23. PP233 – double-ended sticks, pair £17 ref. 30972

24. PP262 –cowbell beater (single) £3 ref. 30973

25. PP283 – hard bass drum mallet (single) £28 ref. 30979

26. PP383 – chime bar beaters, 25-pack £28 ref. 30996

27. PP384 – one-piece beaters, 10-pack £4.50 ref. 30997

28. PP718 – easy-grip mixed beats, 6-pack £28 ref. 31010

29. PP719 – easy-grip mallets & sticks, 5-pack £34 ref. 31011

1
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£390£67

£25£20

ANGEL AX2503
PERCUSSION PLUS  
FISH GLOCKENSPIEL

PERCUSSION PLUS  
ALTO TUBAPHONE

PERCUSSION PLUS  
SOPRANO GLOCKENSPIEL

PERCUSSION PLUS  
ALLOY GLOCKENSPIEL

This brightly coloured glockenspiel is a 
two-octave chromative instrument, ideal for 
learning musical harmony.
• 25 rainbow coloured notes  • Gong-quality 
steel  • With beaters  • Case included

Colourful and fun, this fish-shaped 
glockenspiel is designed to match PP bells, 
chimebars and Boomwhackers (see p12).
• Eight metal note bars, range C64 to C76
• Pair of beaters included  • Googly eye!

Premium instrument available as two halves 
or full chromatic instrument. C52-A73.
Diatonic half £140 Ref. 30965
Chromatic half £120 Ref. 30966

A compact, portable glockenspiel with built-in 
carry handle and clip for holding the beaters.
• MDF frame  • Aluminium notes  • 2-octave 
chromatic note range  • Beaters included

Solidly built glockenspiel with alloy notebars, 
rubber pegs and a pair of beaters.
• 2.5 octaves  • Note range C59 to C88  
• Strong wooden frame  • Stand not included

ref. 30931ref. 30956

ref. 24157

ref. 31060 ‘‘

‘‘When we were left a legacy 
by an old headmaster, we 
decided to invest in some 
lovely new percussion.  
The Absolute Music team 
were more than helpful and 
we’ve ended up coming back 
to buy keyboards, guitars 
and headphones from you. 
Keep up the great work!
Lawrence T, Head of Music

BEST
SELLER!

£120
from

£65
from

PERCUSSION PLUS 
SOPRANO GLOCKENSPIEL
Premium wooden glockenspiel with beaters 
and aluminium notes available in two 
separate halves or a full set. C64-A85.
Diatonic set £75 Ref. 30895
Chromatic set £65 Ref. 30896
Full instrument £105 Ref. 30898

£70
from

PERCUSSION PLUS  
ALTO GLOCKENSPIEL
Lovely  quality instrument with wooden case 
and aluminium notes. Again, available in two 
halves or full chromatic set. C52-A73. 
Diatonic set £80 Ref. 30818
Chromatic set £70 Ref. 30897
Full instrument £140 Ref. 30899
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SHAKERS

£4

£3

£8
from

75p
only

COLOURED MARACAS

LATIN PERCUSSION 
LP441T TWIST SHAKER

EGG SHAKERS

PLASTIC CHIQUITAS

DJEMBE SHAKERS

Pair of traditionally coloured and patterned 
wooden maracas available in two sizes.
Small (19.5 x 6cm) £8 Ref. 30969
Medium (28 x 7cm) £9 Ref. 30970
Tricolour (28.5 x 8cm) £9 Ref. 30971

A pair of unusual shakers with a twist-lock 
mechanism to allow you to link the pair 
together or twist them apart to use separately. 
They can be linked with other pairs too.
Soft £9 Ref. 24016
Medium £9 Ref. 24015
Loud £9 Ref. 24014

Ever-popular egg-shaped shakers ideal for use 
by musicians of all ages. Available in singles or 
as a tub of 20 (assorted colours).
Single egg £0.75 Ref. 31016
Tub of 20 eggs £22 Ref. 31017

A pair of brightly coloured plastic chiquitas. 
Size approximately 13 x 4.5cm.
Blue £4 Ref. 31006
Green £4 Ref. 31009
Pink £4 Ref. 31008
Yellow £4 Ref. 31007

Each pair of mini djembe shakers (approx.  
9cm high) can produce two diferent sounds 
depending on whether you shake them from 
side to side or up and down.

£5

PLASTIC MARACAS
Pair of bright orange maracas, made in durable 
plastic with raised pattern and sturdy wooden 
handles. Size approx. 27cm long.

ref. 31000

ref. 30998

“If you need fast delivery, no 
problem! Place your order before 
4pm and if it’s already in stock  
(and thousands of products are) 
then it’ll be with you the next 
working day via our couriers, DPD, 
who give you a 1-hour  
delivery window and 
online tracking.”
Chad Brittle,  
Education Consultant 
(The Midlands) 
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

need it quickly?

£4.50

WOODEN CHIQUITAS
Pair of bright, wooden chiquitas available in 
three colours, approx. 13cm long.
Blue £4.50 Ref. 31004
Red £4.50 Ref. 31003
Yellow £4.50 Ref. 31005

4
COLOURS£4

from

NATAL TALKING SHAKER
Made from wood and hide, this ‘talking’ 
shaker is a great-sounding addition to any 
percussionist’s armoury.
Small £4 Ref. 23997
Large £4.50 Ref. 23996

2
SIZES

4
COLOURS

£6

FRUIT SHAKERS
Constructed from high-impact plastic and 
finished with an ultra-realistic paint job, these 
fruit-shaped shakers are suitable for live 
performances and for studio recordings. 
Avocado £6 Ref. 24028
Banana £6 Ref. 24025 
Pear £6 Ref. 24029

3
OPTIONS

3
OPTIONS

SPARKLE MARACAS
A pair of translucent plastric maracas 
featuring a sparkle design and available in two 
colours. Size approx. 20cm long.
Blue £4.50 Ref. 31001
Yellow £4.50 Ref. 31002

2
COLOURS

£9
from

BEST
SELLER!

£35£34

£6

£87 £650

£27£5

£62
from

FINGER CYMBALS

CHINESE GONG

HAND BELLS

WAK-A-TUBES

BRASS CYMBALS

TAM TAM

DESK BELLS

SCHOOL BAND CYMBALS

JINGLE STICKS

Two pairs of miniature cymbals with fabric 
straps. A super-sounding, affordable addition 
to any classroom percussion collection.

High-quality Chinese gong (40cm diameter) 
that makes a fantastic boomy sound. Comes 
with suspension cord and mallet.

This set of eight diatonic hand bells is ideal for 
encouraging group interaction through music, 
and the bells are so easy for even the youngest 
pupils to play. The bells are colour-coded to 
notes in the same way as Boomwhackers and 
Wak-A-Tubes.

These brightly coloured, versatile tubes 
can be played with a beater, can be struck 
against a hard surface, the floor or your 
shoe. They can also be played by tapping 
them against each other, a great way to 
create harmony. These Wak! a Tubes 
are built to last, and are great for both 
children and adults to be played both 
individually or in a group.

1. Diatonic set x8 £12 Ref. 30851
2. Chromatic set x5 £9 Ref. 31038
3. Bass set x7 £19 Ref. 31040
4. Bass set x5 £19 Ref. 31041
5. Pentatonic set x6 £10 Ref. 31042

6. Wak-a-Rap £8 Ref. 31043
7. Wak-a-tune Book £6 Ref. 31045
8. Wak-a-Pak £31 Ref. 31018
9. Wak-a-Tube stand £26 Ref. 31044
10. Wak-a-Cap (8-pack) £9 Ref. 31039

Great-quality, affordable pair of mini cymbals 
(12.7cm diameter) in solid brass with lovely 
rounded sound, complete with cord loops.

A wonderful sounding 71cm bronze tam 
tam gong supplied complete with mallet, 
suspension cord and gong stand.

A set of eight diatonic desk bells, played by 
simply pushing the button on the top of each 
bell – so simple to use and they encourage 
group play. Colour-coded to notes in the same 
way as the Hand Bells, Combi Bells, Wak-A-
Tubes and Boomwhackers.

Excellent value school band cymbals. Available 
in four sizes and come as a pair with straps.
10-inch £62 Ref. 30980
12-inch £68 Ref. 31031
14-inch £79 Ref. 31033
16-inch £84 Ref. 31035

These jingle sticks with plastic body and six 
pairs of jingles have a great sound and are an 
ideal alternative to a tambourine 
Black £5 Ref. 31061
Blue £5 Ref. 31062
Red £5 Ref. 31063
White £5 Ref. 31064
Yellow £5 Ref. 31065

£28
from

COMBI BELLS
These bells can be used in the same way as the 
Hand and Desk Bells (left) and are colour-
coded similarly too.
8-bell diatonic set £38 Ref. 30976
5-bell chromatic set £28Ref. 30977
7-bell extended set £37Ref. 30978

ref. 30975ref. 30974

ref. 30967

ref. 31036 ref. 30986

ref. 30968

BEST
SELLER!
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£4.50
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INDIAN & ASIAN DRUMSAFRICAN PERCUSSION

4
SIZES

3
SIZES

VARIOUS
OPTIONS

4
SIZES

£595 £795 £1140

£46

£27
from

£9
from

£114
from

£5
from

£27
from

£3
from £30 £35

£82£65

£140£140

£48
from

£14
from

THONG TABLA

BHANGRA DHOLALUMINIUM DARBUKA

ROD TABLA

ROD DHOLAKBRASS DOUMBEK

TAIKO

KARA NAGARA

KANJIRA

This tabla comprises a pair of hand drums of 
contrasting sizes – a dayan (small) and bayan 
(large). They can be played with different 
parts of the hands and fingers to produce 
varied and interesting sounds.
• Small wooden drum  • Larger metal shell 
drum  • With carry bag & seating rings

Traditionally used at weddings and other 
festivals, the Indian banghra dhol is a double-
ended drum that is usually played with two 
strikers when carried round the neck and 
often accompanies other larger drums.
• Approx. 30cm tall  • With neck rope 
• Sticks included  • Ideal for beginners

Turkish-style darbukas are lightweight but big 
in sound, with fat lows and ringing highs.
9 ¼-inch £14 Ref. 23936
11-inch £18 Ref. 23937
12 ¾-inch £22 Ref. 23938
13 1/3-inch £19 Ref. 23939
14 ½-inch £21 Ref. 23940

This premium quality tabla pair again consists 
of a smaller dayan and large bayan drum. They 
are extremely easy to play and create a wide 
range of contrasting sounds 
• Small wooden drum  • Larger metal shell 
drum  • With carry bag & seating rings
• Rod tensioning to tighten heads

This traditional South Asian dholak is a two-
ended hand drum, shaped like a barrel, and is 
usually played with the hands with the drum 
placed on the lap while sitting.
• Comes with tension rod for tuning the 
heads  • Has a useful carry handle 
• Finished to a high standard

The doumbek (aka darabuka or goblet drum) 
originates from the Middle East and has a tall, 
tapered body and single playing head.
• Brass-embossed  • Natural skin head 
•  Tuner rods  • Supplied with carry bag
8-inch £48 Ref. 30954
12-inch £61 Ref. 30955

Taiko are Japanese drums traditionally played with bachi sticks 
but they also sound amazing using regular beaters or mallets.  
The high-tension heads at both ends mean they;re characterised 
by their high-pitch sound relative to their large bodies.
1. 42cm Taiko £385 Ref. 30981
2. 45cm Taiko £420 Ref. 30982
3. 42cm Okedo £300 Ref. 30983
4. 35cm rope Shimedaiko £235 Ref. 30984
5. 35cm rod Shimedaiko £310 Ref. 30985
6.  Flat wheeled Taiko stand, 42cm £120 Ref. 31021

or 45cm £120 Ref. 31022
7.  4-pillar Taiko stand , 42cm £235 Ref. 31019

or 45cm £235 Ref. 31020
8.  Cradle Taiko stand, 42cm £170 Ref. 31023

or 45cm £170 Ref. 31024
9. Shimedaiko stand £97 Ref. 31025

Also known as naqqara in other countries, 
kara nagara is a pair of clay shell Indian 
drums played with wooden sticks (supplied). 
They are easy to play with a wonderful 
rounded, booming sound.
• Supplied as a pair  • With padded
seating rings for each drum  • Sticks included

The kanjira is a traditional framed drum 
from southern Indian that can produce 
amazing pitch-bending, booming sounds and 
complex rhythm, simply by using different
 combinations of pressure from the hands.
• 19cm diameter  • Wooden ring frame
• Goatskin head  • 3 pairs of jingles

‘‘

‘‘

Absolute Music have 
become our ‘go-to’ guys. 
Tom, the education 
manager, and his team 
always do us the best 
deals possible and we 
know we can always 
rely on their expert, 
trustworthy advice.  
We don’t go anywhere 
else now!
Steven Hopkins, Sussex Downs College

ref. 30952 ref. 30951

ref. 30950ref. 31129

ref. 30949ref. 30948

1 2 3
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2
SIZES

VARIOUS
SIZES
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TRADITIONAL DJEMBES

DOUM DOUM

FESTIVAL DJEMBES

CAXIXI SHAKERSDJEMBE HATS & BAGS

18-PLAYER DJEMBE PACK
15-PLAYER DJEMBE PACK12-PLAYER DJEMBE PACK

TALKING DRUM

SHEKERE

Made by traditional craftsmen in Ghana using 
African cedar wood goatskin with hand-
carved patterns, so each drum is unique.
7-inch £27 Ref. 31066
9-inch £47 Ref. 31067
11-inch £69 Ref. 31068
13-inch £88 Ref. 31069

Also known as djun djuns, these doum doum 
drums provide the bass beats for African 
rhythms. Made from African cedar wood with 
cowskin heads.
10-inch £114 Ref. 31082
13-inch £139 Ref. 31083
16-inch £155 Ref. 31084

Lovely lightweight djembes with PVC bodies 
and goatskin heads.
8-inch £27 Ref. 31070
10-inch £40 Ref. 31071
12-inch £54 Ref. 31072
14-inch £67 Ref. 31073

The caxixi is found across Africa and South 
America, but also in Brazil. Like the maraca, it 
is played by simply giving it a shake!
Small £5 Ref. 31090
Single straight-handle £6 Ref. 31091
Double shaker £8 Ref. 31093
Double-hooked handle £5 Ref. 31092
Four-fold shaker £15 Ref. 31094

Cover/hat 20cm £3 Ref. 31077
Cover/hat 25cm £4 Ref. 31078
Cover/hat 30cm £5 Ref. 31079
Cover/hat 35cm £6 Ref. 31080
Cover/hat 40cm £6 Ref. 31081 
Bag 50cm x 28cm £18 Ref. 31074
Bag 60cm x 32cm £20 Ref. 31075
Bag 70cm x 38cm £23Ref. 31076

An 18-player African drum and percussion 
pack that’s ideal for older children.
• 6 djembes • 3 doum doums • 2 apitua 
• 2 ghana bells • 2 shekere • 3 caxixi shaker 
• 1 book & CD

A brilliant pack of African drums, percussion 
and beaters for 15 players.
• 5 djembes • 2 doum doums • 2 Ghana bells 
• 3 shekere • 3 caxixi shaker • 1 book & CD

An African drumming pack with beaters 
suitable for 12 younger players.
• 4 djembes • 2 doum doums • 2 Ghana bells 
• 2 shekere • 2 caxixi shaker • 1 book & CD

This hourglass-shaped drum from West Africa 
has two drumheads connected by leather 
tension cords, which allow the player to 
change the pitch of the drum by squeezing the 
cords between arm and body, mimicking the 
tone of human speech. 

A West African instrument consisting of a 
dried gourd with beads woven into a net 
covering the gourd. Produces everything from 
subtle effects to full on shaking rhythms.
3-inch £9 Ref. 31086
5-inch £14 Ref. 31087
7-inch £20 Ref. 31088
11-inch £30 Ref. 31089

UK all the way!
“Unlike some other music  
retailers, we are 100% owned 
and based in the UK, with a 
Bournemouth superstore and  
studio complex (come and visit!)  
and thousands of products  
available in our UK 
warehouse. You can even 
arrange for one of our 
education consultants  
to visit you on-site!”
Alan Barclay, Managing Director

ref. 31122 ref. 31123

ref. 31124

ref. 31085

5
OPTIONS

BEST
SELLER!

BEST
SELLER!
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DRUM HEADS & SNARES

16 TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

AFRICAN PERCUSSION

2
OPTIONS

3
OPTIONS

3
OPTIONS

4
OPTIONS

3
OPTIONS

£445£410 £650 £880

£34

£17 £17

£3
from

£44
from

£27
from

£55
from

£5
from

£3
from

£71
from

£9
from

£8
from

15-PIECE PRIMARY 
SAMBA KIT

12-PIECE SAMBA KIT
18-PIECE SAMBA KIT 20-PIECE SAMBA KIT

AGOGO BELLS

SURDO

SLINGS & STRAPS

SAMBA WHISTLES

TAMBORIM

GANZA SHAKER

REPINIQUE

BEATERS & STICKS

PANDEIRO

CAIXA (SNARE)

CHOCALHO

RECO RECO

15-player samba kit (KS 1, 2 & 3) 
all packed in one case ideal for 
classrooms and workshops.
• 3 nesting surdo with cover 
• 5 tambourim  • 3 agogo bells 
• 4 ganza  • 3 surdo mallets 
• 5 tambourim sticks

Great value kit for KS 2 & 3.
• 2 surdos • 1 repinique 
• 3 tambourim  • 3 agogo bells 
• 3 ganza • 1 whistle  • 2 surdo 
mallets • 1 repinique beater 
• 3 tambourim sticks • Book/CD

All-in-one set for KS 2 & 3.
• 3 surdos  • 1 repinique  • 1 
caixa  • 5 tambourim  • 4 agogo 
bells  • 4 ganza  • 1 whistle
• 4 surdo mallets  • 1 repinique 
beater • 1 pair snare beaters 
• 5 tambourim sticks • Book/CD

This 20-piece set is ideal for KS3.
• 3 surdos • 1 repinique • 1 caixa 
• 5 tambourim  • 5 agogo bells  
• 5 ganza  • 1 whistle  • 4 surdo 
mallets  • 1 repinique beater 
• 1 pair snare beaters  • Book/
CD  • 5 tambourim sticks

The Brazilian equivalent of a 
cowbell is usually played with a 
wooden beater.
Double, black £9 Ref. 31110
Pro double, black £17 Ref. 31347
Pro double, chrome £22 
   Ref. 31346

A large bass drum with plastic 
heads and aluminium shell, as 
used in samba and samba-reggae.
14-inch £71 Ref. 31095
16-inch £77 Ref. 31096
18-inch £84 Ref. 31097

Snare belt £8 Ref. 30866
Surdo sling £11 Ref. 31100

Complete the sound of carnival 
with a samba whistle.
Plastic tritone £3.75 Ref. 31103
Metal tritone £10 Ref. 31105
Thunderer £3 Ref. 31104

The tamborim is a small round 
frame drum, usually played 
with a Tamborim stick. Typically 
metal, a nylon shell version is a 
lightweight alternative.  
6-inch nylon shell £17 Ref. 31106
6-inch metal shell £17Ref. 31107

A cylindrical samba shaker made 
from metal and contains pebbles 
or other small, hard grains.
Mini, single £5 Ref. 31111
Small, single £11 Ref. 31112
Medium, single £15 Ref. 31113
‘Liverpool’ 21cm £22 Ref. 30865

A repinique is the equivalent to 
the tom-tom in a non-Brazilian 
drumkit or to the tenor drum in 
marching bands.
10-inch £55 Ref. 30864
12-inch £64 Ref. 31101

1.   Triple tamborim beater £3 
Ref. 31109 

2. Surdo mallet £7 Ref. 31099
3. Repinique stick £3 Ref. 31102
4.  Double tamborim beater £3

  Ref. 31108

This light samba drum looks like a 
tambourine but sounds different 
thanks to its heavier skin and 
more subtle jingles.
8” goatskin head £31 Ref. 31116
8” plastic head £27 Ref. 31117
10” hide head £40 Ref. 31118

The Brazilian samba snare drum 
is lighter and dryer-toned than 
a typical snare drum and has a 
straight wire snare.
10-inch x 10cm £44 Ref. 31342
10-inch x 15cm £47 Ref. 31343
12-inch x 15cm £53 Ref. 31344
12-inch x 20cm £64 Ref. 31345

A very large, powerful shaker 
made of metal and featuring 30 
pairs of steel jingles.

A metal scraping instrument, 
like a guiro. It is held in one hand 
whilst the other hand scrapes it 
with a metal stick, producing a 
metallic sawing sound.

ref. 31128

ref. 31125

ref. 31126 ref. 31127

ref. 31114

ref. 31115

2
SIZES

3
SIZES

4
SIZES

ref. 31100

ref. 30866

1

2

3

4

£375

£74

£230

£130

£70

LUDWIG LM400
GRETSCH GB4160

MAPEX MPX MAPLE

TAMA MT137DBN

MAPEX MPX BLACK MAPLE

• Chrome-plated  • Seamless aluminium shell 
• Bright, crisp sound  • Perfect balance of full 
tone and crisp snare crack  • 14 x 5.5”

• 1.1mm rolled brass shell  • Chrome finish 
with chrome hardware  • ‘302’-style double-
flanged hoops  • Lightning throw-off and 
20-strand snare wire  • 14 x 5”

• 6.5mm maple shell  • Gloss finish • Chrome 
hardware  • 20-strand snare  • Remo heads  
• 14 x 5.5” •  Also available: 7” £66 ref. 22824

• Limited Edition ‘Metalworks’ snare  • Black 
nickel finish  • Black chrome batter  • Clear 
snare side  • 13 x 7” power piccolo drum  

• 6.5mm maple shell  • Transparent Midnight 
Black finish  • Black hardware  • 20-strand 
snare wire  • Remo heads  • 14 x 5.5”

ref. 22797

ref. 22803

ref. 28149

£140

LUDWIG SUPRALITE
• Beaded steel shell  • Chrome over brass 
hardware  • 2.3mm triple-flanged hoops 
• Brass snare wires  • 14 x 5.5”

ref. 28998

ref. 35477

ref. 22812

2
SIZES

We know drums!
“Our drum department is one of  

the largest in the UK, and we know 
our stuff when it comes to  
drums, kits, percussion &  
accessories. Whatever you  

need, we can help!”
Austin Lane, Drum Dept Manager

£82

PEARL VISION BIRCH
• 6-ply 100% maple snare  • Black wrap finish  
• Black fittings  • Ultimate Vision Wood 
drum  • Loads of warmth & body  • 14 x 5.5”

ref. 32328

£85

YAMAHA SD265A
• High carbon steel shell  • Eight vintage-
styled lugs  • All-metal strainer  • Sharp, solid 
tone  • 14 x 5.5”

ref. 22836
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BEST
SELLER!

£34

£30£28
from

£20
from

£9
from

£8
from

£7
from

REMO PINSTRIPE PACK

AQUARIAN TEXTURE HEADS REMO AMBASSADOR HEADS

EVANS G1 COATED HEADS AQUARIAN SUPERKICK

EVANS EMAD BASS HEADS
AQUARIAN EXPF-B PACK

Great value bundle of 10-, 12- and 14-inch 
clear Pinstripe drum heads plus a FREE 14-
inch Ambassador snare drum head.

12” coated £7 Ref. 23215
13” coated £7.50 Ref. 23216
14” coated £7.50 Ref. 23217
16” coated £11 Ref. 23218

12” coated £9 Ref. 23303
13” coated £9 Ref. 23311
14” coated £9.50 Ref. 23321
16” coated £10.50 Ref. 23336

12” coated £8 Ref. 23241
13” coated £9 Ref. 23248
14” coated £9 Ref. 23258
16” coated £11 Ref. 23266

A clear, single-ply, medium-weight bass drum 
head in two sizes.
20” head £20 Ref. 23202
22” head £23 Ref. 23204

4
OPTIONS £25.50

from

REMO POWERSTROKE 3
20” clear £25.50 Ref. 23347
20” coated £26 Ref. 23348
22” clear £28 Ref. 23352
22” coated £28 Ref. 23353

10mm 1-ply clear head with 2 interchangeable 
damping rings to adjust attack and focus.
20” batter head £28 Ref. 23269
22” batter head £28 Ref. 23271

A set of 12-, 13- and 16-inch Aquarian 
Performance II drum heads which includes a 
FREE texture-coated 14-inch drum head.

ref. 23365

ref. 23404

4
SIZES

4
SIZES

4
SIZES

2
SIZES

2
SIZES

BEST
SELLER!



Looking for cymbals to go with 
your kit? See p20 or check online

£360

ref. 29924

£400

£480

£480

£800£590
from

£500
from

SONOR ESSENTIAL FORCE 
STAGE 3

PEARL EXPORT EXX725

GRETSCH RENOWN 57

NATAL SPIRIT US FUSION

TAMA IMPERIALSTAR 20”

TAMA IMPERIALSTAR 22” NATAL SPIRIT US FUSION X

Perfect for the gigging professional who 
requires a powerful, dynamic, modern sound.
• 10”, 12”, 16” and 22” birch shells  • 14x5.5” 
snare drum  • 200-series hardware pack
Green Fade £640 Ref. 29298
Piano Black £590 Ref. 29299

Reissue of the classic EXX series kits.
• 12”, 13”, 16” & 22” drums plus 14x5.5” snare 
• 830-series hardware  • Includes cymbals
Arctic Sparkle (pictured) £475 Ref. 36834
Black £450 Ref. 36294
Black Cherry Sparkle £475 Ref. 36168

This special kit is inspired by the legendary 
car companies of the 1950s, incorporating 
timeless iconic elements into the design.
• 12”, 14” and 18” maple shells  • 14x6.5” 
snare drum  • Evans EMAD and G1 heads 
• Motor City Black finish

Natal Spirit drums offer excellent build quality 
and top performance.
• 10”, 12”, 16” and 22” kauri shells  • 14x5.5” 
snare drum  • Natal Spirit drum hardware
Solid Black £400 Ref. 29553
Solid White £400 Ref. 29554

A great combination of high-quality features 
with a budget price!
• 10”, 12”, 14” & 20” 8-ply poplar shells  
• 14x5” snare drum  • Complete Tama 
hardware  • Zildjian ZBT cymbal set included 
• AccuTune kick hoops  • Hairline Black finish

All the great Imperialstar American Fusion 
quality with larger floor tom & kick drums.
• 10”, 12”, 16” & 22” 8-ply poplar shells  
• 14x5” snare drum  • Complete Tama 
hardware  • Zildjian ZBT cymbal set included 
• AccuTune kick hoops  • Candy Apple Mist

Natal quality and power in an affordable price.
• 10”, 12”, 16” and 22” kauri shells  • 14x5.5” 
snare drum  • Natal Spirit drum hardware
Cerulean Blue £500 Ref. 29555
Red Stain £530 Ref. 29556
Scarlet Sparkle £500 Ref. 29557

ref. 30149

“Seen a better price on a drumkit 
or, in fact, anything else in our 
catalogue? Let us know and we’ll do 
our best to not only match but also 
beat your other quotes… and we 
promise better service and  
support too! Just call  
your local consultant… 
we’ll do the rest!”
Paul Taylor,  
Education Consultant 
(The Midlands) 
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

save! save! save!

3
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

3
COLOURS

Cymbals not 
included

Cymbals not 
included

Cymbals not 
included

£520

MAPEX ARMORY AR628
Fantastic sounding kit with Soniclear easy-
tune feature and smart black fittings.
• 10”, 12”, 14”, 16” & 22” hybrid birch/maple/
birch shells  • 14x5.5” Tomahawk snare drum 
• Soniclear bearing edges for easy tuning
Black (pictured) £520 Ref. 32705
Magna Red £520 Ref. 32706

2
COLOURS

Cymbals & 
hardware  
not included

Cymbals not 
included

£400

£475

MAPEX HORIZON HR5295
Lovely looking and sounding kit .
• 10” & 12” toms, 16” floor tom, 22” kick 
drum  • 14x5.5” snare drum  • 7.2mm poplar 
shells in durable Black high gloss finish   
• Double-braced hardware  • Comes with 
Paiste 101 series hi-hats and cymbals

ref. 35022

ref. 35003

ref. 22764

ref. 36857

£360

YAMAHA GIGMAKER
Great value kit with a matching snare drum 
and Yamaha double-braced hardware, as well 
as matching wood hoops for the bass drum.
• 12”, 13”, 16” toms, 22” kick and  14x5.5” 
snare  • Complete with boom cymbal stand 
and throne  • 6-ply toms  • 7-ply kick shells 
• White Grape sparkle finish

PEARL EXPORT BLUE
The return of the legendary Export series, this 
time in a special edition blue sparkle finish.
• 12”, 13”, 16” and 22” poplar/Asian 
mahogany shells  • 14x5.5” snare drum 
• 830-series drum hardware  • Gorgeous 
Electric Blue Sparkle finish

ref. 30894

£450
BEST
SELLER!

MAPEX HORIZON HX22 SE
One-off special edition of the popular Horizon 
HX series. Kit features 22x18 bass drum, 
10x7. 12x8 and 16x14 toms, and a 14x5.5 
MPX Series Hammered steel shell snare.
• 7.2mm basswood shell • New 500 series 
hardware • Finished in Snow White (SW) 
high-density wrap, with black fittings

19Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

DRUMKITS

18 TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

DRUMKITS

2
COLOURS

£107

TRAPS A300
Highly portable three-piece acoustic drumkit 
that weighs less than 10 kilograms.
• 8” and 10” toms with Remo Pinstripe heads  
• 16” kick drum with UT Powerstroke head  
• Rubber high-grip feet  • Easy to set up for 
right-handed or left-handed players  • Single-
headed kick drum design

ref. 35059

3
COLOURS

£210

MAPEX TORNADO
A great value beginner’s kit with a compact 
bass drum for easy portability.
• 18” kick, 10” & 12” toms, 14” floor tom  
• 9-ply poplar shells  • Ball & socket tom 
holders  • Comes with cymbals and hardware
Black £210 Ref. 30798  • Blue £210 Ref. 30800
Red £210 Ref. 30799

2
COLOURS

£200£200

£270£260

£160
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‘‘

‘‘ MAPEX TORNADO LA SERIES

TRAPS A400

MAPEX TORNADO FUSION
All-in-one package with 10”, 12” and 16” toms, 
22” kick, matching snare drum and throne.
• Double-braced hardware  • Basswood 
shells  • Fully adjustable ball/socket tom arms 
• High gloss wrap finish in black or red
Black £200 Ref. 30795
Dark Red £200 Ref. 30796

The first portable kit to feel and sound like a 
regular acoustic kit with high-quality, durable 
ABS rims, Remo heads, steel counter hoops 
and sturdy yet quick-to-set-up hardware.
• Portable acoustic drumkit  • Includes 
pedals and stands

The best value starter kit out there. Includes 
10”, 12”, 14” and 20” shells plus heads, cymbals 
and a full set of double-braced hardware.
• Basswood shells  • Durable wrap finish  
• Ball and socket tom holders
Black £200 Ref. 30786
Red £200 Ref. 30787

Red: ref. 30787
Black: ref. 30786

ref. 22761

Absolute Music is the 
finest music store that 
I’ve had the pleasure to 
work with. Whether it’s 
Austin Lane in the drum 
department or the team 
behind the rehearsal 
studios where I do a 
lot of my teaching, the 
knowledge and advice that 
the staff share with me 
and my pupils has been 
first class. I constantly 
recommend Absolute 
Music on a weekly basis!
Tim Wheeler, Drum Teacher, Dorset

DRUM 
THRONE

FREE!

LUDWIG BREAKBEATS
The Ludwig Breakbeats kit, designed by 
Questlove of The Roots, sounds great!
• 10”, 13” and 16” shells  • 14x5” snare drum  
• Riser for bass drum  • Includes cases   
• In Black Gold Sparkle (30891), Light Blue 
Sparkle (ref. 30138, pictured), White Sparkle 
(30893) and Wine Red Sparkle (30892)

ref. 30138

4
COLOURS
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Cymbals not 
included

2
COLOURS

£313

Cymbals not 
included

Cymbals not 
included

BEST
SELLER!

SONIX JUNIOR
Five-piece starter kit for the younger 
drummer. Includes 8”, 10”, 13” and 16” shells.
• 12x5.5” snare drum  • Cymbal and drum 
stands  • Bass drum pedal  • Drum throne
• 12” hi-hat  • 14” crash cymbal
Black £160 Ref. 31050
Red £160 Ref. 31051

DRUM 
THRONE

FREE!

SONIX 922 SERIES JAZZ
A mid-range kit that’s ideal for performances 
in smaller halls or stages.
• 12”, 14” and 18” birch shells  • 14x5” snare 
drum • Double-braced hardware • Hi-hat 
and bass drum pedals
Dark Walnut £313 Ref. 31048
White Marine Pearl £313 Ref. 31049
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CYMBALS DRUM ACCESSORIES

£94

£172 £240

£130

£180

£19
from

£39
from

£13
from

£49
from

£18
from

SABIAN SBR PERFORMANCE

CRASH CYMBALS

HI-HATS

PAISTE 101

MEINL MCS141620 PAISTE PST8 UNIVERSAL

RIDE CYMBALS

CHINA CYMBALSSPLASH CYMBALS

PAISTE PST5

Paiste 101 14” £19 Ref. 22867
Meinl HCS 18” £35 Ref. 27493
Dream Bliss 16” £70 Ref. 22927
Dream Bliss 20” £108 Ref. 22929

Meinl HCS 20” £49 Ref. 27495
Sabian SBR 20” £48 Ref. 29585
Zildjian ZBT 22” £94 Ref. 30217
Dream Bliss 20” £104 Ref. 23081

Paiste PST 3 13” £39 Ref. 23025
Diril Traditional 14” £80 Ref. 23041
Dream Bliss 14” £108 Ref. 23039
Istanbul Traditional 14” Light £165 Ref. 27633

Meinl HCS 12” £18 Ref. 27484
Meinl HCS 14” £23 Ref. 27487
Dream Lion 16” £42 Ref. 23009
Zildjian ZBT 18” £65 Ref. 27772

Meinl HCS 8” £13 Ref. 27482
Paiste PST 3 10” £14 Ref. 22979
Meinl HCS 12” £18 Ref. 27485
Dream Bliss 10” £37 Ref. 23006

This set marks the perfect balance between 
performance, sound and value.
• 14” hi-hats  • 16” crash  • 20” ride  • Brass 
material  • Bright attack  • Medium sustain

This set offers MS63 brass-alloy cymbals at an 
incredibly affordable price and makes an ideal 
upgrade for newer players.
• 14” hi-hats  • 16” crash  • 20” ride

Harmonically matched cymbals that provide 
the best sound at an unbeatable price.
• 14” medium hi-hats  • 16” medium crash 
• 20” medium ride

Crafted from renowned 2002 bronze, hand-
hammered and with reflector finish.
• 14” medium hi-hats  • 16” medium crash 
• 20” medium ride

This affordable range is ideal for all musical 
styles and playing environments.
• 14” hi-hats  • 16” crash  • 20” ride  • Bright, 
clean and focused sound  • Great value

ref. 22948

ref. 27613

ref. 22956 ref. 26384 ref. 30277

‘‘

‘‘

My association with 
Absolute Music started 
many years ago as a 
customer and each time 
I’ve purchased over the 
years, I’ve always received 
the most honest, helpful 
and friendly service  
anyone could hope for. 
I now do some of my 
teaching in Absolute 
Music’s studios and my 
students benefit from this 
tremendous place too, as 
they can take their exams 
on-site and join in other 
activities to play together 
with other musicians and 
expand their horizons.
Allan Varnfield, Drum Teacher

£120

ZILDJIAN PLZ4PK
This Planet Z series four-pack of cymbals 
makes an ideal set-up for a beginner drummer 
or for drummers who want a practice kit.
• 14” hi-hats  • 16” crash  • 20” ride

ref. 35658

£80

PEARL PCP-204
Ideal starter set of good quality cymbals 
representing brilliant value for classroom, 
rehearsal room or concert use.
• 14” hi-hats  • 16” crash  • 20” ride

ref. 34315

BEST
SELLER! £42

from

£6
from

£12

£4.70

£6

£50

£6

£2
from

£62

2
SIZES GORILLA SNOT

AHEAD ARMOUR AA6025
DRUM MATS

QUICK RELEASE DRUM KEY

GROOVE JUICE

CYMBAL FELTS

HI-HAT CLUTCHES

TUNE-BOT E-DRUM TUNER

This non-gooey drumstick grip made from 
naturally refined tree resin helps you keep 
hold of your sticks, no matter how hard you’re 
playing or how sweaty you are. 

£1.50
from

DRUMSTICKS
VF Value drumsticks £2 Ref. 23687
VF wood-tip drumsticks, 5A £7 Ref. 23549
Custom Percussion rods £8 Ref. 26788
VF wire brushes, pair £17 Ref. 23571

NATAL STANDARD SERIES 
SMOOTH CAM KICK PEDAL
High-quality yet affordable kick pedal with 
self-levelling hoop clamp and non-slip plate.

This stick bag is made from hard-wearing, 
water-resistant, 600-denier polyester fabric 
and has space for 10 pairs of sticks plus a large 
front pocket for storing extra accessories.

each
4

OPTIONS

VIC FIRTH MUTE SETS
12/13/16/14/22-Rock £44 Ref. 29196
10/12/14/14/20-Fusion £45 Ref. 29198
10/12/14/14/22-Fusion £45 Ref. 29197
10/12/14/16/22-LA-Fusion £45 Ref. 29199

1. Black Widow drum mat £42 Ref. 29999
2.  Protection Racket drum mat (2 x 1.6m)

£48 Ref. 23168
Handy gadget from Gibraltar with quick-
release clip to attach to a lanyard or keyring. 

An easy-to-use, no-mess cymbal cleaner, 
formulated to restore brightness to your 
professional cymbals.

1. Gibraltar Tall, 4-pack  £3 Ref. 24296
2. Gibraltar Short, 4-pack  £2 Ref. 24289

1.  Gibraltar standard clutch £6 Ref. 24293
2.  Gibraltar SC-QRHHC quick release clutch 

£13 Ref. 23538

A fast, accurate, and effective drum tuner.
• Overall pitch measurement  • Lug-lug pitch 
measurement  • Frequency/musical note 
modes  • 80+ save slots  • Mounting clip

ref. 24297

ref. 26818

ref. 23099

ref. 24287

ref. 24381

ref. 30375

1

1

1

2

2

2

“Our education staff & our in-house 
team have decades of experience 

between them of dealing with schools, 
colleges, universities and youth 

projects. Your budget  
is safe in our hands!”

Steve Szymanski,  
Education Consultant (South)

www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

we know education

DRUM AMPS
1.  Roland PM-10 (30W, 10” 2-way speaker, 

2-band EQ, MP3 input, dedicated V-Drums 
input) £170 Ref. 26395 

2.  Traps AP30 (30W, 10” 2-way speaker, 
3-band EQ, MP3 input) £77 Ref. 26400

£77
from

£44
from

2

1

BEST
SELLER!

MOONGEL DAMPER PADS
The world’s most impressive resonance 
control device, made from a soft non-toxic gel, 
packaged in a durable plastic container.

ref. 24355

£110

PAISTE PST3
This is a great cymbal starter pack comprising 
everything you need to get set up and playing 
straight out of the box.
• 14” hi-hats  • 16” crash  • 20” ride

ref. 22949

£4.70
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ELECTRONIC DRUMKITSELECTRONIC DRUMKITS

‘‘

‘‘

£230

£280£232

ALESIS DM6 USB

HXM HD-006

YAMAHA DTX400K
The perfect five-piece electronic drumkit for 
aspiring drummers everywhere.
• Alesis DM6 drum-sound module  
• 108 sounds  • 15 programmable drum sets  
• Dual-zone snare pad for rim click and 
rimshot • USB-MIDI output  • 1/8” input MP3/
CD player  • Velocity-sensitive pads  
• Includes bass drum pedal and drumsticks

AKG K77 headphones 
£24 Ref. 22528
Loads more on p44

Massive choice of sticks, 
brushes and beaters 
Browse in-store or online

This entry-level electronic kit combines 
top-quality sounds with features in a package 
that’s perfect for any teaching room or studio 
at an unbeatable price.
• Dual-zone snare pad  • Choke-action 
cymbals  • Quiet operation  • Neat, compact 
frame  • 20 preset kits  • USB connectivity 
• Aux input for MP3/CD player

An affordable yet impressive entry into 
Yamaha’s DTX electronic drum world.
• Authentic drumming experience in a 
compact electronic kit  • KU100 silent kick 
unit  • 10” cymbals and hi-hat cymbal  
• 7.5” drum pads  • DTX400 drum 
module with 169 sounds  • Voice-guided 
training functions • USB MIDI

It was a no-brainer for 
me to get my Yamaha 
electronic drumkit from 
Absolute Music. Not only 
were they the cheapest by 
far for the particular model 
I wanted, but they also 
couldn’t have been more 
helpful. Great prices and 
great service… what more 
could you ask for?!
Rob Litten, Online Drum Tutor,
www.drumstheword.com

ref. 29996

ref. 27242ref. 23758

Mapex T250a throne 
£20 Ref. 23708
More thrones online

BUNDLE
DEALS

£160

ALESIS DM LITE
Excellent value kit ideal for teaching beginners 
or for straightforward classroom use.
• Pre-assembled rack for quick set-up  • LED-
illuminated drum & cymbal pads  • DM Lite 
module with 300 sounds & built-in drum 
coach  • 4x 7.5” drum trigger pads  • 3x 10” 
triangular cymbal trigger pads  • Hi-hat & 
kick drum trigger pedals

ref. 31422

£370

YAMAHA DTX450K
The DTX450K features a newly developed 
3-zone snare pad and extremely realistic bass 
drum pedal action.
• DTX400 drum module with 169 sounds  
• Genuine Yamaha bass drum pedal  • HH65 
hi-hat controller  • Three-zone snare pad 
• Steel drum rack  • USB-MIDI jack  • 10 
onboard routines - warm ups, groove tools

ref. 28047

Need thrones, sticks or other  
accessories? Call or check online!

£1125

£610

£1300

£670

YAMAHA DTX700KROLAND TD-25K

YAMAHA DTX532KROLAND TD-11K

ref. 23829

ref. 36682

ref. 30131

ref. 23799

Features highly expressive playability and 
user-friendly functionality that is suitable for 
drummers of all abilities.
• DTXPAD snare  • Full-size hi-hat  • 3-zone 
cymbals  • DTX502 module  • 691 built-in 
sounds  • Natural feel and realistic response 
and playability  • Full set of training features 
• USB connectivity

A fully featured and powerful electronic kit.
• 5-piece drumkit  • 2 cymbals and hi-hat 
• 3-zone TCS ‘Textured Cellular Silicone’ 
snare  • 3 TCS toms  • 2x 3-zone cymbals with 
choke  • Real hi-hat stand  • 1,396 voices 
• 64-note polyphony  • USB to device 
• USB to host  • Built-in recorder  • Training 
functions  • 12 trigger inputs  • Aux in

£420

ROLAND TD-4KP

ref. 27706

The ultimate electronic drumkit for mobile 
drumming and small spaces.
• V-Drums sound and quality in an ultra-
portable mobile kit  • Folding design 
for quick, compact breakdown and easy 
transport/storage  • TD-4 sound module  
• 8 pads: kick, snare, 3 toms, hi-hat, crash and 
ride cymbals  • FD-8 hi-hat controller

£300

ROLAND TD-1K

ref. 34785

An affordable and excellent sounding entry 
into Roland’s V-Drums range.
• 15 preset kits  • Build playing skills with 
onboard Coach function  • Beater-less kick 
pedal  • Sturdy, height-adjustable drum rack  
• Practice along with onboard audio songs  
Also: TD-1KV with mesh head snare for better 
feel and response £360 Ref. 34786

Features ‘Behaviour Modelling’ for a complete 
and natural drumming experience.
• 18 fully editable kits  • 10” mesh snare, 2x 
6.5” and 1x 8” mesh toms, kick, 2 cymbals 
and hi-hat  • USB to play along with your 
favourite tracks  • TD-25 module • Natural-
feel kick pad  • Kick pedal not supplied
Also: Roland TD-25KV £1500 Ref. 36689

The perfect kit for beginners or drummers just 
getting to grips with electronic kits.
• Natural drumming experience  • 50 kits 
onboard (25 preset/25 user)  • Coach function  
• USB connectivity  • TD-11 module  • Mesh-
head snare  • 3 toms  • 2 cymbals & 10” hi-hat  
• FD-8 hi-hat controller  • Natural-feel kick 
pad  • Kick pedal not supplied

BEST
SELLER!

£550

ALESIS DM10 STUDIO KIT

ref. 32973

Redesigned DM10 kit with all-new mesh drum 
heads to enhance feel and reduce noise.
• DM10 drum module with 12 trigger inputs, 
mixer and over 1,000 uncompressed samples  
• 4x 8” toms and 10” snare heads plus kick 
pad  • 12” hi-hat, 2x 12” crash and 14” ride 
cymbals  • 4-post StageRack hardware  
• iPad compatibility via camera kit (separate)

‘‘

‘‘We discovered Absolute 
Music on Learn To Play 
Day 2015, when my son 
and daughter came along 
to take part in all the free 
lessons and workshops. 
We all had an amazing 
day and somehow spent 
5 hours here without even 
seeing it all. The café was 
amazing too… surprising 
how hungry you get after 
all that music-making!”
Joanne Patterson, local customer!

£725

ALESIS DM10 X MESH KIT

ref. 32974

Impressive electronic kit with large mesh heads 
and incredible sensitivity for superior sound.
• 2x 10” toms, 2x 12” toms & 12” snare heads 
plus kick pad  • 12” hi-hat, 2x 14” crash and 
16” ride cymbals  • Sturdy but light X-Rack 
system  • DM10 module with 1,000+ sampled 
sounds & mixer  • Quadruple-zone sensitivity 
on each drum head  • iPad-compatible

£340

YAMAHA DTX430K
The next DTX step, great for studio and live use.
• Genuine Yamaha bass drum pedal  • 10” 
cymbals and hi-hat cymbal  • 7.5” drum pads 
are more playable and durable  • DTX400 
drum module with 169 sounds  • HH65 hi-hat 
controller  • Voice-guided training functions 
• USB MIDI  • Upgradable kit with extra 
cymbal/snare pads available

ref. 28048

£395

ALESIS DM8 USB

ref. 23765

A really solid, great-sounding kit that’s easy to 
set up and enjoyable to play.
• DM8 drum module with 750+ sounds 
• Low-noise, natural-feeling rubber pads 
• Dual-zone snare with rimshot  • 3 tom 
pads  • Large kick pad  • 2 cymbal pads and 
hi-hat with control pedal  • USB for tracking/
programming via music software  • Mix input
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UKULELES & STARTER GUITARS
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PALMA PL CLASSICAL
The ideal beginner’s classical guitar.
• Classical-style body  • Linden body, 
fingerboard and neck  • Maple bridge  
• Chrome/plastic roller machineheads 
• Natural finish  • Nylon strings 
PL34 ¾-size £30 Ref. 29215
PL44 full-size £40 Ref. 15613

£30
from £52

STAGG C510 ½-SIZE PACK
The perfect bundle for any student wanting  
to learn classical guitar.
• ½-size classical guitar, natural finish  
• ‘A’ pitch pipe  • Guitar bag  • Nylon strings    
• Includes spare set of strings

ref. 27464

£20

£45

£95£70 £121

£57

£22

VINTAGE VUK20N

TANGLEWOOD COVE CREEK 
TU2 ST SOPRANO UKULELE

TANGLEWOOD UNION TU1 
SOPRANO UKULELE

BOULDER CREEK RIPTIDE  
US-5NS SOPRANO UKULELE

EPIPHONE  
LES PAUL UKULELE

STAGG US-VIOLET  
SOPRANO UKULELE

BOULDER CREEK RIPTIDE 
UC-11NS CONCERT UKULELE

A good quality basic ukulele that should be 
good enough for classroom and lesson use.
• Mahogany top back and sides  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Open-geared machines  • 12 
frets  • Smooth gloss finish in Coconut Tan  
• Comes with FREE bag & tuning pipes

A soprano ukulele crafted from some of the 
finest tone woods with meticulous attention 
to detail.
• Solid spruce top  • Bubinga body 
•  Mahogany neck  • Rosewood fingerboard 
• Natural gloss finish  • Nylon strings

A perfect blend of time-honoured design and 
modern manufacturing in a quality instrument.
• Mahogany body  • Rosewood fingerboard 
• Natural satin finish  • Nylon strings

Ukulele with exclusive dual-port system for 
improved sound projection. Sounds lovely!
• Mahogany top, back and sides  • Off-centre 
sound port increases volume, tone and 
sustain  • Die-cast tuning machines  • Natural 
Satin finish  • Nylon strings

An acoustic/electric ukulele that thinks it’s a 
Les Paul, complete with great tone and looks.
• Solid mahogany neck and body  • AAA 
grade flame maple top  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Nickel hardware  • With gig 
bag  • Sunburst finish   • Nylon strings

An ideal instrument for any beginner to 
intermediate ukulele player.
• Basswood top, back and sides  • Nato neck, 
headstock, fingerboard and bridge  • 12 frets 
• Gig bag  • G-C-E-A tuning  • Nylon strings

A ukulele with body constructed from solid 
acacia, one of the most desired woods for  
both ukulele recording and live use.
• Concert-style body  • Acacia top, back & 
sides  • Dual-port system  • Die-cast tuning 
machines  • Ebony buttons  • Abalone binding  
• Satin semi-gloss finish  • Nylon strings

ref. 26163

ref. 26848

ref. 26849

ref. 26166

ref. 26851

ref. 30507

ref. 26844

£16

ASHTON UKE100
A fantastic value beginner’s ukulele that is 
great for group work and home study.
• Rosewood fingerboard  • Various colours
Blue £16 Ref. 36970 • Brown £16 Ref. 36971
Orange £16 Ref. 36974 • Pink £16 Ref. 36972
Red £16 Ref. 36973 • White £16 Ref. 36975

6
COLOURS

2
SIZES

BEST
SELLER!

£45
from

YAMAHA GL1 GUITALELE
An ideal transitional instrument from ukuleles 
to six-string guitar, great for young learners.
• Size of a ¼-size guitar  • 6 strings  • A-A 
tuning  • Spruce top  • Meranti back & sides  
• Nato neck  • Nylon strings
Black £48 Ref. 31138 • Natural £45 Ref. 31135 
Persimmon Brown £45 Ref. 31137
Tobacco Sunburst £48 Ref. 31139

ref. 31135

4
COLOURS

£45

ASHTON SPCG34 PACK
Great value bundle including classical guitar.
• ¾-size classical guitar  • Package includes 
soft gig bag and online lesson  • 4 colours
Black £45 Ref. 36977 • Pink £45 Ref. 36978 
Red Burst £45 Ref. 36979 (Blue also available)

4
COLOURS

DRUM MACHINES

‘‘

‘‘

£74 £80

£140

£165

£295

£115

£340

ALESIS SR16

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS 
MASCHINE MIKRO

KORG VOLCA BEATS

ALESIS  
PERFORMANCEPAD PRO

ALESIS SR18

NORD DRUM 2

BOSS DR-3

BOSS DR-880

One of the most popular drum machines ever 
made, this classic is as useful in the teaching 
room as it is in the studio or home set-up.
• 233 natural drum sounds  • 12 velocity-
sensitive pads with dynamic articulation  
• 50 preset patterns by top studio drummers 
• MIDI  • Footswitch input

A pattern-based sequencer, sampler, multi-
effect unit and VST/AU plug-in host.
• Integrated hardware/software system  
• Multi-colour touch sensitive pads  • 6Gb 
library, Komplete Elements & Massive synth
Black £200 Ref. 26961 • White £200 Ref. 26962

Mini analogue drum machine with real 
analogue classic drum sounds plus an 
additional PCM sound engine.
• 6 editable parts with 1 knob per function 
• PCM sound engine  • Built-in speaker 
• SYNC and MIDI inputs
See p55 for Volca Keys & Volca Bass modules

Featuring a modern, high-definition sound 
set with acoustic and electronic drums, 
percussion, sound effects, bass and more.
• 500+ sounds  • 8 velocity-sensitive drum 
pads with dynamic articulation  • Digital 
effects  • 3-part sequencer  • Mix input for 
external tracks, loops and instruments

The Alesis SR18 is loaded with cutting-edge 
drumkits, electronic drums and percussion 
sounds for any modern drummer. 
• 32Mb sound set (percussion & bass)  • EQ, 
reverb & compression effects  • 32-voice 
polyphony  • 100 preset/100 user patterns 
• Batteries or AC adaptor (not included)

Create and play anything from analogue drum 
machine sounds and 80s disco toms to mind-
blowing realistic percussion sounds.
• 6-channel drum synthesizer  • 6 generic 
trigger inputs  • MIDI I/O with CC control 
• Stereo out  • Headphone out  • Subtractive 
and FM-synthesis sound-modelling engine

This Dr Rhythm module includes some of 
BOSS’s best acoustic and electronic drumkits 
plus a selection of bass sounds.
• Velocity-sensitive pads  • Total Sound 
Control changes kit sound using effects   
• 100 preset/100 user styles  • Footswitch 
input  • Batteries or AC adaptor (not included)

A feature-filled, powerful rhythm creation unit 
that is perfect for any recording set-up.
• 20 velocity-sensitive pads  • 440 drum/ 
percussion sounds  • 40 bass sounds with 
COSM bass amp models  • Guitar/bass input  
• 4 assignable footswitch inputs  • Individual 
outputs  • Digital out  • USB port

ref. 24455 ref. 29513

ref. 24458

ref. 26145

ref. 29505

ref. 24463

£160

ALESIS XR20
700+ pre-loaded sounds plus an effects engine 
for reverb, EQ and compression give you full 
control over beat production.
• Microphone input  • Headphone output 
• Easy recording feature  • Bright backlit 
pads provide visual cues  • Pattern Play mode 
• Drum roll/Note Repeat feature • Batteries 
or AC adaptor (included)

ref. 24453

£148

ARTURIA SPARK LE
Amazing hybrid instrument that combines the 
sounds and beat-creation power of the Spark 
Engine software with an intuitive controller.
• 3 synth engines: virtual analogue, physical 
modelling, sample playback  • Backlit 
velocity- & pressure-sensitive pads  • Classic 
‘TR-style’ programming  • 50 new kits (800 
new instruments)  • FREE neoprene sleeve

ref. 28393

ref. 24468

For the breadth of 
products available, 
expert advice from 
knowledgeable staff and 
willingness to get hold of 
whatever I need, however 
obscure, Absolute Music 
is the perfect place for 
teachers and pupils to find 
anything and everything.   
Mr Smallwood, Music Teacher, Liverpool

£200
each

£150

YAMAHA DD65
This space-age looking contraption is a 
complete drumkit on your tabletop thanks to 
its intuitive controls and wealth of sound.
• 8 touch-sensitive drum pads  • 2 foot pedals 
• Wide variety of world percussion sounds  
• Flash ROM memory  • Load online MIDI 
songs via USB-MIDI interface

ref. 24473

BEST
SELLER!

2
COLOURS
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ACOUSTIC GUITARS

SEE PAGE 25 FOR MORE DETAILS

UKULELES AND GUITARS
IDEAL FOR EDUCATION

www.soundtech.co.uk/ashton

                         www.soundtech.co.uk/nord

See page 53 for more details 

UKULELES      GUITARS    GUITAR PACKS     VIOLINS    BRASS & WIND    ACCESSORIES

NEW!NEW!

Handmade in Sweden by Clavia DMI AB

“Seen a product on these or any 
other pages for less elsewhere? 
If so, let us know because we’re 
always happy to match or beat  
other prices wherever we can.  
Tight budgets are our  
speciality, whatever 
you’re after!”

Duncan Maletka,  
Education Consultant 
(East Anglia) 
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

save! save! save!

£120£90

£64£61

£76 £85

ARIA AWN15

EPIPHONE AJ-220S JUMBO

FENDER CF-60
YAMAHA FG700MS

EPIPHONE DR100

YAMAHA C40 II

Perfect for beginners, this is a lovely sounding, 
easy-to-play instrument.
• Spruce top  • Basswood back and sides 
• Rosewood fingerboard & bridge • Catalpa 
neck  • Chrome hardware  • Steel strings
Black £61 Ref. 29221
Natural £61 Ref. 29220

The legendary Advanced Jumbo acoustic.
• Solid sitka spruce top  • Mahogany body 
• Solid mahogany neck with satin finish 
• Rosewood fingerboard  • Nickel-plated 
tuners  • Gloss finish  • Nylon strings
Also: Vintage Sunburst £85 Ref. 31634

Beautifully crafted folk-size acoustic guitar 
(slightly smaller than the CD-60).
• Spruce top  • Mahogany back & sides  • 20-
fret rosewood fingerboard  • Die-cast tuners
• Comes with FREE hard case
Also: CF-60CE electro-acoustic £150 Ref. 36993

An inexpensive entry-level classical guitar 
with outstanding playability and tone.
• Spruce top  • Meranti back and sides  
• Nato neck  • Rosewood fingerboard and 
bridge  • Gloss natural finish  • Steel strings

Great value dreadnought-style acoustic with 
incredible tone and playability.
• Solid sitka spruce top  • Nato back and sides 
• Rosewood fingerboard & bridge  • Die-cast 
hardware  • Satin natural finish  • Steel strings

An Epiphone bestseller with the sound that 
only a dreadnought can deliver.
• Dreadnought-style guitar  • Mahogany 
body & neck  • Select spruce top  • Rosewood 
fingerboard and bridge  • Steel strings
Black £64 Ref. 15208 • Natural £64 Ref. 15212 
Vintage Sunburst £64 Ref. 16062

ref. 15321

ref. 36992

ref. 31134

ref. 15380 ‘‘

‘‘I used to order all my 
school’s music accessories 
from Absolute Music. 
Then I called for advice 
on a mixer and was so 
impressed by the guy’s 
knowledge and support, 
I actually made a visit 
to their new store. I was 
wowed by the space, the 
stock, the attentive staff 
and the acoustic room to 
die for. I love it here!   
Mrs J Sims, Music Teacher, Plymouth

ARIA FET-ELITE

WASHBURN WD10SCE

A great value electro-acoustic with four-band 
EQ and LCD display in a range of colours.
• Cutaway design  • Mahogany back, sides & 
neck  • Spruce top  • Rosewood fingerboard 
• Steel strings  • Aria AEQ-4 pickup system
Blue £145 ref. 29223 • Black £145 ref. 29222
Natural £145 ref. 29225
Sunburst £145 ref. 29224

Beautiful cutaway dreadnought electro-
acoustic, ideal for beginners or professionals.
• Sitka spruce top • Mahogany back & sides  
• Rosewood fingerboard  • Steel strings 
• Left-hand and 12-string also available

£145 £149

3
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

ref. 15287

4
COLOURS

BEST
SELLER!

FENDER CD-60 PACK
Great quality beginner’s acoustic package 
from the guitar brand that everyone knows!
• Spruce top  • Mahogany back & sides  
• Sonokeling-wood fingerboard  • Chrome 
hardware  • FREE plectrums & spare strings
Black £105 Ref. 35600
Natural £115 Ref. 35459
Tobacco Sunburst £115 Ref. 35460

3
COLOURS

£105
from
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ELECTRIC GUITARS

fender.com/american-standard HANDMADE IN THE U.S.A.

THE  
AMERICAN 
STANDARD

A HANDMADE ORIGINAL

© 2015 Fender Musical Instruments Corporation. Fender® and the distinctive headstock designs 
commonly found on Fender guitars are registered trademarks of FMIC. All rights reserved.

fendergbi 

2015 Fender American Standard Ad Group RGT UK 210x297mm [3mbld].indd   1 06/03/2015   11:17

‘‘‘‘ £95

£125 £135

£73

£89

£64

FENDER SQUIER STRAT

EPIPHONE SG SPECIAL

ARIA STG003

YAMAHA PACIFICA 012

EPIPHONE LP SPECIAL II

FENDER SQUIER AFFINITY 
STRATOCASTER PACK

A simple, affordable and practical Bullet Strat 
designed for beginners and students.
• Basswood body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Chrome tuners
Arctic White £73 Ref. 26763
Black £73 Ref. 26760
Brown Sunburst £73 Ref. 26761
Fiesta Red (pictured) £73 Ref. 26762

An incredible way to get real SG tone and 
styling at a more affordable price.
• Laminated alder/maple body  • Maple neck 
• Rosewood fingerboard  • Chrome tuners 
• Ebony finish

A high-quality guitar at a marvellous price.
• Double cutaway design  • Basswood body 
• Maple neck  • Rosewood fingerboard 
3-tone Sunburst £64 Ref. 29219
Aged Sunburst (pictured) £64 Ref. 26498
Black £64 Ref. 26630
White £64 Ref. 26499

Superb value guitar based on Yamaha’s best-
selling Pacifica 112.
• Agathis body  • Mango wood top  • Maple 
neck  • Sonokeling fingerboard
Natural (pictured) £125 Ref. 30006
Tobacco Sunburst £125 Ref. 30007

Epiphone’s best-selling electric guitar is easy 
to play and has a choice of three colourways.
• Basswood body  • Mahogany neck 
• Rosewood fingerboard  • Chrome tuners
Ebony Black £89 Ref. 16147
Heritage Cherry Sunburst £89 Ref. 16148
Vintage Sunburst (pictured) £89 Ref. 16154

This guitar, amp and accessories pack 
represents great value to any guitar learners.
• Affinity Strat guitar  • 10 Watt Fender 
Frontman 10G amp  • With tuner, gig bag, 
strap, picks and tuition DVD
Black £135 Ref. 27094
Brown Sunburst £154 Ref. 27095

ref. 16257

I have enjoyed great service 
from Absolute Music, 
which, in an education 

environment, is vital. The 
speedy turnaround when 
ordering and the friendly, 

knowledgeable staff 
make the whole process 

incredibly simple 
and straightforward. 

Matt Thomas, Sound Engineer,  
Clifton College, Bristol

4
COLOURS

3
COLOURS

4
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

BEST
SELLER!

STAGG ESURF 250 PACK
A fantastic value guitar, amp and accessories 
bundle, ideal for the classroom.
• Surfstar S250 electic guitar  • With 10W 
guitar amp, strap, gig bag, automatic tuner, 
tuition DVD and extra set of strings
Black (pictured) £124 Ref. 17751
Sunburst £125 Ref. 17752

£124
from

£119 £119

FENDER SQUIER AFFINITY 
TELECASTER FENDER SQUIER AFFINITY 

STRATOCASTER MAPLE
Great value version of Fender’s classic Tele.
• Alder body  • Maple neck and fingerboard 
• Chrome tuners
2-tone Sunburst £119 Ref. 25726
Arctic White £119 Ref. 18029
Black (pictured) £119 Ref. 18030
Butterscotch Blond £119 Ref. 26768

Beginner’s Strat with maple fingerboard.
• Alder body  • Maple neck and fingerboard 
• Chrome tuners
2-tone Sunburst (pictured) £119 Ref. 26765
Black £119 Ref. 25723

4
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

£119

FENDER SQUIER AFFINITY 
STRATOCASTER ROSEWOOD
From Fender’s entry-level range of guitars, 
this Strat has a rosewood fingerboard.
• Alder body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Chrome tuners
Black (pictured) £119 Ref. 18032
Brown Sunburst £119 Ref. 25722

2
COLOURS

£80

FENDER SQUIER BULLET 
STRAT HSS
Affordable Stratocaster in classic styling with 
one humbucking and two single-coil pickups.
• Maple neck & rosewood fingerboard  
• 5-way switching  • Synchronous tremolo
Arctic White £80 Ref. 29174
Black/Rosewood £80 Ref. 29667
Brown Sunburst (pictured) £80 Ref. 29173

3
COLOURS
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BASS GUITARS

£100

£132

£155

EPIPHONE TOBY  
STANDARD-IV

WASHBURN TAURUS 
T14 QTS

EPIPHONE THUNDERBIRD IV

STAGG P300-BK P-BASS

EPIPHONE TOBY DELUXE-IV

Features the classic Tobias ergonomic body 
shape that players find so easy to play.
• Classic Tobias body shape  • Basswood 
body  • Hard maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Deluxe die-cast tuners
Alpine White £95 Ref. 18371
Ebony Black (pictured) £95 Ref. 18372

An excellent entry-level bass with P and J 
pickups and beautiful quilted finish.
• Basswood body  • Faux quilted maple top 
• Maple neck  • Rosewood fingerboard  
• Die-cast tuners  • Tobacco Sunburst finish

An absolute classic with the reverse body 
styling and a carved top.
• Mahogany body  • Hard maple neck 
• Rosewood fingerboard  • Die-cast black 
tuners  • Vintage Sunburst finish

This nicely shaped bass with simple controls is 
an ideal beginner’s guitar.
• Standard ‘P’ electric bass guitar  • Solid 
alder body  • Hard maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Standard ‘P’ nickel tuners 

ref. 18369

ref. 18297

ref. 18173

“Looking for strings and things? 
We’ve got a selection of accessories 

on p36 but for hundreds more straps, 
stands, tuners, gig bags, cases, spare 
parts, cleaners, bottlenecks and other 

stuff, check our website or give your 
local education consultant a call.  

             We can find and source 
              even the rarest bits and  
               pieces for any guitar!”

Robin Whitnell
Guitar Workshop Manager

need extras?

2
COLOURS

3
COLOURS

£175

YAMAHA TRBX304
A great bass with split- and single-coil pickups.
• Alder body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Vintage-style bridge
Black £175 Ref. 31321
White £175 Ref. 31322
Candy Apple Red £175 Ref. 31323
Pewter £175 Ref. 31324
Mist Green (pictured) £175 Ref. 31325

£155

EPIPHONE EB3
Styled like a classic Gibson SG, this is a very 
playable, lovely sounding bass.
• SG cutaway shape  • Mahogany body & 
neck  • Rosewood fingerboard with trapezoid 
inlays  • Chrome hardware
Ebony Black £155 Ref. 18161
Cherry Red (pictured) £155 Ref. 18168

5
COLOURS

£95 £120

£145

ESP LTD B-10
A lovely looking, value-for-money four-string 
bass in sleek black finish.
• Basswood body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Black nickel tuners
Also: B-50 (with tone boost) £160 Ref. 28431

ref. 27360

various
OPTIONS

Adding to the Toby Standard with a powerful 
bass shaping system called Tonexpessor.
• Basswood body  • Hard maple neck  
• Rosewood fingerboard  • Deluxe die-cast 
black tuners  • Power electronics package
Translucent Amber £120 Ref. 18373
Translucent Red (pictured) £120 Ref. 18375
Walnut £120 Ref. 18376

£135

YAMAHA TRBX174
Yamaha’s new entry-level bass is great value 
and comes in various colours.
• Agathis body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Chrome tuners
Black £135 Ref. 31326
Metallic Blue (pictured) £135 Ref. 31327
Metallic Red £135 Ref. 31328
Old Violin Sunburst £135 Ref. 31329

4
COLOURS

£160

FENDER SQUIER AFFINITY 
JAZZ BASS

The look and tone of a classic at an affordable 
price in a glossy black finish. 5-string Sunburst 
model also available.
• Alder body in Black finish  • Maple neck  
• Rosewood fingerboard  • Chrome tuners

ref. 18400

ELECTRIC GUITARS

£230

£140 £150

£179

£225

EPIPHONE LES PAUL LP-100

WASHBURN XM DLX2

ESP LTD M-17

FENDER SQUIER STD TELE

ESP LTD M-103FM
WASHBURN J3

An affordable, reliable guitar with the classic 
look, sound and feel of a Gibson Les Paul.
• Mahogany body  • Maple top  • Mahogany 
neck  • Rosewood fingerboard  • Nickel 
hardware  • Ebony finish

This is definitely the instrument you need to 
become the ultimate shred machine!
• Basswood body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Chrome die-cast tuners
Black Burst (pictured) £165 Ref. 29806
Pearl Black £165 Ref. 29387
Pearl Red £170 Ref. 29824

Seven-string electric guitars aren’t common 
but this is one of the best-sounding and 
affordable off-the-peg models around.
• Basswood body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • LTD tuners

A limited edition Telecaster with gloss black 
finish and matching headstock, plus chrome-
look pickguards and hardware.
• Agathis body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Chrome hardware

A great value guitar with classic double 
cutaway flat-top body shape.
• Basswood body  • Flamed maple top 
• Maple neck and fingerboard  • Black nickel 
hardware  • See-thru black finish

A hollowbody electric guitar offering classic 
jazz tone and a striking look.
• Maple body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Bound f holes  • Chrome tuners
Natural £230 Ref. 29558
Tobacco Sunburst (pictured) £230 Ref. 17386

ref. 16137 ref. 29538

£170

ESP LTD H-51
A modern classic featuring a double cutaway 
Horizon body shape, fixed bridge and twin 
active ESP humbuckers.
• Basswood body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • ESP tuners

ref. 28430 ref. 18027

£220

FENDER SQUIER VINTAGE 
MODIFIED 70S STRAT
A classic-looking Stratocaster with original 
decal styling and oversized 70s headstock.
• Basswood body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Chrome hardware

ref. 18002 ref. 27355

3
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

“Our regional education consultants, 
in-house sales team and dedicated 
Guitar Workshop staff can help you  
out with everything from pre-sales 
buying advice to after-sales support. 
Call us on 01202 597185 or email 
your local consultant with any 
questions you might have about 
guitars… or anything else!”

Simon Watts, Education Consultant 
(London & Southeast) 
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

full support £165
from

FENDER SQUIER AFFINITY 
TELECASTER PACK
This great-value package includes a classic 
Telecaster-style guitar with top accessories.
• Affinity Telecaster guitar in Butterscotch 
Blonde finish  • Includes 15 Watt Fender 
Frontman 15G amp  • With tuner, gig bag, 
strap, picks and tuition DVD

£159

ref. 27410

YAMAHA PACIFICA 112V
A great value guitar with great tone and 
outstanding playability.
• Alder body  • Maple neck  • Rosewood 
fingerboard  • Die-cast tuners
Black £150 Ref. 17434
Old Violin Sunburst £165 Ref. 17438
Yellow Natural Satin £165 Ref. 17442

3
COLOURS

£150
from

BEST
SELLER!

£205

ESP LTD MH-100QM
An exceptional value for money guitar with 
classic double cutaway carve-top body shape.
• Basswood body  • Quilted maple top 
• Maple neck  • Rosewood fingerboard 
• Black nickel hardware • In beautiful 
‘See-Thru’ Black Cherry finish

ref. 27902
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BEST
SELLER!

£150

FENDER SQUIER AFFINITY 
BRONCO BASS
Great if you’re starting out, need an occasional 
bass or simply want a solid workhorse  bass.
• Double cutaway body  • Maple neck & 
fingerboard  • Chrome tuners
Black (pictured) £150 Ref. 18399
Red £150 Ref. 32386

2
COLOURS
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GUITAR AMPS

£230

LINE 6 SPIDER IV 120
Huge range of tones and models.
• 120 Watts  • 2x 10” speakers 
• 300 guitar tones  • 20 effects 
• 16 amp models  • EQ controls 
• Recording output

ref. 16102

The new Fender® Mustang™ amplifier series 
raises the standard for modern guitar 
versatility and muscle. Driven by incredibly 
authentic amp models and a huge bank of 
built-in effects, Mustang amplifiers come 
equipped with USB connectivity and Fender® 
FUSE™ software, allowing your musical 
creativity and imagination to run wild.

© 2014 Fender Musical Instruments Corporation. Fender®, Mustang™, Fender® FUSE™, Stratocaster®, Strat® and 
the distinctive headstock designs commonly found on Fender guitars are trademarks of FMIC. All rights reserved.

THIS IS  
THE  

SOUND

fender.com/mustang
MUSTANG V.2 SERIES AMPLIFIERS

HIGH SPEED, AMPED UP AND LOUD

Facebook.com/fendergbi 

Twitter.com/fendergbi

2014 Fender Mustang Front NEW Ad UK social media 210x297mm[3mbld].indd   1 27/11/2014   12:15

£120

£165£150

£210

£100

£35

£125

£205

£104

£74

£155

£60

BEST
SELLER!

FENDER  
PASSPORT MINI

LINE 6 SPIDER IV 75

ROLAND CUBE-40GX

FENDER  
FRONTMAN 10G

ORANGE CRUSH 35RT

ROLAND CUBE-20GX

VOX VT80+

BLACKSTAR 
ID:15TVP

LINE 6 SPIDER IV 30

BLACKSTAR 
ID:30TVP

YAMAHA THR5

ORANGE CRUSH 12

Convenient amplification for any 
instrument or microphone.
• 7 Watts  • 6.5” speaker 
• 24 effects  • Vocal channel 
• Aux input  • Battery/AC power

So much more than just great 
tones and effects.
• 75 Watts  • 12” speaker 
• 16 amp models  • 20 digital 
effects  • 3-band EQ

Great amp with COSM amp 
modelling and phrase looper.
• 40 Watts  • 10” speaker 
• 3 channels  • 10 amp models 
• 8 digital effects  • 80-sec 
phrase looper • Power Squeezer

An ideal starter amp.
• 10 Watts  • 6” Fender 
Special Design speaker   
• Selectable clean and drive 
settings  • Aux input

New, improved 35W combo.
• Twin-channel  • Buffered 
effects loop  • Headphone/line 
out with 4x12 cab simulation
Black £155 Ref. 36070
Orange £155 Ref. 35795

Perfectly portable for practice at 
home and band rehearsals.
•  20 Watts  • 8” speaker 
• 2 channels  • 6 digital effects 
• Tuner  • Aux input

Tube amp with modelling facility.
• 120 Watts  • 12” speaker 
• 99 preset sounds/amp models 
• 25 effects  • 3-band EQ 
• Power level control

Compact ID-series guitar amp.
• 15 Watts  • True valve 
power  • 6 voice channels  • 12 
multi-effects  • USB recording/
patching  • EQ with ISF control

Line 6 amp-modelling technology 
in a compact outfit.
• 30 Watts  • 12” speaker  
• 12 amp models  • 7 digital 
effects  • Tuner  •  Aux input

ID-series practice/rehearsal amp.
• 30 Watts  • 12” speaker 
• True valve power  • 6 Voice 
channels  • 12 multi-effects 
• USB recording/patching  • EQ

A new angle on practice amps.
• 5W + 5W  • 5 amp types  • 2x 
8cm speakers  • VCM effects 
 • Parameter editor  • USB  
• AC/batteries  • With Cubase AI

Entry to the new Crush range.
• 12 Watts RMS  • All-analogue 
signal path  • Headphone/line 
out with 4x12 cab simulation
Black £60 Ref. 36638
Orange £60 Ref. 35792

ref. 30644

ref. 16120

ref. 26653

ref. 19413

ref. 30643

ref. 18035

ref. 17833

ref. 26654

ref. 16114

ref. 29009

£185

FENDER  
MUSTANG III V2
100W modelling amp.
• 12” speaker • 17 amp models 
with 100 presets  • Onboard 
effects  • USB recording/patching  
Also: Mustang I £85 Ref. 29004
Mustang II £125 Ref. 29005

ref. 29006

“Our guitar department is  
one of the most impressive 
in the UK! We have 3 huge 
display walls, four sound-
proofed booths, a dedicated 
acoustic room plus expert 
staff to help you with your 
purchase, whether it’s a 
beginner’s amp+guitar  
outfit or a rare American  
         collectable guitar.”

Terry Haselden, 
Guitar Dept Manager

guitar gurus

2
COLOURS
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GUITAR EFFECTSGUITAR & BASS AMPS

 

“We have loads more effects units in 
stock with everything from affordable  
Digitech units to desirable stompboxes 
from the likes of Pigtronix, Mooer, Mad 

Professor, Korg, Vox, ProCo, 
Zvex and Tech 21.”

and there’s more!

Lee Williams, Guitar Department

1

76

2

8

3

9 10

11 12

19
18

1716

151413

4 5

£107 £145

£157 £300 £312

BOSS RC-30

BOSS ME-25

LINE 6 POD HD500X

BOSS RT-20

BOSS RC-300
A twin-pedal multi-track looper with two 
sync’d stereo tracks and built-in loop effects.
• Up to 3 hours stereo recording time  
• Built-in effects for processing loops  • Two 
¼” jack inputs  • Stereo 1/8” aux input jack 
• XLR input with phantom power  • USB port 
for audio import/export

An affordable guitar multi-effects unit that’s 
as fun and easy to use as a stompbox.
• Powerful COSM amp models  • Friendly 
user-interface  • Extensive collection of 
ready-to-use tones  • Drive, Tone, and Level 
knobs  • Expression pedal  • 38-sec phrase 
loop function  • Aux input  • Functions as a 
USB audio interface

The best-selling multi-effects floorboard, with 
HD technology.
• 100+ studio and boutique effects  • 30+ 
HD amp models  • Dynamic DSP  • Stereo FX 
Loop  • Assignable footswitches  • USB 2.0  
• MIDI  • S/PDIF  • Balanced XLR outs 
• Integrated mic preamp  • 48-sec looper

Employing COSM-modelling technology, the 
RT-20 authentically reproduces classic rotary-
speaker sounds.
• Slow/Fast adjustable transition time 
• Onboard overdrive effects  • Adjustable 
mix balance between treble and bass rotors  
• 4 types of sounds  • Guitar/Keyboard 
switch  • Dazzling virtual-rotor display 

Plug in your guitar, bass, microphone, 
keyboard, or instrument of choice and create 
amazing loops in real time.
• 3 stereo tracks each  • 3 hours internal 
recording   • 99 memories  • 16 effects  
• XLR mic input with phantom power  
• USB  • Aux input

LINE 6 FBV SHORTBOARD MkII
This foot controller, now in its MkII 
incarnation keeps you fully in control of your 
on-stage antics.
• Hands-free control of Line 6 amps and POD 
processors  • 13 steel channel switches for 
preset bank select, bank scroll, effect select, 
tuner and more  • Easily legible LCD display  
• FBV Control software for easy mapping

ref. 16051ref. 20213 ref. 20284

ref. 20272 ref. 30295 ref. 24710

1.  Boss DS-1 distortion £32 Ref. 20160
2.  Electro-Harmonix Big Muff Pi distortion/

sustainer £48 Ref. 20641
3.  Boss BD-2 Blues Driver distortion/

overdrive £54 Ref. 20128
4.  Boss SD-1 Super OverDrive 

£32 Ref. 20288 
5.  Blackstar HT-Dual valve distortion 

£125 Ref. 20077
6.  Dunlop GCB95 Crybaby wah wah 

£54 Ref. 20028
7.  MXR 74 Reissue Phase 90 phaser 

£87 Ref. 20224
8.  Digitech Whammy V pitchshifter 

£130 Ref. 26650
9.  Boss CE-5 Chorus Ensemble 

£57 Ref. 20136
10.  Line 6 MM4 Modulation Modeller 

£145 Ref. 20149
11.  Strymon El Capistan dTape tape echo 

delay £200 Ref. 29982
12.  Strymon Brigadier dBucket delay 

£196 Ref. 29978
13.  Boss DD-3 digital delay £79 Ref. 20148
14.  Line 6 DL4 Delay Modeller 

£145 Ref. 20125
15.  Electro-Harmonix Deluxe Memory Man 

£165 Ref. 20650
16.  Digitech RP-55 modelling effects 

£26 Ref. 19945
17.  Boss DD-7 digital delay £95 Ref. 20150
18.  MXR169 Carbon Copy delay 

£100 Ref. 20261
19.  Strymon Orbit dBucket flanger 

£196 Ref. 29980

£115£265

FENDER  
MUSTANG IV V.2
150 Watt guitar modelling amp.
• 150 Watts  • 2x 12” speakers 
• 17 amp models with 100 
presets  • USB recording/
patching  • 44 effects

ref. 29007

£99

£69

£63

£150

£70

£278

£85

£51

£190£120 £245

AMPEG BA-108 V2

PEAVEY MAX 158

FENDER 
ACOUSTASONIC 90

FENDER 
ACOUSTASONIC 15

ORANGE CRUSH  
PIX CR50BXT

VOX PATHFINDER 10

FENDER RUMBLE V3ASHDOWN 
TOURBUS 15

ORANGE CRUSH  
PIX CR25BX

VOX VT120+ VALVE

Perfect for bassist beginners.
• 20 Watts  • 8” speaker 
• 3-band EQ  • Headphone/line 
out  • Upright or angled position

A practice amp for all bassists.
• 15 Watts  • 8” speaker 
• 3-band EQ  • Headphone & 
CD/MP3 sockets  • Modern/
Vintage tone switching

A versatile, great sounding amp.
• 90 Watts  • 8” speaker + 1” 
tweeter  • Built-in effects  
• Feedback eliminator
Also: 150W £270 Ref. 36983

Compact and portable combo for 
acoustic-electric guitar & mic.
• 15 Watts  • 6” speaker  • Line 
in & XLR in  • Chorus effect  
• Headphone jack

An ideal amp for practice, 
portability or rehearsing.
• 50 Watts  • 12” speaker 
• 3-band EQ  • MP3/CD input
• Headphone and line outputs

Perfect for practice or recording.
• 10 Watts  • 2x 5” speakers 
• Tone-shaping controls 
• Headphone/line out socket

The new Rumble V3 bass amps 
are lighter and louder than ever !
15W £82 Ref. 35037
25W £125 Ref. 34253
40W £155 Ref. 34815
100W, 200W & 500W available

Practice amp with surprisingly 
potent tone.
• 15 Watts  • 8” speaker 
• Volume, bass, treble controls 
• Headphone & CD/MP3 sockets

Great build quality and legendary 
Orange tone.
• 25 Watts  • 8” speaker  
• 3-band EQ  • Headphone and 
line outputs

Tube amp with modelling facility.
• 150 Watts  • 2x 12” speakers 
• 99 preset sounds/amp models 
• 25 effects  • 3-band EQ 
• Power level control

ref. 16248

ref. 17661

ref. 17497

ref. 17547

ref. 17305

ref. 35947

36994ref. 29164

ref. 26913

MARSHALL AS50DYAMAHA THR5A
Handy portable amp with two 
channels for voice and guitar.
• 50W  • 2x 8” speakers  • 2 
channels, one with phantom 
power for mic input  • Digital 
chorus & reverb  • Independent 
EQ per channel  • Phase switch

Optimised for electric-acoustic 
and ‘silent’ guitars.
• 5W+5W output  • Clean amp 
model  • 4 mic models  • 2x8cm 
speakers  • VCM effects  • USB 
• AC/battery powered  • Hi-fi 
stereo sound  • With Cubase AI

ref. 32367ref. 29613
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‘‘‘‘Absolute Music  
is definitely  

the best place  
I have ever been to. 
Full of enjoyment 

and fun!
Roger Cuchulainn O’Hara,  

Drum Student and  
Band Jam club member 

6
SIZES

£82
from

£265

FENDER SUPER 
CHAMP X2
A truly versatile dual-channel 
tube amp.
• 15 Watts  • 10” speaker 
• Digital effects  • Amp voicing 
• USB socket

ref. 18004

BLACKSTAR HT-5R
12-inch combo amp with reverb.
• 5 Watt valve combo  • 12” 
speaker  • Digital stereo reverb  
• 2 valves  • 2 footswitchable 
channels (footswitch included)

ref. 17613

£249
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RECORDERS & WHISTLES

Contact your local education consultant: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

GUITAR ACCESSORIES

£52£11£7

UKULELE

GUITAR STRINGS

CLASSICAL NYLON

STOOLS GUITAR LEADS

CAPOS

STANDS

GRANITE PADDED GIG BAGS
SUPREME GUITAR GIG BAGS

TC ELECTRONIC 
POLYTUNE 2 TUNERKORG CA40 TUNER

FENDER FCT12

STRAPS

PLECTRUMS/PICKS

BASS GUITAR

ACOUSTIC

ELECTRIC GUITAR

D’Addario EJ88S (24-36)
£5 Ref. 27091

D’Addario EJ46 £6 Ref. 15832

D’Addario EJ45 £6 Ref. 15830

D’Addario EJ27N £4.50 Ref. 31388

Picato Nylon £3.50 Ref. 31318

1.  Kinsman stool with integrated 
guitar stand £20 Ref. 29141

2.  Kinsman adjustable guitarist’s 
footstool £5 Ref. 25826

1.  Fender 5ft/1.5m cable, black 
£5 Ref. 21072

2.  Fender 18.6ft/5.5m cable, 
black £8 Ref. 21075

1.  Dunlop 14CD Electric/
Acoustic £5.50 Ref. 19544

2.  Fender Standard Smart Capo
£11 Ref. 19615

1.  Ultimate JamStands TG-101 
tripod stand £6 Ref. 18930

2.  Ultimate JamStands AG-100 
A-frame guitar stand 
£10 Ref. 18929

3.  Hercules GS414B two-guitar 
stand £19 Ref. 18915

4.  Hercules GS422B two-guitar 
stand £33 Ref. 18917

5.  Hercules GS432B three-guitar 
stand £38 Ref. 18919

• 12mm foam padding  • 600 denier nylon 
• Backpack straps & carry handle  • 2 large pockets
Dreadnought £22 Ref. 18784
12-string Jumbo acoustic £24 Ref. 18858
Electric £22 Ref. 18785
Bass £22 Ref. 18786

• 2mm padding  • 210 denier cloth  • Padded 
webbed nylon shoulder straps  • Webbed nylon 
carry handles  • Accessory pockets
¾-size Classical £9 Ref. 27120
Full-size Classical £10 Ref. 27109

Polyphonic guitar tuner.
• Tune all strings simultaneously 
• True bypass with silent tuning 
• Drop-D and capo tuning modes

A handy little tuning gadget.
• High precision LCD needle 
• Reference tone function 
• 85hrs on batteries • A0-C8

A compact chromatic tuner.
• Small clip-on tuner 
• Bright colour display 
• Guitar, bass, ukulele, violin 
and chromatic tuning modes

1.  Fender polyweb strap with 
silver Fender logo  
£2.50 Ref. 19523

2.  Fender 2-inch strap 
with white Fender logo  
£6 Ref. 19513

3.  Eagle Mountain 2-inch strap, 
Rainbow £6.50 Ref. 27103

4.  Klondyke black padded guitar 
strap £9 Ref. 19458

1.  Absolute Music plectrum, 
medium gauge, orange 
£0.29 Ref. 31387

2.  Dunlop picks, assorted, 
10-pack £3 Ref. 19695

DR MR-45 Hi-beam (45-105) 
   £18 Ref. 15878
Ernie Ball Regular Slinky Bass  
   (50-105) £15 Ref. 16352
Fender Original 7150ML 
   (45-100) £13 Ref. 27367

D’Addario EJ15 Extra Light    
   (10-47) £5 Ref. 31440
D’Addario EJ16 Light (12-53) 
   £5 Ref. 15770
Elixir Bronze Custom Light  
   (11-52) £12 Ref. 15968
Fender 880L (12-52) 
    £5 Ref. 36982
Fender 880XL (10-48) 
    £5 Ref. 36980
Fender 880CL (11-50) 
    £5 Ref. 36981
Martin M140 (12-54) 
   £4 Ref. 17435
Martin M150 (13-56) 
   £4 Ref. 31461
Martin M170 (10-47) 
   £4 Ref. 17439
Martin M540 (12-54) 
   £5 Ref. 31462
Martin M550 (13-56) 
   £5 Ref. 31463

D’Addario EXL110 (10-46)
£4 Ref. 15790

D’Addario EXL120 (9-42)
£4 Ref. 15798

D’Addario EXL125 (9-46)
£4 Ref. 15804

Ernie Ball Super Slinky (9-42)
£4 Ref. 16372

Ernie Ball Hybrid Slinky (9-46)
£4 Ref. 16324

Ernie Ball Regular Slinky (10-46)
£4 Ref. 16356

Fender Original 150R (10-46)
   £4 Ref. 31340
Fender 250L (9-42)  
   £4 Ref. 16386
Fender 250R (10-46)  
   £4 Ref. 16394

ref. 30661

ref. 19853

ref. 29095
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DESCANT

DESCANT

DESCANT

DESCANT

TREBLE

BEST
SELLER!
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£6

£17

£11

£43 £70

£17

£210

£29£6.50 £4.50

£6

£3£2.40 £2.60
from

£10.50

PP993

AULOS 303

AULOS 209

TGI RECORDER BAGS

FEADÓG IRISH 
BRASS WHISTLE

STAGG IRISH 
WOODEN WHISTLE

YAMAHA YRS302B III

AULOS 211A

PP911 C-THRU

YAMAHA YRS20

AULOS 205

YAMAHA YRT304B II

YAMAHA YRA28B III

YAMAHA YRB302B II

Highly popular descant recorder.
• Traditional colour  • 3-piece 
• Cleaning rod  • Plastic pouch
1-10 units £3 
11-20 units £2.80
21+ units £2.60

Top-selling, good-quality 
traditional descant recorder. 
• 3-piece  • Cleaning rod 
• Plastic pouch

Ideal beginner’s treble recorder 
with warm, rounded sound.
• 3-piece  • Cleaning rod 
• Recorder bag

With  name card holder, carry 
handle, Velcro fastening and 
internal padding.
Black £2.40 Ref. 31185
Blue £2.40 Ref. 31182
Green £2.40 Ref. 31184
Purple £2.40 Ref. 31186 
Red £2.40 Ref. 31183

A traditional brass Irish whistle 
in the key of D in PVC tube, still 
manufactured in Ireland.
Also: pack of 36 £125 Ref. 31119

The Stagg WI-10/WD is an Irish 
wooden whistle in the key of D 
and made of maple. Supplied 
with cleaner and pouch.

Translucent coloured recorder.
• 3-piece  • Cleaning rod  • Case
Blue £3 Ref. 31026
Red £3 Ref. 31027
Green £3 Ref. 31034
Purple, orange, pink & yellow too!

• 3-piece  • Cleaning rod 
• Plastic pouch
Blue £6 Ref. 31171
Pink £6 Ref. 31172
Green £6 Ref. 31173

Good quality recorder made of 
tough, easy-to-clean ABS resin.
• 3-piece  • Cleaning rod 
• Zip-up case

Great value tenor recorder with 
classic Aulos colour-scheme.
• 3-piece  • Cleaning rod 
• Zipped carry case

One of the world’s best selling 
descant recorders.
• 3-piece  • Cleaning rod  
• Carry bag

Newly designed tenor with 
added key for lowest C and C#.
• 3-piece  • Split C/C# key 
• Cleaning rod  • Carry bag

Easy to play,  accurate intonation 
and a warm, rich sound.
• 3-piece  • Cleaning rod 
• Zip-up case

Great-sounding entry-level bass.
• 4-piece  • Double F/F# keys 
• Additional C/Bb keys  
• Cleaning rod  • Bag

ref. 31175 ref. 31177

ref. 31176

ref. 31178

ref. 31180

ref. 31179

ref. 31181

ref. 31187ref. 31120

ref. 31174

ref. 31037

A while ago I was 
trying to source 
some unusual ethnic 
percussion for our 
summer production. I 
came across Absolute 
Music and spoke to 
an amazingly helpful 
chap in the drum 
department who 
helped me find exactly 
what I needed and 
helped me keep within 
my school’s tight 
budget. I also have a 
home studio set-up, 
and I won’t  
buy my own gear 
anywhere else either!
Tina K, Music Teacher

TREBLE

TENOR TENOR BASS

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

DESCANT
£5.70

from

YAMAHA YRS24B II
• 3-piece  • Cleaning rod 
• Plastic pouch
1-10 units £6
11-20 units £5.85
21+ units £5.70

ref. 31170

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

Looking for tutor and 
exam books? You’ll  
find them on p40

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

DESCANT

DESCANT

£10

YAMAHA YRN302B II
Great-sounding sopranino 
recorder in durable ABS resin.
• 2-piece  • Cleaning rod  
• Plastic poppered carry case

ref. 31437

SOP.

POLY-OC OCARINA
Full chromatic 6-hole ocarina 
(low D to high E), with simple 
fingering. Made from ABS plastic.
Blue £6.50 Ref. 31438
Red £6.50 Ref. 31439
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BRASS & WOODWIND ACCESSORIESBRASS & WOODWIND

1

5

1

3

2

2

3

4

£4 £1.25
from

£6.50
from

BLUE JUICE VALVE OIL

INSTRUMENT STANDS

BRASS CLOTHS & BRUSHES
For use with all valved instruments 
(piston or rotary) Blue Juice valve oil 
keeps instruments internally clean. It 
also has bacterial inhibitors that help 
slow down nasty germ growth.

1. Antigua WSW605 flute/clarinet £6.50 Ref. 31270
2. Antigua WSW609 soprano sax £6 Ref. 31272
3. Antigua WSW601 alto/tenor sax £7.50 Ref. 31271
4. Antigua WSB608 trombone £11.50 Ref. 31273
5. Antigua WSB607 trumpet £8.50 Ref. 31274

1. Helin silver cloth £3.50 Ref. 31280
2. Helin brass mouthpiece brush £1.25 Ref. 31276
3. Helin trumpet valve cleaning brush £1.75 Ref. 31285

SAXOPHONE REEDS
1. ALTO SAX
Rico ‘Orange Box’ reeds (pack of 10)
Size 1.5 £16.50 Ref. 31305
Size 2 £16.50 Ref. 31306
Size 2.5 £16.50 Ref. 31307
Size 3 £16.50 Ref. 31308

2. TENOR SAX
Rico ‘Orange Box’ reeds (pack of 10)
Size 1.5 £22 Ref. 31309
Size 2 £22 Ref. 31310
Size 2.5 £22 Ref. 31311
Size 3 £22 Ref. 31312 

3. SOPRANO SAX
Rico ‘Orange Box’ reeds (pack of 10)
Size 1.5 £14.50 Ref. 31301
Size 2 £14.50 Ref. 31302
Size 2.5 £14.50 Ref. 31303
Size 3 £14.50 Ref. 31304

SAXOPHONE SLINGS

THUMB REST CUSHIONS

1. Neotech soft saxophone strap, black, size 
     regular £14 Ref. 31287
2. Neotech Pad-it saxophone sling/loop, black,
     size regular £14 Ref. 31286

Foam rubber cushion slips over instrument 
thumbrest for increased comfort.
1. ThumbEez T2203 clarinet £1.15 Ref. 31289
2. ThumbEez T2204 alto sax £1.15 Ref. 31288

ref. 31275

£14.50
from

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

Need guitar stands? Turn to p36 >>

1

2

3 4

£11.50
from

£11.50

£4.25
from

CLARINET REEDS

WOODWIND CLEANING

BRASS MUTES

Rico Bb clarinet ‘Orange Box’ reeds (10-pack)
Size 1.5 £11.50 Ref. 31297
Size 2 £11.50 Ref. 31298
Size 2.5 £11.50 Ref. 31299
Size 3 £11.50 Ref. 31300

1. Helin sax neck swab £4.25 Ref. 31284
2. Helin clarinet pull-thru £5 Ref. 31278
3.  Helin clarinet micro-fibre pull-thru 

£6 Ref. 31277
4. Helin wool/wood flute mop £4 Ref. 31281
5.  Vandoren clarinet micro-fibre swab 

£11 Ref. 31290
6.  Helin micro-fibre polishing cloth 

£4.25 Ref. 31279
7. Helin alto sax pull-thru £4.25 Ref. 31282
8. Helin tenor sax pull-thru £4.25 Ref. 31283

1. Antigua trumpet straight £11.50 Ref. 31268
2. Antigua trumpet cup £13.50 Ref. 31267
3. Antigua trumpet wow-wow 
   £12 Ref. 31269
4. Antigua trombone £12 Ref. 31380

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

per box

£2400

£300

£114

£1050

£465

£750 £375

£445

£112

£585

£725

£1300

£110

£295

YAMAHA YBB105

YAMAHA YCL255S

YAMAHA YAH203

YAMAHA YPC32

YAMAHA CL450S

SERENADE STR-1

YAMAHA YSL354ECN

SERENADE SFL-1

YAMAHA YAS280

YAMAHA YFH2310

YAMAHA YEP201

SERENADE SCL-1

SERENADE SAS-2

A lovely tuba with rich tone and 
more lightweight than more 
advanced models.
• Yellow-brass body  • Silver-
plated 67C4 mouthpiece  
• Clear lacquer finish

Top-quality beginner’s clarinet 
that should see you through to 
your mid grades.
• Matt ABS resin body  • Silver-
plated nickel keys  • Adjustable 
thumbrest  • CL-4C mouthpiece 
• Plastic mouthpiece cap

Superb value for money student 
Bb trumpet with silver-plated 
brass mouthpiece.
• 2-layer gold lacquer finish  
• Nickel-plated nickel-silver 
valves  • Brass valve buttons  
• Leather-look hard hard case
• Comes with polishing cloth

An Eb tenor horn that shares 
many features with the much 
more expensive pro model.
• Yellow-brass bell  • Silver-
plated 37C4 mouthpiece  
• Clear lacquer finish

Popular student piccolo with 
easy playability and accurate 
intonation in high registers.
• Robust ABS resin body  
• Silver-plated nickel headjoint  
• Silver-plated keys  • Split E 
mechanism

A very good quality student 
instrument with surprisingly 
‘professional’ sound.
• Bb clarinet  • Grenadilla body 
• Nickel silver keys • Fixed 
thumbrest • CL-4C mouthpiece 
• Plastic mouthpiece cap

Hugely popular Bb cornet perfect 
for beginners and intermediates.
• Durable, light 2-piece bell 
• Monel alloy pistons  
• CR-11E4 mouthpiece  
• ML bore size for a smooth 
response • Gold lacquer finish

A student trombone with pro 
features at an affordable price.
• Yellow-brass bell  • Nickel 
silver slide  • Silver-plated 
mouthpiece  • Gold lacquer 
finish  • Comes with case

Amazing value, good-quality 
silver-plated student flute.
• Split E  • Closed holes   
• Power-forged keys and 
reinforced posts  • Hand-seated 
pads  • Leather-look hard case 
• With polishing cloth, rod, joint 
grease and mini screwdriver

An Eb alto sax designed with the 
young beginner in mind.
• High F#  & front F auxiliary 
keys  • Adjustable thumb hook 
• AS-4C mouthpiece 
• Gold lacquer finish
YTS280 tenor sax £899 Ref. 31161

A standard series Bb flugelhorn 
that offers a round, mellow tone 
and easy playability.
• Yellow-brass bell  • Silver-
plated 11F4 mouthpiece  • Gold 
lacquer finish  • With case

A full-tone, big sounding 
euphonium ideal for younger 
players or the budget conscious.
• Yellow-brass body  • Silver-
plated 48M mouthpiece  
• Clear lacquer finish

Great quality Bb clarinet, ideal 
for beginners and up to grade 5.
• Silver-plated mechanism & 
keys  • Wood-effect ABS resin  
•  Metal ligature & cap  • Leather- 
look hard case • Adjustable 
thumbrest    • With cloth, rod, 
grease and screwdriver

Amazing value mid-grade Eb alto 
sax with double-lacquered brass 
body that will suit up to grade 6.
• ABS mouthpiece  • Brass 
ligature & cap  • Nickel-plated 
brass keys with gold lacquer 
finish  • Leather-look hard case 
• Comes with mouthpiece cap, 
spare reed, sling and cork grease

£250

YAMAHA YTR2330
The perfect starter Bb trumpet 
for students.
• Durable, light 2-piece yellow-
brass bell  • Monel alloy pistons 
• TR-11B4 mouthpiece  
• Gold lacquer finish  

ref. 31153

£1125

YAMAHA YHR314 II
Any French horn is an investment 
but the sound is worth the spend!
• Yellow-brass bell  • 32C4 
mouthpiece  • M bore size 
• 3 rotary valves  • Clear 
lacquer finish

ref. 31155 ref. 31157

ref. 31159

ref. 30857

ref. 31163

ref. 31158

ref. 31160 ref. 31162

ref. 31164

ref. 30856

ref. 31471

ref. 31154

ref. 31156

ref. 30855

ref. 30854

YAMAHA YCR2330 III
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SHEET MUSIC EXAM BOOKS

40 41TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99 Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

ROCK & POP EXAMS:
DRUMS

ROCKSCHOOL  
HOT ROCK DRUMS

ROCKSCHOOL 
GUITAR 2012-2018

ROCKSCHOOL  
BASS 2012-2018

ROCKSCHOOL 
DRUMS 2012-2018

ROCK & POP EXAMS:
GUITAR

ROCK & POP EXAMS:
BASS GUITAR

TRINITY GUILDHALL:
DRUMKIT INTRO

Songs, tips, support, group tracks 
and a CD of backing tracks for 
your Trinity Rock & Pop exams.
Initial £11.99 Ref. 27634
Grade 1 £11.99 Ref. 27635
Grade 2 £12.99 Ref. 27636
Grade 3 £12.99 Ref. 27637
Grade 4 £13.99 Ref. 27638
Grade 5 £13.99 Ref. 28908
Grade 6 £14.99 Ref. 27639
Grade 7 £15.99 Ref. 27640
Grade 8 £15.99 Ref. 27660

The Hot Rock Drum books are 
designed to give more freedom 
when learning. Each book 
contains eight of the hottest 
rock tracks from your favourite 
artists. Use the tracks in exams 
instead of the grade book 
performance pieces, for GCSE, or 
playing and practising at home.
Grade 1 £14.99 Ref. 25510
Grade 2 £14.99 Ref. 25512
Grade 3 £14.99 Ref. 25511
Grade 4 £14.99 Ref. 31350
Grade 5 £14.99 Ref. 31351

These grade books provide all 
the material needed for guitar 
exams in one package. A CD has 
full mixes and backing tracks for 
each of the Performance Pieces, 
and walkthroughs offer advice 
on the more technical aspects.
Debut £13.99 Ref. 28689
Grade 1 £13.99 Ref. 28690
Grade 2 £14.99 Ref. 28644
Grade 3 £14.99 Ref. 31352
Grade 4 £14.99 Ref. 28645
Grade 5 £14.99 Ref. 28691
Grade 6 £15.99 Ref. 28630
Grade 7 £15.99 Ref. 28631
Grade 8 £15.99 Ref. 28632

Graded performance pieces and 
technical walkthrough advice 
for all grades from the world’s 
leading accredited provider of 
rock and pop exams. All you need 
to learn, get qualified and, most 
importantly, enjoy your bass!
Debut £13.99 Ref. 28633
Grade 1 £13.99 Ref. 31353
Grade 2 £14.99 Ref. 28646
Grade 3 £14.99 Ref. 28634
Grade 4 £14.99 Ref. 28635
Grade 5 £14.99 Ref. 28692
Grade 6 £15.99 Ref. 28636
Grade 7 £15.99 Ref. 28693
Grade 8 £15.99 Ref. 28694

For rock- and pop-inspired pupils 
who still want qualifications to 
show for their drumming talent, 
the Rockschool series of exams 
are well respected and enjoyable 
for students to work through too. 
Book & CD package.
Debut £13.99 Ref. 28639
Grade 1 £13.99 Ref. 28695
Grade 2 £14.99 Ref. 28696
Grade 3 £14.99 Ref. 28647
Grade 4 £14.99 Ref. 28637
Grade 5 £14.99 Ref. 28648
Grade 6 £15.99 Ref. 28649
Grade 7 £15.99 Ref. 28697
Grade 8 £15.99 Ref. 28638

Guitar students love this modern 
style approach to learning and 
exams. Book with CD. 
Initial £11.99 Ref. 31339
Grade 1 £11.99 Ref. 27656
Grade 2 £12.99 Ref. 27641
Grade 3 £12.99 Ref. 27642
Grade 4 £13.99 Ref. 27676
Grade 5 £13.99 Ref. 27643
Grade 6 £14.99 Ref. 27657
Grade 7 £15.99 Ref. 27644
Grade 8 £15.99 Ref. 27658

Bassists will pick up loads of tips 
and technique… and pass their 
grades with flying colours! 
Initial £11.99 Ref. 27645
Grade 1 £11.99 Ref. 27646
Grade 2 £12.99 Ref. 27647
Grade 3 £12.99 Ref. 27648
Grade 4 £13.99 Ref. 28893
Grade 5 £13.99 Ref. 27649
Grade 6 £14.99 Ref. 27650
Grade 7 £15.99 Ref. 27651
Grade 8 £15.99 Ref. 27659

This ‘Introducing’ book and disc 
package is ideal for introducing 
the player to drumkit notation 
and preparing drummers for the 
Trinity Guildhall exam series. 
It includes simple exercises, 
playalongs, solos and duets 
with backing tracks on the 
accompanying CD. 

£14.99 
each

£16

£33

£5.99 £8.95

£11.50

£39.95£28£28

£3.99 
each

£9.95 
each

A NEW TUNE A DAY
Clear explanatory diagrams and photographs help guide you through the 
lessons and achieve the best in tone, technique and posture. Book & CD.
Alto Sax £9.95 Ref. 28846  •  Cello £9.95 Ref. 28852
Clarinet £9.95 Ref. 28847  •  Flute £9.95 Ref. 28853
Tenor Sax £9.95 Ref. 28860  •  Trumpet/Cornet £9.95 Ref. 28849
Violin £9.95 Ref. 28851

£1.45
from from

£3.50

£4.99
from

£3.50
from

£3.99
from

‘‘

‘‘Right from the moment I met  
Absolute Music’s education consultant 
Paul Wyatt, he struck me with his product 
knowledge and direct talking. I kept 
coming back to him, and when I 
introduced him to my head of music,  
she kept coming back too!  
     When it came to a big purchase  
for the school – upgrading 30 keyboard 
workstations – our business manager was 
bowled over by the price package Paul put 
together. A consummate professional, 
ruthlessly efficient and wise. Thank you!
Laurence Ash, Performing Arts Faculty Technician,
Pittville School, Cheltenham

ABRSM PIANO EXAM 
PIECES 2015-2016

ABRSM MUSIC 
THEORY PRACTICE

Containing pieces from Lists A, B 
and C of the 2015-2016 syllabus.
Grade 1 £5 Ref. 36985
Grade 2 £5.50 Ref. 36984
Grade 3 £6 Ref. 36986
Grade 4 £6.50 Ref. 36987
Grade 5 £7 Ref. 36988
Grade 6 £7.50 Ref. 36989
Grade 7 £8.50 Ref. 36990
Grade 8 £10.50 Ref. 36991

We stock ABRSM exam pieces for all instruments and all grades.  
Call us for details, prices and to order: 01202 597180

A valuable resource for students 
taking ABRSM theory exams.
Grade 1 £4.25 Ref. 28704
Grade 2 £4.75 Ref. 28705
Grade 3 £5 Ref. 28706
Grade 4 £5.75 Ref. 28707
Grade 5 £6.25 Ref. 28708
Grade 6 £7.50 Ref. 28709
Grade 7 £10.50 Ref. 28710
Grade 8 £12.50 Ref. 28711

BEST
SELLER!

from

£5 £4.25
from

BEGINNERS’ 
UKULELE DVD

UKULELE FROM  
THE BEGINNING

TEACH & PLAY 
SAMBA 

EASIEST PIANO 
COURSE SIXTY FOR SAX

A fun series of video tutorials 
that takes you through all the 
basics of ukulele playing, from 
posture and hand positions to 
strumming techniques, rhythm 
and chord patterns with easy-to-
follow diagrams.

A great collection of favourite 
songs specially chosen for 
primary school-age children 
starting to learn the instrument. 
No previous knowledge of music 
is necessary for pupils… or the 
teacher. Comes with CD.

These 6 pieces of Brazilian music, 
each split into simple steps, show 
how to build up the music with 
your class. The DVD has clips of 
KS3 students demonstrating the 
instruments and patterns.

Written and designed with total 
beginners in mind, each book 
contains its writing and sight-
reading exercises, review work 
and technical studies.
Part 1 £4.99 Ref. 31354
Part 2 £4.99 Ref. 25493
Part 3 £4.99 Ref. 31355
Part 4 £6.99 Ref. 31357

A collection of studies that 
covers the full range of musical 
styles with challenges for players 
of all abilities. The studies are 
intended to cover Grades 1 to 8, 
and are applicable to the playing 
standards required for ABRSM 
exams for tenor and alto sax.

TEACH & PLAY 
AFRICAN DRUMS
This book & DVD teaches you 
to play 6 pieces of African music 
and includes cross-curricular 
projects, composing ideas, advice 
on assessment and on teaching 
whole-class ensembles.

TABLA DVD TUTOR
A great documentary on tabla 
playing and teaching. An 84-page 
book contains all the scores of 
the themes in the DVD together 
with many additional variations, 
a history of tabla and a glossary 
of the main technical terms.

BEATLIFE BOOK/CD
The ultimate guide to beginning 
your voyage into samba. This 
book/CD package includes basic 
and advanced versions for six 
rhythms with intros, breaks and 
endings for all instruments. Ideal 
for classroom or workshops.

RECORDER FROM 
THE BEGINNING 1

RECORDER FROM 
THE  BEGINNING 2

RECORDER FROM 
THE BEGINNING 3

The new full-colour revised 
edition of John Pitts’ best-selling 
recorder course. 
Book £3.50 Ref. 28887
Book & CD £5.95 Ref. 28888
Teaching Book 1 £7.95 Ref. 31358 

Take your students through the 
next steps of recorder playing 
with this fun guide. 
Book £3.50 Ref. 28889
Book & CD £5.95 Ref. 28890
Teaching Book 2 £9.95 Ref. 31359

The third instalment of this 
simple-to-follow and enjoyable 
recording playing tutor. 
Book £3.99 Ref. 28891
Book & CD £6.95 Ref. 28892
Teaching Book 3 £9.95 Ref. 31360 

ref. 31330

ref. 31333

ref. 24520

ref. 28672

ref. 31331 ref. 31338

ref. 31356

ref. 31332

MANUSCRIPT PAPER
Blank manuscript paper in handy 
A5- and A4-size book format.
6 stave/32pg (A5)  £1.45 Ref. 28700
12 stave/32pg(A4) £1.60 Ref. 28698
12 stave/96pg(A4) £3.20 Ref. 28701
12 stave/64pg(A4) £3.20 Ref. 28699

RECORDER MAGIC

COVER LESSONS

These descant tutor books take 
the beginner through the earliest 
stages of playing and reading 
music and brings them up to an 
advanced level.
Book 1 £3.99 Ref. 31334
Book 2 £3.99 Ref. 31335
Book 3 £3.99 Ref. 31336
Book 4 £3.99 Ref. 31337

Music teacher off sick or on 
leave? This useful pack offers 10 
‘emergency’ learning experiences 
focused on the need for stylistic 
awareness, understanding of 
key terms, and appreciation of 
musical traditions. CD included.

£13.99
from

£13.99
from

£13.99
from

£11.99
from

£11.99
from

£11.99
from

ref. 27666

£9.99

BEST
SELLER!
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TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p9942

MUSIC STANDS

“We give lessons, run workshops 
and host exams for Trinity and 
Rockschool, so we know what 
it takes to turn beginners into 
consummate players. If you  
need advice on exam pieces, 
sheet music or accessories, 

email us or give  
us a call!”

we teach too!

David Dowland, 
 Tuition Co-ordinator 
 (Bournemouth HQ)

£7

£16.50

£10 £13£8

£14

£20 £24 £38 £42

£15 £17

STAGG MUS-A25 BK STAGG MUSA3 HERCULES BS050BULTIMATE JS-CMS100

STAGG MUSC5T

STAGG MUSA5BK HERCULES BS200B QUIKLOK Z-729 HERCULES BS301B

HERCULES BS100B JAMSTAND MS200 HERCULES BS118BB

• 3-section stand  • Lightweight   
& portable  • Height adjustable  
• Black finish

• Height-adjustable telescopic 
tripod stand • Includes carry bag  
• Black finish

• Heavy-duty construction  
• Strong and lightweight  • Folds 
down into small package 

• Height-adjustable in three 
sections  • Ideal for standing or 
sitting  • Sturdy but light

• Tubular stand with folding 
legs, steel construction  • ABS 
leg housing and connectors

• Tubular steel stand with 
folding legs • Cast-iron 
leghousing  • Metal connector 
clamps  • Height adjustable

• EZ Grip height adjustment  
• Compatible with BSC800 
stand cart (available separately 
or with stands, see below)

• Three-page music holder for 
keyboard stands  • 60cm wide
• Tilt-adjustable  • Works with 
most Quiklok keyboard stands

• EZ Clutch adjustment grip  
• Swivel legs  • Tiltable 
aluminium folding desk with 
page retainer

• Foldable stand with sturdy 
feel  • Solid tripod connector  
• Music page holder arms

• Long-lasting steel 
construction   • Sturdy tripod 
base  • Height adjustable  

• Reinforced telescopic body 
& foldable legs  • EZ-Glide tilt 
adjuster  • Music support arms 

ref. 25625

ref. 25640 ref. 25556ref. 25554

ref. 25626 ref. 25566

ref. 25627 ref. 31426 ref. 25603 ref. 25557

ref. 25635

ref. 25628

BEST
SELLER!

BEST
SELLER!

ONLY 
£288
for 12 stands  + cart!

£8£288

STAGG MUS-LED4

STANDS + TROLLEY
Clip-on LED lamp for music 
stands, mixing desks, keyboards 
stands and more.
• Two double LED lamps on 
flexible gooseneck stand   
• Two brightness levels  
• USB or battery powered

Brilliant value set of 12 Hercules 
BS200B music stands with 
wheelable trolley. A best-seller 
into schools and universities!

ref. 29213

ref. 31427

BEST
SELLER!

12 stands

£288!
with trolley
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HEADPHONES

45TO ORDER: Call 01202 597180, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99 Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

AUDIO TECHNICA ATH-M20X
These NEW monitoring headphones combine 
top sound quality with comfort.
• 3.5mm plug  • Snap-on 6.35mm adaptor  
• 3m straight lead  • 40mm drivers, rare-
earth magnets and copper-clad aluminium 
wire voice coils  • Ideal for tracking & mixing

ref. 32284

£24

£24

£3
from

£1
from

£5.75

£5.80
from

£30£24

£18.50

£15

SAMSON CH-70
Headphones with closed-back design to 
reduce bleed, ideal for any application.
• Lightweight and comfortable to wear 
• 3.5mm plug  • 3.5-6.35mm adaptor 
• 3m straight lead

ref. 22553

ALTAI A070DB

AUDIO TECHNICA ATH-T200

NUMARK HF125

AKG K81 DJ

ALTAI A073A STAGG SHP1200

AKG K77

Compact, lightweight headphones with soft 
foam ear pads and an adjustable headband.
• 3.5mm plug  • 1.2m straight lead
1-10 units £1.50 Ref. 31389
11-20 units £1.25
21+ units £1

Comfortable design and quality components 
for the maximum listening experience.
• 3.5mm plug  • 3.5-6.35mm adaptor  • 3m 
straight lead  • 40mm drivers  • Adjustable 
dual headband  • Adjustable earcups

Highly adjustable headphones for a 
comfortable listening experience.
• Independently adjustable ear cups  • 1.8m 
tangle resistant lead  • Large 40mm drivers 
• 3.5mm plug  • 3.5-6.35mm adaptor

Hard-wearing, rugged headphones that don’t 
compromise on sound quality.
• Closed-back design  • 3.5mm plug 
• 3.5-6.35mm adaptor  • 2.5m straight lead 
• Folding mechanism for compact storage

Ideal headphones for education with full-size 
ear cups and plastic headband.
• 3.5mm plug  • 3.5-6.35mm adaptor 
• 1.75m curly lead
1-10 units £4 Ref. 31390
11-20 units £3.50
21+ units £3

Lightweight headphones with soft foam ear 
pads and plastic headband.
• 3.5mm plug  • 3.5-6.35mm adaptor 
• 1.2m straight lead
1-10 units £6.50 Ref. 22572 
11-20 units £6.10
21+ units £5.80

Cost-efficient, comfortable headphones for 
use in listening and monitoring applications 
with adjustable headband.
• Closed-back design  • 3.5mm plug 
• 3.5-6.35mm adaptor • 2.5m straight lead

ref. 29115

ref. 22536 ref. 22528

ref. 25701

BEYERDYNAMIC DT231PRO
Lightweight, closed-back style headphones 
ideal for studio and stage applications.
• 3.5mm plug  • 3.5-6.35mm adaptor 
• 2.5m straight lead  • Powerful bass reflex 
system  • Supra-aural ear pads

ref. 22541

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

BEST
SELLER! £14

SENNHEISER HD201
Handy and practical headphones, ideal for 
keyboard or electronic drumkit playback with 
plenty of ambient noise attenuation.
• 3.5mm plug  • 3.5-6.35mm adaptor 
• 3m straight cable  • 108dB SPL

ref. 22560

BEST
SELLER!

£17

AKG K44
Comfortable closed-back headphones with 
solid bass and clean highs at a value price.
• Supra-aural design  • 3.5mm plug  
• 3.5-6.35mm adaptor  • 2.5m straight lead
Also: K77 £24 Ref. 22528

ref. 22526

MUSIC PLAYERS

£260

ref. 22299

£207£170

£102

£371

£170

£95

£125

£310

£130£85

NUMARK MP103USB

BOSE SOUNDDOCK PORTABLE

TASCAM CD-200i

PIONEER STZ-D10T-G DUO

DENON DNC110

SAMSON STUDIODOCK 3i

TASCAM CD-200iB

SAMSON EXPEDITION XP25i

DENON DN-F300

SAMSON STUDIODOCK 4i

BOSE SOUNDLINK AIR

Rackmountable CD/MP3 player that has 
handy USB connections.
• CD/MP3CD, USB drive support  • RCA and 
balanced XLR output  • ID3 tag and folder 
support  • Pitch/tempo control  • Seamless 
looping  • Auto BPM counter

You can now enjoy Bose quality sound from 
your iPod wherever you go with the new 
portable SoundDock speakers. They arrive 
in a sleek slimmed down design and will last 
for up to 10 hours thanks to the long life 
rechargeable battery. It’s compatible with 
iPods that can use a 30-pin dock connector.

A unique combination of rackmountable CD 
player with an iPod dock.
• Plays audio/MP3/WAV CDs  • iPod 
charging and playback  • iPod video playback 
• CD Text and ID3 tag support  • Pitch 
control  • RCA unbalanced line outputs 
• Coaxial and optical S/PDIF digital output 
• 2U rackmountable

This player has a rugged and drip-proof finish 
so you can take it anywhere. Just 36cm in size, 
it will also fit in most backpacks.
• 2x 40mm drivers  • 5W output  • Supports 
MP3, WMA, AAC, LPCM  • iPod dock  • 4Gb 
memory  • 2.4” LED QVGA screen  • Battery 
(6xAA) or AC powered   • Wireless remote 
control and Mixtrax software included

Amazing build quality, performance and value 
for money in this eas-to-use rackmountable 
CD, MP3 and file player.
• CD/CDR (MP3/WMA) playback  • Optical 
digital output  • Program, random and repeat 
playback modes  • 3U rackmount design

A total solution for listening to your music.
• Integrated iPod dock  • USB input  
• 3.25” co-polymer woofer  • 25mm tweeter 
• Bass reflex vented cabinet design  • 30W 
(2x 15W) output  • RCA inputs  • 3.5mm 
stereo aux input jack  • Headphone jack 
• Solid MDF construction  • USB and 
speaker cables supplied

Expands on the CD-200i (left) by adding XLR 
balanced line outputs, adding versatility.
• Plays audio/MP3/WAV CDs  • iPod 
charging and playback  • iPod video playback 
• CD Text and ID3 tag support  • Pitch 
control  • XLR balanced line outputs 
• Coaxial and optical S/PDIF digital out 
• 2U rackmountable

Handy portable PA system with iPod dock and 
loudspeaker/push-to-talk mic system.
• 5” full-range loudspeaker with 25W power 
• Compact lightweight design with carry 
handle and strap  • iPod dock for music 
playback  • Rechargeable battery included

A versatile solid-state audio player at an 
extremely cost-effective price.
• Plays WAV/MP3 files, SD/SDHC cards and 
from USB flash drives or powered HDDs   
• Mic input with level control and music 
ducking  • Pitch/tempo control 
• Compact 1U chassis • Easy operation

The next step up from the 3i (above) with 
larger, more powerful speakers.
• iPod dock  • USB input  • 4.25” woofer  
• 25mm tweeter  • Bass reflex vented 
cabinet  • 40W (2x 20W) output  • RCA 
inputs  • 3.5mm stereo aux in • Headphone 
jack  • USB and speaker cables supplied

The SoundLink Air system brings your music 
to life via AirPlay and your wireless network. 
Enjoy all your content from your favourite 
Apple devices in clear, room-filling sound.
• Works with your wi-fi network and your 
iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch  • Use your Apple 
device as a remote while you stream

ref. 29129

ref. 22386

ref. 26931

ref. 24854

ref. 22385

ref. 25702

ref. 24853

ref. 24395

ref. 31194

ref. 25076

“If you want to know more about 
any of these music players or 

indeed anything you’ve seen in 
this catalogue, we’re here to help 

or shed light on the unknown. 
Simply call or send an email to 

your nearest education  
consultant. We are  

here for you!”
Chad Brittle,  

Education Consultant 
(Midlands & North) 

www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants
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HEADPHONES

46 TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

PIONEER HDJ-500
The ideal DJ headphone from Pioneer.
• 3.5mm plug  • 6.35mm adaptor  • 3m lead 
• 60° rotating arm  • Various colours
Black £60 Ref. 24354
Red £60 Ref. 24352
White £60 Ref. 24356

£603
COLOURS

YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CLP575
A stunning amount of realism in this linear graded hammer 
keyboard and state-of-the-art voice modelling
• 88 natural wood keys with synthetic ivory tops  • 6 touch 
options  • 256-note polyphony  • 34 voices  • 20 rhythms  
• 16-track recorder  • USB recorder  • 1.5Mb internal 
memory  • 27 effects types  • 2x 40W speakers 
Black Walnut £1610 Ref. 33637 
Dark Rosewood (pictured) £1610 Ref. 33639 
Polished Ebony £1850 Ref. 33638 • White £1610 Ref. 33640

YAMAHA ARIUS YDP142
Digital piano with graded hammer-action keyboard, matt-
black key tops and Pure CF Sound Engine tone generation.
• 88 keys  • ‘Graded Hammer-Action Standard’ (GHS) 
keyboard  • 10 voices with dual function  • 128-note 
polyphony  • Digital reverb  • 2-track recording  • 50 piano 
songs  • Duo mode  • 2x 6W amplifier
Dark Rosewood (pictured) £500 Ref. 29951 
Black Walnut £500 Ref. 29950
Light Cherry £500 Ref. 29952

YAMAHA CLP565
If you’re looking for the flexibility of a digital 
piano but you love the look of a grand piano 
casing, then this is the instrument for you.
• 88 GH3X (graded-hammer action) keys 
with synthetic ivory tops  • 6 touch options  
• 256-note polyphony  • 34 voices  • 28 
effects types  • 18 voice demo songs, 50 
piano demo songs  • 303 preset lessons  • 
16-track recorder  • 1.5Mb internal memory  
• MIDI In/Out/Thru  • 2x 25W+10W 
amplifiers  • 2 headphone sockets

YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CLP525
The first step in Yamaha’s Clavinova range combines 
superb sound quality with highly responsive key action and 
compact, stylish design, ideal for classroom or stage.
• 88 GH3 (graded hammer) keys with synthetic ivory tops    
• 256-note polyphony  • 10 voices  • 2-track recorder  
• 3 touch options  • 4 reverb types  • 2x 20W speakers
Black Walnut (pictured) £780 Ref. 33620
Dark Rosewood £790 Ref. 33622
Polished Ebony £975 Ref. 33621

YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CLP585
A hugely flexible and realistic sounding upright piano with 
superb playability and stunning Polished Ebony finish, this 
will look fantastic in any hall or stage setting.
• 88 natural wood keys with synthetic ivory tops  • 6 touch 
options  • 256-note polyphony  • 48 voices + 480 XG voices 
+ 14 drum/SFX kits  • 20 rhythms  • 16-track recorder  
• USB audio recorder  • 1.5Mb internal memory  
• 2 headphone sockets  • 27 effects types  • MIDI In/Out/
Thru  • 2x 30W+30W+30W amplifiers

YAMAHA ARIUS YDP162
Digital piano with 88 graded hammer- 
action keys featuring more powerful  
amplification than the YDP142 (left).
• 88 keys  • GHS keyboard  • 10 voices with 
dual function  • 128-note polyphony  
• Digital reverb  • 2-track recording  
• 50 piano songs  • Duo mode  • 2x 20W
Black Walnut £629 Ref. 29953
Dark Rosewood £629 Ref. 29955
Light Cherry £629 Ref. 29954
Polished Ebony (pictured) £780 Ref. 29956

YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CLP535
A lovely digital piano with graded hammer-action keys,  
improved sound engine and more powerful speakers too.
• 88 GH3X (graded hammer) keys with synthetic ivory tops    
• 256-note polyphony  • 34 voices  • 2-track recorder  
• 6 touch options  • 28 effects types  • 2x 30W speakers
Black Walnut £1000 Ref. 33623 
Mahogany (pictured) £1000 33624 
Polished Ebony £1225 33630 • Rosewood £1000 Ref. 33625
White £1000 Ref. 33631 • White Ash £1000 Ref. 33626

£500 from 

£629

from 

£780

from 

£1000

£2250

£2350

Roland & Casio pianos overleaf >>ref. 33641

“If you want to purchase 
accessories to go with your new 
digital piano, such as a piano 
stool, dust cover, music stand 
or headphones, please call our 
Education Team (01202 
597185) and we’ll be  
more than happy to 
sort out a special  
bundle price for you!”
Tom Osborne 
Education Manager

bundle deals!

3
COLOURS 4

COLOURS

3
COLOURS

6
COLOURS

YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CLP545
Take your piano performances to a new level with this 
piano loaded with more sounds, effects and rhythms too.
• 88 natural wood keys with synthetic ivory tops    
• 256-note polyphony  • 34 voices  • 16-track recorder  
• 6 touch options  • 28 effects types  • 2x 25W speakers
Black Walnut £1300 Ref. 33627
Mahogany £1300 33632 • Polished Ebony £1525 33628
Rosewood £1300 Ref. 33633 • White £1300 Ref. 33634 
White Ash (pictured) £1300 Ref. 33629

from 

£1300

from 

£1610

6
COLOURS

4
COLOURS

BEST
SELLER!

Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants 47
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ref. 33635£52

MTR PS-8
An all-steel box that splits one stereo jack into 
eight stereo jack outputs, which will also work 
in reverse as an 8-to-1 passive combiner. 
• Splits a stereo signal to eight outputs 
• Ideal for sharing multiple headphone paths

ref. 24922

£53

KRK KNS6400
Get the famous KRK sound independent of 
your monitors thanks to these closed-back 
circumaural headphones.
• 3.5mm plug  • 6.35mm adaptor  • 2.5m 
straight lead  • Acoustic memory foam 
technology in the padded band & ear cups

ref. 22550

all the extras
“We don’t have room to list all the 
hundreds of accessories we stock, 
so whether you’re after headphone 

splitters, cables, instrument stands, 
cleaning cloths, strings, cases and 

gig bags or sheet music, simply 
browse our website or drop us an 
email to tell us what you’re after.  

If we can’t find and source  
it for you, no one can!”

Geoff Westgate, Hi-Tech Sales 
Bournemouth HQ

FOCAL SPIRIT PROFESSIONALAUDIO TECHNICA ATH-M50X
Extremely popular pro-quality circumaural 
headphones for studio and home set-up use.
• 3.5mm plug with 6.35mm adaptor jack 
• 4m coiled cable and 1.4m straight cable  
• 40mm drivers  • 32 Ohm impedance

Professional monitor headphones ideal for 
studio and live use.
• 3.5mm plug with screw-on 6.35mm adaptor 
• 3m coiled cable and 1.2m straight cable  
• 45mm drivers  • 38 Ohm impedance

ref. 30694ref. 32287

£26

MTR PS-4
This passive splitter box takes one stereo jack 
input and feeds it to four stereo jack outputs 
that also works as a 4-to-1 passive combiner. 
• Splits a stereo signal to four outputs 
• Ideal for sharing a single headphone feed

ref. 24921

£39

ART HEADAMP 4
This 4-channel headphone amp takes audio 
signal (from keyboard, MP3 player, etc) and 
split it into four controllable headphone 
outputs.
• ⅛” and ¼” inputs and outputs
Also: Headamp V Five £75 Ref. 24826

ref. 24824

£122

ART HEADAMP 6 PRO
A rackmountable six-channel stereo 
headphone amplifier with separate bass and 
treble controls for each channel.
• Front & rear output jacks  • XLR & ¼” TRS 
balanced inputs  • Operates in stereo, mono 
or summed mono  • Auxiliary front-mounted 
separate source input  • LED level indicators 
on all channels and the main signal bus

ref. 24825

£70

AKG K240 MkII
Great value headphones, whether you’re using 
them in the studio or to listen to your iPod.
• Semi-open, circumaural design  • 3.5mm 
plug  • Screw-on 6.35mm adaptor 
• 3m straight & 5m coiled leads 
Also: K181 DJ headphones £60 Ref. 24337

ref. 22524

£150£99

BEST
SELLER!

BEYERDYNAMIC DT770 PRO
Designed for critical music and sound 
monitoring environments.
• Closed, diffuse-field studio headphone 
• 3.5mm plug  • 3.5-6.35mm adaptor 
• 3m straight lead  • Bass reflex technology

ref. 22544

£70

BEYERDYNAMIC DT250
Lightweight, compact, closed-back dynamic 
headphones with great ambient isolation.
• 3.5mm plug with 6.35mm mini-jack adaptor 
• Coiled lead  • 250 Ohms

ref. 22542

£90 £94
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£89

ref. 36589

CASIO CTK-3400SK
• Specifically designed for schools  • 61 touch-sensitive keys  • 48-note 
polyphony  • 400 voices  • 150 rhythms  • 10 reverb effects  • 110 songs  
• Learning system • Pitchbend wheel  • Key Transpose function  • USB 
MIDI support  • Headphone and pedal sockets  • 2x 10cm speakers  • 
AC adaptor not included

SHARING PACK £102 Ref. 36591
1x CTK-3200s + 1x AC adaptor + 2x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £810 Ref. 36590
8 x CTK-3200s + 1 x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £870 Ref. 36588
8x CTK-3200s  + 1 x eight-way power supply + 16 x A073a headphones  

+ 8 x headphone splitters

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

DIGITAL PIANOS

CASIO CELVIANO AP-460
Next step up in the Celviano range 
features improved sounds and a new 
‘Concert Play’ function with 10 tunes you 
can play along with an orchestral track.
• 88 keys  • Tri-sensor Scaled Hammer-
Action Keyboard II  • Realistic ebony-feel 
black keys and ivory-feel white keys   
• 256-note polyphony  • 18 voices  • 
Reverb x4, Chorus x4, Hall Simulator x4  
• 60 music library tunes  • 2x 12cm + 2x 
5cm speakers  • Satin Black finish

CASIO CELVIANO AP-260
A very well priced model at the entry level 
to Casio’s Celviano range that is extremely 
playable and sounds great!
• 88 tri-sensor scaled hammer-action keys 
with ebony/ivory feel  • 3 key touch levels 
• 128-note polyphony  • 18 voices  • 4 
reverb, 4 chorus effects  • 60 built-in songs  
• 2x 12cm speakers
Black Wood £550 Ref. 36863
Oak Tone (pictured) £550 Ref. 37012

ROLAND RG-1F
Ultra-realistic piano sounds and a compact build make this 
a really versatile alternative to a ‘real’ grand piano.
• 88 keys  • PHA III ivory-feel white keys with escapement 
• 100 key touch types  • 128-note polyphony  • 337 tones 
including SuperNATURAL piano sounds and 8 drum sets 
• Effects including 10 reverbs, 5 levels of hammer noise, 
string, damper & cabinet resonance and Rotary Speaker 
effect for organ tones  • 4-band EQ  • 99 user memory, 99 
USB memory  • 2x 20cm speakers + 2x 5cm speakers

ROLAND HPi-50
Taking sound and performance to a new level, this fantastic 
sounding piano also has brilliant tuition and music game 
features as well as notation and score-writing function.
• 88 keys  • Concert PHA4 keyboard with escapement 
and ivory/ebony-feel  • 100 key touch types  • 128-note 
polyphony  • 19 piano tones, 10 electric piano tones, 13 
organs, 8 drum sets, 299 other sounds  • Score display with 
notation function  • Learning & Music Game functions  
• 50 rhythms  • 2x cab speakers, 2x nearfield speakers 

ROLAND HP-506
Even more features and super-realistic feel and sound.
• 88 keys  • Concert PHA4 keyboard with escapement 
and ivory/ebony-feel  • 5 key touch types  • 128-note 
polyphony  • 14 grand piano tones, 5 upright tones, 10 
electric piano tones, 321 other sounds  • 99-song memory  
• 77 demo ‘masterpiece’ songs, 130 other songs  • LCD 
display  • 2x cabinet speakers, 2x 5cm nearfield speakers
Black £1170 Ref. 32144 • Rosewood £1170 Ref. 32146
Polished Ebony (pictured) £1425 Ref. 32145

ROLAND HP-504
An impressive sounding instrument with SuperNATURAL 
piano sounds and new Premium PHA4 keyboard design.
• 88 keys  • Premium PHA4 keyboard with escapement 
and ivory-feel  • 5 key touch types  • 128-note polyphony  
• 14 grand piano tones, 5 upright piano tones, 10 electric 
piano tones, 321 other sounds  • 3-part SMF recorder  
• 99-song memory  • LCD display  • 2x 12cm speakers
Contemporary Black (pictured) £950 Ref. 32142
Rosewood £950 Ref. 32143

ROLAND RP-401R
Packed with practice-friendly features, this piano is perfect 
for students and has over 100 lesson songs built in.
• 88 keys  • Standard PHA4 keyboard with escapement 
and ivory-feel  • 5 key touch types  • 128-note polyphony  
• 11 Grand Piano tones plus 305 other sounds • 72 rhythm 
types  • 10 ambience effects & 21 brilliance effects  • 189 
songs & training tunes  • 2x 12W amplifiers
Black £725 Ref. 33542
Rosewood (pictured) £725 Ref. 33541

£725

£950

£550

£1480

£4800

ROLAND F-130R
Offering compact build and impressive sound, this is ideal 
and affordable for any music room, classroom or small hall.
• 88 keys  • PHA4 keyboard design with escapement and 
ivory-feel white keys  • 5 levels of touch sensitivity  
• 128-note polyphony  • 11 Grand Piano tones plus 305 
other sounds (including 8 drum sets)  • 72 rhythm types  
• 10 ambience effects & 21 brilliance effects  • 30,000-note 
recorder  • 10-song memory  • 2x 12W amplifiers
Black £605 Ref. 33543 • White £605 Ref. 33540 ‘‘

‘‘The service I’ve received 
from Absolute Music 
has always been to a 
high standard and all 
my requests are 
handled quickly and 
efficiently. The quality 
of what Absolute Music 
provides is excellent 
and I recommend them 
to any schools wanting 
expert advice on a wide 
range of products.
Clare Ellery, Head of Music 
St John the Baptist School, Woking, Surrey

2
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

3
COLOURS

£605

from 

£1170

£650

ref. 32150

ref. 29142

ref. 36574

£53

£71

£64

ref. 30830

ref. 30704

ref. 30828

CASIO CTK-240

YAMAHA YPT220

CASIO CTK-1100
The Casio CTK-240 is a 49-note keyboard that’s ideal for beginners of all 
ages boasting a lightweight, slimline design that makes it no trouble at all 
for even the smallest students to move from room to room, or even from 
home to class. It can be mains- or battery-powered (6x AA-size).
• 49 full-size keys  • 12-note polyphony  • 100 voices  • 100 rhythms  
• 50 built-in songs  • Headphone socket  • AC adaptor not included

SHARING PACK £61 Ref. 31214
1 x CTK-240 + 1 x AC adaptor + 2 x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £545 Ref. 31215
8 x CTK-240s + 1 x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £595 Ref. 31216
8 x CTK-240s  + 1 x eight-way power supply + 16 x A073a headphones  

+ 8 x headphone splitters

Yamaha’s entry-level keyboard with 61 full-size, organ-style keys is 
an ideal starter instrument that includes MIDI functionality and other 
features usually found on more expensive keyboards.
• 375 voices  • 61 keys  • 32-note polyphony  • 100 rhythms  • Portable 
Grand voice button  • 9 reverb effects  • MIDI In/Out  • Headphone and 
pedal sockets  • Yamaha Education Suite  • Includes AC adaptor

SHARING PACK £79 Ref. 31248
1x YPT220 + 2x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £630 Ref. 31249
8 x YPT220s + 1x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £710 Ref. 31250
8x YPT220s  + 1x eight-way power supply + 16x A073a headphones  

+ 8 x headphone splitters

The most affordable 61-note keyboard in the CTK range, the CTK-1100 
features Key Transpose, tuning control and a left/right hand tuition 
function. This is a great keyboard for class and individual teaching and is 
suitable even for the most basic beginners.
• 61 keys  • 12-note polyphony  • 100 voices   • 100 rhythms  • 100 songs 
• Built-in learning system  • Key Transpose  • AC adaptor not included

SHARING PACK £75 Ref. 31217
1 x CTK-1100 + 1 x AC adaptor + 2 x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £600 Ref. 31218
8 x CTK-1100s + 1 x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £650 Ref. 31219
8 x CTK-1100s  + 1 x eight-way power supply + 16 x A073a headphones  

+ 8 x headphone splitters

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

“Whether or not you take advantage of our  
multi-buy packages, you might need to stock  
up on some of these essential accessories.”

Duncan Maletka, Education Consultant
(Cambridge & East Anglia)

don’t forget these extras!

Roland DP-2 sustain pedal  
£10 Ref. 26308

AC power adaptors from £8 
(see p53 for options  

or call us for multi-buys)

Stagg SHP1200  
headphones  

£6.50 Ref. 22572

Turn to p54 for loads more
keyboard accessories >>

ref. 37060

YAMAHA PSR-E253
The latest revision of Yamaha’s popular E2xx-series keyboard has 
improved sound and has iOS connectivity in order to use Yamaha apps.
• 372 voices & 13 drum/SFX kits  • 61 full-size keys  • 32-note 
polyphony  • 100 rhythms  • 102 songs  • Reverb/Chorus/Master EQ/
Ultra-Wide Stereo effects  • MIDI In/Out  • Headphone & pedal sockets 
• iOS connectivity  • Includes AC adaptor

SHARING PACK £95 Ref. 37067
1x PSR-E253 + 2x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £800 Ref. 37066
8 x PSR-E253s + 1x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £845 Ref. 37065
8x PSR-E253s  + 1x eight-way power supply + 16x A073a headphones  

+ 8 x headphone splitters

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

£88
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TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p9950

KEYBOARDS

£120

£195£147

ref. 33389

ref. 30832

ref. 30833

YAMAHA PSR-E443

CASIO CTK-4200

CASIO CTK-6200
• 755 voices  • 61 touch-sensitive keys  • 32-note polyphony  • 200 
rhythms  • Portable Grand voice • Dual/Split  • Reverb/Chorus/
Master EQ/Harmony/Ultra-Wide Stereo effects  • USB MIDI  • 6-track 
sequencer  • Pitchbend  • Pattern function  • Headphone & pedal 
sockets  • 2x 2.5W speakers  • Includes AC adaptor

SHARING PACK £188 Ref. 37064
1x PSR-E443 + 2 x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £1555 Ref. 37063
4 x PSR-E443s + 1 x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £1600 Ref. 37062
4x PSR-E443s  + 1 x eight-way power supply + 8 x A073a headphones  

+ 4 x headphone splitters

• 61 touch-sensitive keys  • 48-note polyphony  • 600 voices  
• 180 rhythms  • Reverb/chorus effects  • 152 songs  • Layer/Split  
• Learning system  • Key Transpose  • USB MIDI support  • Headphone 
and pedal sockets  • 2x 10cm speakers  • AC adaptor not included

SHARING PACK £127 Ref. 31226
1x CTK4200 + 1x AC adaptor + 2x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £1050 Ref. 31227
8 x CTK4200s + 1 x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £1110 Ref. 31228
8x CTK4200s  + 1 x eight-way power supply + 16 x A073a headphones  

+ 8 x headphone splitters

• 61 touch-sensitive keys  • 48-note polyphony (max.)  • 700 voices 
• 210 rhythms • Reverb/chorus/DSP effects  • 152 songs • Layer/Split 
• Song sequencer  • Mixer  • Pitchbend wheel  • Key Transpose 
• USB MIDI  • SD card storage  • Headphone, line and pedal sockets
• 2x 6W speakers  • Includes AC adaptor

SHARING PACK £143 Ref. 31229
1x CTK-6200 + 2 x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £1200 Ref. 31230
4 x CTK-6200s + 1 x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £1250 Ref. 31231
4x CTK-6200s  + 1 x eight-way power supply + 8 x A073a headphones  

+ 4 x headphone splitters

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

‘‘ ‘‘

Absolute Music is a highly innovative, 
professional retailer serving more and 
more education customers. The staff excel 
in expert advice & buying recommendations, 
with no client too small (or big!). They also 
run large-scale events for our national 
Learn to Play Day to actively create  
and support new music-makers.
Paul McManus, Chief Executive, Music Industries Association

£95

ref. 30829

CASIO CTK-2200
A wealth of sounds, rhythms and effects makes this unit a great starting 
point for beginners interested in MIDI keyboards.
• 61 piano-type keys  • 48-note polyphony (max.)  • 400 voices  • 150 
rhythms  • 10 reverb effects  • 110 built-in songs  • Built-in learning 
system  • Key Transpose  • Microphone input  • USB MIDI support 
• Headphone and pedal sockets  • AC adaptor not included

SHARING PACK £102 Ref. 31220
1 x CTK-2200 + 1 x AC adaptor + 2 x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £870 Ref. 31221
8 x CTK-2200s + 1 x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £920 Ref. 31222
8 x CTK-2200s  + 1 x eight-way power supply + 16 x A073a headphones  

+ 8 x headphone splitters

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

£117

ref. 36797

YAMAHA PSR-E353

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

BEST
SELLER!

Casio School 
Keyboard

CTK-3400SK

CONTACT THE EDUCATION TEAM AT ABSOLUTE MUSIC ON 01202 597180
OR VISIT CASIO.CO.UK/SCHOOLKEYS FOR MORE INFORMATION

Colour-Coded Operation. Perfect For Schools.
This keyboard features coloured buttons that facilitate instruction  

from teacher to students and enable smooth, easy-to-understand lessons.

 POWER button  
is red

 RHYTHM buttons  
are green

It’s easy to select from numerous 
musical genres. The keyboard 
automatically arranges intro,  

fill-in and endings.

Use registration memory  
to save and easily  

recall keyboard setups  
(tone, rhythm, etc.).

Select piano, organ, brass,  
and other tones at  

the touch of a button.

 REGISTRATION 
buttons are blue

TONE buttons  
are purple

SPECIFICALLY  
DESIGNED FOR  
SCHOOLS
• Colour-coded panel layout 
• Touch sensitive
• Layer and split function 
• Registration memory

CTK-3400-onesided_flyer.indd   1 05/05/2015   14:59

• 573 voices  • 61 touch-sensitive keys  • 32-note polyphony  • 158 
rhythms  • Portable Grand voice  • Dual/Split  • Reverb/chorus/master 
EQ/harmony/ultra-wide stereo effects  • MIDI I/O  • Headphone, 
pedal & aux in sockets • iOS connectivity (via i-UX1 cable)  • Melody 
Suppressor function  • 2x 2.5W speakers  • Includes AC adaptor

SHARING PACK £124 Ref. 37070
1x PSR-E353 + 2x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £1030 Ref. 37069
8 x PSR-E353s + 1 x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £1075 Ref. 37067
8x PSR-E353s  + 1 x eight-way power supply + 16 x A073a headphones  

+ 8 x headphone splitters
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STAGE PIANOS

ref. 30533

ref. 28291

ref. 29507

2
COLOURS

£320£290

£425

£1425

CASIO PRIVIA PX-150 BKC5KORG SP170

ROLAND RD-64

NORD PIANO 2 HP73

A superb compact and lightweight entry-level piano with lovely ebony- 
and ivory-feel keys and a good dose of controls and features too.
• 88 keys  • Tri-sensor scaled hammer-action keyboard II  • 3 levels of 
touch sensitivity  • 128-note polyphony • 18 voices  • 60 songs  
• Layer/Split  • Reverb/chorus/Brilliance/DSP effects  • USB MIDI  
• 2-track recorder  • Key transpose & tuning  • Headphone & pedal 
sockets  • 2x 8W speakers  • AC adaptor, pedal & music rest included

A comfortable stage piano with a satisfying sound that will help any 
aspiring concert pianists find their fingers.
• 88 keys  • Natural-weighted hammer-action (NH) keyboard  • 3 
levels of touch sensitivity  • 120-note polyphony  • 10 voices  • Reverb/
chorus effects  • MIDI Out  • Headphone and pedal sockets  • 2x 9W 
speakers  • AC adaptor & damper pedal included
Black £290 Ref. 21154  •  White £290 Ref. 21155

ref. 28355

ref. 28354

£390

KORG SP280
The first of Korg’s stage pianos to feature RH3 real-weighted, hammer-
action keys, this instrument will take performances to a new level.
• 88 keys  • Real-weighted hammer-action (RH3) keyboard  • 3 levels of 
touch sensitivity  • 60-note polyphony  • 30 voices  • 6 reverb & chorus 
effects  • Key transpose, fine-tuning & 3 temperament functions  • USB 
MIDI  • Aux out  • Headphone and pedal sockets  • 2x 10cm speakers 
• AC adaptor, stand, damper pedal & music rest included

A compact stage piano with weighted hammer-action keys that only 
weighs 13kg, making it easy to transport from classroom to stage.
• 64 hammer-action keys  • SuperNATURAL piano sound engine  
• 128-note polyphony  • 12 voices  • 2-band EQ  • Reverb + 2 multi-
effects  • iPad compatibility (via Apple iPad camera connection kit) 
• D-Beam controller  • MIDI In/Out  • USB connection  • Headphone 
and pedal sockets  • Includes AC adaptor, damper pedal and power cord

A lust-worthy stage piano available in 73- and 88-key versions with 
stunning Grand, Upright and Electric pianos and massive sound library.
• 73 hammer-action keys  • 6 voices, each with up to 9 types  • Split/
Layer functions  • Up to 60-voice polyphony  • Comprehensive effects 
section  • MIDI In/Out  • USB  • Headphone and pedal sockets  
• Includes AC adaptor plus Piano and Sample library DVD-ROMs
Also: Clavia Nord Piano 2 HA88 £1525 Ref. 21253

£385

YAMAHA P115
The new update to the best-selling P105 has improved piano 
performance, enhanced speakers and its own app for iOS. 
• 88 keys  • Graded Hammer Standard (GHS) keyboard  • 4 levels of 
touch sensitivity  • 192-note polyphony  • 14 voices  • 2-track recorder  
• 4 reverb effects  • Dual/Split/Duo  • Headphone, pedal & aux outs  
• USB to Host for use with FREE iOS app  • 2x 7W speakers  
• Footswitch & music rest included

ref. 36770

  

ref. 30834 ref. 31244

ref. 31251

ref. 30868

CASIO CTK-7200

YAMAHA NP11
YAMAHA NP31

YAMAHA PSR-S650
This advanced workstation keyboard has everything a musician needs, 
leaving you and your students to simply be creative.
• 61 touch-sensitive keys  • 64-note polyphony • 820 voices  • 260 
rhythms  • Reverb/chorus/DSP effects  • 152 built-in songs  • Layer/
Split  • Song sequencer  • 32-channel mixer  • Pitchbend wheel • Key 
Transpose  • USB MIDI  • Mic input  • SD card storage  • Headphone, 
line and pedal sockets  • 2x 7W speakers  • Includes AC adaptor

SHARING PACK £210 Ref. 31232
1x CTK-7200 + 2x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £1740 Ref. 31233
4 x CTK-7200s + 1x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £1795 Ref. 31234
4x CTK-7200s  + 1x eight-way power supply + 8 x A073a headphones  

+ 4 x headphone splitters

With a wealth of voices, rhythms, controls and connectivity at your 
fingertips, this is a fantastically intuitive keyboard workstation.
• 61 touch-sensitive keys  • 64-note polyphony  • 865 voices  • 181 
rhythms  • FlashROM expansion for voices & styles  • Custom scale 
tuning  • Dual/Split  • Reverb/chorus/master EQ/DSP effects  • USB 
MIDI  • USB to device connectivity  • 16-track sequencer  • Headphone 
and pedal sockets  • 2x 12W speakers  • Includes AC adaptor

SHARING PACK £413 Ref. 31245
1x PSR-S650 + 2x A073a headphones + 1 x headphone splitter

LAB PACK £3450 Ref. 31247
4 x PSR-S650s + 1x eight-way power supply + all necessary cables

CLASSROOM PACK £3400 Ref. 31246
4 x PSR-S650s  + 1x eight-way power supply + 8 x A073a headphones  

+ 4 x headphone splitters

A portable piano-style keyboard ideal for stage productions and band 
performances as well as classroom teaching and piano lessons. Offers 
some very realistic sounds thanks to Yamaha’s AWM (Advanced Wave 
Memory multisampling), as well as affordability and portability.
• 61 touch-sensitive, non-weighted keys  • 3 level touch sensitivity
• 32-note polyphony  • 10 voices  • 20 built-in songs  • 4 reverb effects  
• Dual function  • MIDI In/Out • Key transpose function • Headphone 
and pedal sockets  • 2x 2.5W speakers  • Includes music rest  
• Add AC adaptor £15 Ref. 24851

The next step up in Yamaha’s Piaggero range offers 76 piano-style keys 
with graded soft-touch sensitivity plus the same AWM multisampled, 
super-realistic piano sounds. A brilliant addition to the classroom, 
rehearsal studio or stage, this represents very good value for money.
• 76 graded soft-touch keys • 3 levels of touch sensitivity • 32-note 
polyphony (max.) • 10 voices •  20 built-in songs (1 per voice plus 10 
piano songs)  • 4 reverb effects  • Dual function  • MIDI In/Out  • Key 
transpose function  • Headphone and pedal sockets  • 2x 6W speakers  
• Includes music rest  • Add AC adaptor £15 Ref. 24851
Also available in silver £218 Ref. 30869

£199 £405

£132 £190

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

“Our team of education specialists 
based around the UK (and in our 

Bournemouth store & studios)  
can help with anything from 

pre-sales buying advice to  
after-sales support. Call or  

email us to ask any questions  
you might have or to arrange  

for us to visit you on-site  
where we can discuss 

your needs and tailor a 
quote especially for you.”

Andy Pickering,  
Keyboard Tutor 

(Bournemouth HQ)

we’re here for you!

HQ

ref. 29226

CASIO CDP-120
The perfect choice for price-conscious music students and beginners, 
this affordable, portable piano keyboard is as impressive on stage as it is 
in the teaching room. Casio’s AHL (Acoustic & Highly-compressed Large-
waveform) technology results in realistic piano sounds.
• 88 weighted, scaled hammer-action keys  • 3 levels of touch 
sensitivity  • 48-note polyphony (24 for some tones)  • 5 voices  
• 10 digital reverb and 5 chorus effects  • 5 built-in songs (1 per voice) 
• USB MIDI  • Key transpose and tuning functions  • Headphone and 
pedal sockets  • 2x 8W speakers  • Includes AC adaptor

£245

ref. 32154

£1350

ROLAND RD-800
Roland’s newest stage piano that takes the RD legacy to its furthest 
limits yet with improvements in sound, feel and versatility.
• 88 keys  • Concert PHA4 keyboard with escapement  • Ebony and 
ivory-feel keys  • 128-note polyphony  • 1,113 sounds including 
SuperNATURAL pianos, electric pianos and clavs  • 200 live sets  • 73 
effects plus 5-band digital EQ  • 200 rhythm patterns  • LCD display  • 
USB connections  • MIDI In, Out, Thru  • Includes cable & damper pedal

NORD STAGE 2 EX
New version of the fantastic-sounding Nord Stage available in 3 sizes. 
• 73 semi-weighted, 76 lightweight hammer-action or 88 fully 
weighted hammer-action full-size keys  • 400 Programs  • 1Gb memory 
for Nord Piano Library  • 5 grand pianos, 7 upright pianos, 11 electric 
pianos, clavinet, harpsichords plus strings, choir, organs, synths and folk 
instruments  • Advanced string resonance  • Easy to use interface
73-key £1725 Ref. 36751 • 76 £1875 Ref. 36753 • 88 £2000 Ref. 36755

£1725
from73 • 76 • 88
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£115

EDEN EM25 METROMIX
Multi-purpose angled combo amp that’s 
ideal for jamming, one-on-one tuition or 
straightforward stage performance.
• 25W ouput  • 8” speaker  • 2 instrument 
inputs with individual volume & tone control  
• Suitable for use with keyboard, electric 
guitar, bass & electronic drumkit  • Angled 
body  • Carry handle

ref. 35295

TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

KEYBOARD AMPLIFICATION

£77

£116

£183
from

£165

TRAPS AP30

ROLAND KC SERIES

ROLAND CM-30 CUBE

KORG MMA130

This compact, lightweight amp can handle the 
low and high frequencies that a keyboard or 
electronic drumkit produces. It has enough 
power to handle small gigs and can be used  
as a monitor for larger venues.
• 30W, 10-inch 2-way dual concentric 
speaker • 3-band EQ section
• Auxiliary input for MP3 players

The Roland KC series offers incredible build quality and functionality at an affordable price.  
The series can cater for everything from a single keyboard performance to an entire band.

1. Roland KC-60: 40W, 10-inch speaker, 3 channels £183 Ref. 21196
2. Roland KC-110: 30W (15+15W), 10-inch speaker, 3 channels £240 Ref. 21192
3. Roland KC-150: 65W, 12-inch speaker, 4 channels £230 Ref. 21200
4. Roland KC-350: 120W, 12-inch speaker, 4 channels £295 Ref. 21194
5. Roland KC-550: 180W, 15-inch speaker, 4 channels £390 Ref. 21195
6. Roland KC-880: 320W, 2x12-inch speakers, 5 channels £655 Ref. 21197

Built to handle a wide range of live sound and 
in-studio applications, this amp can also be 
used for live monitoring onstage.
• 30W ouput  • 6.5-inch  coaxial 2-way 
speaker  • Stereo preamp  • 3 channels (XLR 
mic/line, 2 aux inputs)  • Stereo Link function 
connecting two units for eight stereo inputs 
and two mono mic/line inputs  • Metal grille 
cover, corner protectors and handle grip

A compact, yet powerful active monitor amp 
for use in a variety of performance situations.
• Powered monitor amp  • Built-in 4-channel 
mixer  • Versatile inputs for nearly any 
instrument, including RCA, mini-stereo & ¼”  
• 3-band EQ  • AC or battery-powered

ref. 26400

ref. 28286

ref. 21191

ref. 25077

1
2

3

4

5 6

ROLAND CUBE LITE MONITOR
Tabletop keyboard amplifier with mic and 
instrument inputs, iOS compatibility and a top-
quality 2.1 channel audio system.
• i-CUBE LINK jack to connect iPhone, iPad 
or iPod Touch  • 2x 3W speakers, 1x 4W 
subwoofer  • Reverb/Echo control  • 1 line/
XLR input, 1 line input, 1 i-CUBE/stereo aux 
in, headphones out  • Comes with AC adaptor 
and mini cable

£90

KEYBOARD AMPLIFICATION

We know our stuff!
“Each of our 40 staff is an  

experienced musician, tutor  
or engineer and we’re all as  

passionate about making,  
recording and making music  

as you are! We all have our  
specialist subjects (mine is synths)  
and every one of us is here to help 

whenever you need us!”
Chris Orchard, Technical Director

‘‘

‘‘

ref. 25875 ref. 25639

£18£24£14
from

£6.50
from

£2
from

£7.50
from

HEADPHONE SPLITTERS

SUSTAIN PEDALS

MAINS ADAPTORS
Ideal for taking the strain off the headphone 
socket of your instrument whilst allowing 
multiple pair of headphones to be connected.

1.  Lynx AL22S 6.35mm to 2x 6.35mm (lM arge 
to 2x F large) £2.45 Ref. 30839

2.  Lynx AL633 6.35mm to 2x 3.5mm (M large 
to 2x F small), 0.2m £2 Ref. 31266

3.  Lynx Al366 3.5mm to 2x 6.35mm (M small 
to 2x F large), 0.2m £3 Ref. 30841

4.  Lynx AL333 3.5mm to 2x 3.5mm (M small to 
2x F small), 0.2m £4 Ref. 30840

1.  Yamaha PA130 (suitable for portable 
keyboards up to and including PSR-E343) 
£15 Ref. 24851

2.  Yamaha PA150 (adaptor suitable for the 
PSR-E433 keyboard  and NP-31 digital 
piano) £23 Ref. 30870

3.  Yamaha PA300C (suitable for the Yamaha 
PSR-S650 to PSR-S950 keyboards) 
£43 Ref. 29273

4.  Casio AD-E95100 (adaptor for the SA-46, 
LK-120 and CTK-2200 through to the 
CTK-3200) £7.50 Ref. 30826

5.  Casio AD-12150 (suitable for CTK-6200, 
CTK-7200, WK-7600) £14 Ref. 30825

1.  Proel GF29 pedal (heavy-duty with polarity 
inversion switch) £6.50 Ref. 26274

2.  Roland DP-2 (good value pedal for Roland 
keyboards) £10 Ref. 26308

3.  Yamaha FC5 (designed for Yamaha digital 
pianos and keyboards) £16 Ref. 26508

4.  Roland DP-10 (well-built, real-feel pedal 
that boasts a non-slip rubber footplate) 
£24 Ref. 26307

KEYBOARD STANDS

ADJUSTABLE X-STYLE 
KEYBOARD BENCH

JS-MB100 MEDIUM 
KEYBOARD BENCH

1.  Stagg KXS-A4 single-braced 
X-frame stand £14 Ref. 25878

2.   Stagg KXS-A6 double-braced 
X-frame stand £17 Ref. 25876

3.  Stagg MXS-A1 adjustable
stand £21.50 Ref. 25880

4.  Stagg MXS-2 Z-frame keyboard 
stand  £26 Ref. 25879

5.  Stagg MXS-A3 concertina 
stand £25 Ref. 25881

6.  Stagg KXS-A12 heavy-duty 
double-braced £35 Ref. 25897

7.  Hercules KS210B 2-tier 
X-frame stand £59 Ref. 25902

a sturdy, portable keyboard bench 
with four height positions. It 
features a padded black vinyl seat 
and a safety locking mechanism 
for the height adjustment. It can 
be folded flat for easy portability.

Features a two-inch padded seat 
and a sturdy X-style frame with 
a dual-locking clutch system. 
The bench folds flat for easy 
transportation and also offers four 
pre-selected height positions.

1 2

4

5

7

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4
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£110MULTI-WAY POWER SUPPLIES
MTR’s multi-way power supplies are a safer, more reliable and 
robust alternative to using multiple separate power adaptors 
(which often don’t pass OfSTED inspections). They also remove 
the need for four-way plug extension blocks, reducing Health 
& Safety issues. The DC-8DUAL has outputs for powering up to 
eight Yamaha or Casio keyboards. The unit includes eight 3m 
power leads. (Please state which model when ordering.)
Yamaha version £110 Ref. 31348
Casio version £110 Ref. 31349

KEYBOARD BAGS
Good quality nylon keyboard bag with 10mm padded 
interior, double-stitched seams and two pockets.
97 x 37 x 13cm (38” x 14” x 5”) £15 Ref. 30862
99 x 42.5 x 16cm (39” x 16” x 6”) £16.50 Ref. 31261 
104 x 34.5 x 13cm (41” x 13” x 5”) £16 Ref. 25939
112 x 47 x 17cm (44” x 18.5” x 6.7”) £17 Ref. 31262
117.5 x 41.5 x 15cm (46” x 16” x 6”) £18.50 Ref. 31263
120 x 47 x 19cm (47” x 18” x 7”) £21 Ref. 31264
128 x 42 x 16cm (50” x 16” x 6”) £19.50 Ref. 31265

VARIOUS
SIZES

£15
from

Absolute Music is so 
much more than a music 
shop. Whether it’s Band 
Jam sessions on Saturday 
mornings, instrumental 
lessons for all ages 
& abilities, recording 
sessions in their studio, a 
cup of coffee at the café, 
buying something in-store 
or getting expert advice 
from their knowledgeable 
staff, their support, advice 
and value for money is 
always exceptional.  
Pete Vogel, Guitar Teacher/Performer, Bournemouth

5

£97

ROLAND MOBILE CUBE
An ideal portable amp with battery-powered 
option for indoor or outdoor practice and 
busking sessions!
• 5W (2.5W + 2.5W) stereo  • 2x 4” speakers 
• Battery-powered amplifier  • Mic & stereo-
instrument inputs  • Stereo aux headphone 
output  • Built-in effects  • Carry strap

ref. 16559
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32 • 49 • 61 • 88

£26

M-AUDIO KEYSTATION MINI 32 II
The newly updated M-Audio Keystation Mini 32 is ideal for musicians 
who need to be able to compose anywhere at any time.
• 32 low-profile, velocity-sensitive mini-keys  • 3 assignable buttons
• 1 assignable knob  • Selectable velocity curves including one for drum 
programming  • Robust, high-quality build  • USB bus-powered and 
class compliant  • Mac and Windows compatible

ref. 34392

TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

SYNTHS

57Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

CONTROLLER KEYBOARDS

£27

£34

AKAI LPK25

ACORN MASTERKEY 25

This impressive entry-level controller keyboard has many features of its 
higher-spec’d MPK models but at a much more affordable price point.
• 25 velocity-sensitive mini-keyboard keys  • Arpeggiator  • Sustain  
• Octave up/down  • Tap tempo controls  • 4 programmable memory 
banks  • USB bus-powered

A compact, portable USB MIDI controller keyboard, simple to set up.
• 25 velocity-sensitive synth-style keys  • Assignable pitchbend and 
modulation wheels  • 1 assignable fader  • 4 assignable knobs  • Sustain 
pedal socket  • Quick-toggle between real-time functions  • Includes 
PreSonus Studio One Artist DAW software

ref. 21535

ref. 26853

25 • 49 • 61

£45

ACORN MASTERKEY 49
A USB MIDI controller that’s ideal for the classroom or a pro studio.
• 49 velocity sensitive synth-style keys  • Assignable pitchbend and 
modulation wheels  • 1 assignable fader  • 4 assignable knobs 
• 3-character red LED segment display  • 1 sustain footswitch input 
• Quick-toggle between real-time functions • Includes PreSonus Studio 
One Artist software

ref. 26854

25 • 49 • 61

If you can’t find the 
keyboard type or size 
you’re after 
in this catalogue,  
please contact us  
for info and prices!

£35

KORG MICROKEY 25
A compact USB MIDI keyboard that’s ideal for the musician who wants to 
assemble a convenient and compact music production system.
• 25 velocity-sensitive natural-touch mini keys  • Octave Shift  
• Key Transpose  • Arpeggiator buttons  • Sustain/tap button  
• Joystick  • Connects to iPad using Apple camera connection kit

ref. 21654

25 • 37 • 61

£44

M-AUDIO AXIOM AIR MINI 32
A well built, compact keyboard with mini keys as well as a selection of 
pads, knobs and other controllers.
• 32 velocity-sensitive mini-keys  • 8 dynamic drum pads  • 3 transport 
controls, 8 knobs and 5 navigation buttons  • 10 memory locations  
• Pitchbend & mod  • Includes Ignite music creation software

ref. 27391

BEST
SELLER!

A 49-note keyboard controller that works with virtually all music 
software and MIDI hardware devices.
• 49 keys  • USB-MIDI and traditional MIDI jacks for connection to 
Mac, PC and MIDI hardware  • Pitch and modulation wheels  • Octave 
up and down buttons  • Assignable data slider  • Ability to send 
program changes from keys

ref. 21559

£52

ALESIS Q49

25 • 49 • 61 • 88

BEST
SELLER!

£28 £80

KORG MONOTRON DUO KORG VOLCA BASS & KEYS
Featuring 2 analogue oscillators with 
individual tunings plus a X-MOD circuit to 
cross-modulate the oscillators and create edgy 
metallic sounds reminiscent of an FM synth.
• Classic filter from MS10 & 20  • Aux in  
• Headphone/line out  • Battery-powered  
• Built-in speaker
Also: Monotron Delay £28 Ref. 30442

The Volca Bass is an analogue groove box that 
has what you need for a wide range of bass 
lines with its fat 303-esque sounds.
The Volca Keys is an mini 27-key polyphonic 
true-analogue lead synth with built-in 
sequencer and self-tuning function.
1. Volca Bass £80 Ref. 29514
2. Volca Keys £80 Ref. 29512

ref. 21337

£260

NOVATION BASS STATION 2
Analogue monosynth based on the classic 
BassStation but reworked for the 21st century.
• 2 analogue filters: Acid and Classic  • 64 
factory patches & 64 user slots  • Pattern-
based step sequencer & arpeggiator  
• Dedicated controls for all major parameters 
• Analogue effects section  • MIDI I/O & USB

ref. 29490

£205

MOOG THEREMINI
Amazing theremin synth that allows students 
to create sounds by moving their hands around 
the removable pitch antenna.
• Built-in tuner allows you to learn pitch and 
scales  • Pitch corrrection  • Built-in speaker 
• Headphone output  • Two ¼” audio outputs  
• Adjustable stereo ping-pong delay

ref. 32283

£202

NOVATION MININOVA
A compact, super-cool 37-key synth.
• Hugely powerful mini-synth  • VocalTune 
and classic vocoder effects  • 256 sounds 
• Up to 18 voices  • Includes editing software 
& patch librarian  • Run guitars and other 
instruments though the vocoder & effects
Also: Ultranova £300 Ref. 21295

ref. 26908

£360

ROLAND GAIA SH-01
With its massive sound, hands-on ease and 
affordable price, this a high-performance value 
synth with old school charm.
• 3 virtual analogue engines  • Layer up to 5 
simultaneous effects  • 64-voice polyphony  
• D Beam, arpeggiator & Phrase Recorder  
• USB & audio/MIDI connection  • AC- or 
battery-powered

ref. 21302

£435

WALDORF BLOFELD
Analogue-modelling synth with 60Mb of 
sample memory and a high-quality keyboard.
• 60Mb sample memory  • 25-voice 
polyphony  • 49 weighted keys  • 3 LFOs & 
2 multi-mode filters per voice  • Over 1,000 
sounds • Complex arpeggiator • Powerful 
effects section  • MIDI In/Out
Also: Black edition £435 Ref. 27505

ref. 21310

MODULE
ALSO

AVAILABLE

£300
from

YAMAHA MX SERIES
Synths that combine Motif XS sounds, USB 
audio/MIDI control and DAW/VST controller 
features at an attractive price.
• Over 1,000 Motif-series sounds  • VCM 
effects  • Split/Layer modes  • 128-note 
polyphony  • Includes software package
MX49: 49-key £300 Ref. 28052
MX61: 61-key £400 Ref. 28053

£315

ARTURIA MINIBRUTE
Groundbreaking synth with pure analogue 
signal path, VCO wave mixer, Steiner-Parker 
multi-mode filter and total MIDI, CV and USB 
connectivity, ideal for any kind of set-up.
• 25-note keyboard with aftertouch  • 2 LFOs  
• VCO with sub-oscillator  • USB MIDI I/O  
• Arpeggiator  • CV I/O  • Gate source selector

ref. 21335

MOOG SUB PHATTY
Amazing bass-biased synth with 100% 
analogue signal path and classic Moog feel.
• 25-note weighted keys  • Multi-drive circuit 
technology  • 3 oscillators including powerful 
square wave sub-oscillator  • CV, gate and 
MIDI I/O per voice  • Includes editor program

ref. 28306

£620

1

2

KORG MICROKORGS
From the original MicroKorg (£206 Ref. 
21273) right up to the XL, XL Plus and 50th 
anniversary limited editions (call us for details), 
these analogue-modelling synths are lots of fun 
and great value for money.

£206
fromBEST

SELLER!

ARTURIA MICROBRUTE

£195

ref. 31563

This USB-powered keyboard combines key and drum pad control.
• 25 velocity-sensitive mini keys  • 16 multi-colour backlit velocity-
sensitive drum pads  • 8 control knobs  • 2 octave buttons  • Comes 
with Ableton Live Lite 9  • Compatible with iOS 6 and iPad 2 & above  
• Requires camera connection kit or lightning-to-USB camera adapter

ref. 30688

£45

NOVATION LAUNCHKEY MINI

£39

ALESIS Q25
A MIDI keyboard controller that enables you to connect to almost all 
MIDI equipment including software and sound modules.
• 25 velocity-sensitive keys  • USB MIDI and traditional MIDI 
• Pitchbend & modulation wheels  • Backlit Octave Up/Down buttons 
• Assignable volume/data-entry slider  • Sustain pedal input

ref. 21557

25 • 49 • 61 • 88

£50

KORG MICROKEY 37
The Korg microKEY is slim, lightweight, USB-powered and compatible 
with all of your computer music software.
• 37 velocity-sensitive mini keys  • Octave Shift and Key Transpose 
features access the full MIDI note range  • Pitchbend and modulation 
wheels  • Dual USB ports
Also: Microkey 61 £85 Ref. 21655

ref. 21593

25 • 37 • 61

A powerful monophonic analogue synth in a 
compact unit that’s easy to use.
• 25 minikeys • Pitchbend & mod wheels  
• 2-pole multimode filter  • Analogue VCO  
• Overtone sub-oscillator  • LFO with 3 
waveforms  • MIDI In  • USB MIDI In/Out  
• 8 memories  • ADSR envelope generator
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25 • 4949 • 61 £57

SAMSON CARBON 49
With versatile, easy-to-use features, this is a great value controller.
• 49 semi-weighted, velocity-sensitive keys  • Transpose & Octave 
buttons  • Pitchbend & mod wheels  • MIDI Out  • Footswitch input  
• USB  • Integrated slot for iPad (Apple camera connection kit required)  
• Includes Komplete Elements software

ref. 21652BEST
SELLER!

25 • 49 • 61

25 • 49 • 61

£75

£52

£62

£64

£72

‘‘‘‘In higher education we’re always 
needing something a little off 
the beaten track as well as the 
mainstream products. Whatever  
we’ve needed, Absolute Music  
has always been ready with  
reliable advice, timely service and  
competitive pricing. Many thanks.
Jonathan Scott, Music Studio Manager,  
University of Bristol

M-AUDIO OXYGEN 49
A comprehensive MIDI controller that’s also easy to use.
• Bus-powered 49-key USB MIDI controller  • 8 assignable knobs  
• 9 assignable sliders  • DirectLink mode  • Dedicated transport and 
track select buttons  • Pro Tools compatible
Also: Oxygen 61 £88 Ref. 32982

ref. 32981

ACORN MASTERKEY 61
A MIDI controller that’s extremely simple to set up; just plug it into your 
computer and off you go.
• 61 velocity-sensitive synth-style keys  • Assignable pitchbend and 
mod wheels  • Assignable fader  • 4 assignable knobs  • 1 sustain 
footswitch socket  • Quick-toggle between real-time functions  • 
Includes PreSonus Studio One Artist software

ref. 26855

ARTURIA MINILAB

NOVATION LAUNCHKEY 25

The MiniLab gives you a great depth of features in a portable package 
that is sturdy and looks great.
• 25 velocity-sensitive mini keys  • 16 rotary encoders  • 16 pads 
• Pitchbend/modulation touch strip  • Footswitch input  • 5,000 sounds 
from the best synths and keyboards  • Includes Analog Lab software

Control of your DAW plus an integrated software/hardware instrument.
• Controller for Mac, PC and iPad  • InControl technology for instant 
mapping  • 16 velocity-sensitive pads  • Synth-styled 25-note keyboard 
with over 34 hardware controls  • Massive software bundle included
Also: 49-key £83 Ref. 28274 • 61-key £105 Ref. 28275

ref. 28394

ref. 28273

25 • 49 • 61

M-AUDIO KEYSTATION 61
A USB keyboard with velocity-sensitive, semi-weighted keys that is 
designed to easily integrate in any computer music environment.
• 61 velocity-sensitive semi-weighted keys  • Pitchbend and 
modulation wheels  • Volume/control slider  • MIDI Out socket 
• USB or AC-powered (adaptor not included)

ref. 32984

£71

SAMSON CARBON 61
With versatile, easy-to-use features, this is a great value controller.
• 61 semi-weighted, velocity-sensitive keys  • Transpose & Octave 
buttons  • Pitchbend & mod wheels  • MIDI Out  • Footswitch input  
• USB  • Integrated slot for iPad (Apple camera connection kit required) 
• Includes Komplete Elements software

ref. 30010

49 • 61

32 • 49 • 61 • 88

£55

M-AUDIO OXYGEN 25
A portable keyboard controller that’s perfect for laptop production, live 
DJ performance, triggering samples or composing on the go.
• Bus-powered 25-key USB MIDI controller  • 8 MIDI-assignable knobs 
• DirectLink mode  • Dedicated transport and track select buttons 
• Assignable slider  • Pro Tools-compatible

ref. 32980

25 • 49 • 61

£85

KORG MICROKEY 61
A compact USB MIDI keyboard ideal for classroom set-ups.
• 61 velocity-sensitive Natural Touch mini keys  • Arpeggiator, Sustain/
tap, Octave Shift and Key Transpose features  • Pitchbend & mod 
wheels  • Can connect directly to an iPad  • Dual USB ports  • Comes 
with a license for the entire Korg Legacy Collection of soft synths

ref. 21655

25 • 37 • 61

KOMPLETE BY DESIGN

NOW INCLUDES 10 PREMIUM  
INSTRUMENTS AND EFFECTS 

www.native-instruments.com/komplete-kontrol
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61

NOVATION LAUNCHPAD SARTURIA BEATSTEP
A powerful 64-button music controller that 
lets you make music or mix tracks using a 
super-intuitive grid of tri-colour ‘launch’ pads.
• Comes with Ableton Live Launchpad 
Edition, FL Studio and other software  
• Supports iPad via Apple camera connection 
kit (not included)

Compact controller and sequencer designed to 
perfectly match your musical environment.
• 16 backlit velocity- and pressure-sensitive 
pads  • 16 fully assignable encoders (MIDI 
Control mode) that can also be used to adjust 
pitch (SEQ mode)  • 16-step sequencer  • Mini 
USB in/out  • 3.5mm MIDI, CV & gate outputs

ref. 29440

ref. 21533

2
COLOURS

£30
from£27

£90£65£53

AKAI MPC STUDIO SLIMLINE
ARTURIA BEATSTEP PRO

Combines MPC pads and the same software 
as used by MPC Renaissance to give you a fully 
integrated portable production solution.
• 16 backlit MPC pads  • MPC Swing  
• 4 touch-sensitive knobs  • MPC software 
for Mac/PC with 128-track sequencing   
• Large LCD screen  • USB- or AC-powered

New top quality controller, performance 
sequencer and composing tool.
• 2 monophonic 64-step sequencers  
• 16-track drum sequencer  • 16 Projects 
each with 16x2 sequences, 16 drum 
sequences and controller map  • Real-time 
looper/roller touch strip  • 8 drum gate 
outputs  • MIDI In/Out

ref. 21641

ref. 35867

£210£155

AKAI LPD8
A portable USB-MIDI controller ideal for basic 
set-ups, DJs, home producers or the classroom.
• USB-MIDI controller works with virtually 
all audio software  • 8 backlit, velocity-
sensitive drum pads  • 8 Q-Link knobs  
• 4 programmable memory banks  • Editor 
software for Mac and PC included

KORG NANOKONTROL2
Providing 8 channels of the control you need 
to control your music software. 
• Low-profile, multi-function control surface 
• New track select and marker advance 
parameters  • Supports numerous software 
titles including major DAW programs
Black £32 Ref. 21599 
White £30 Ref. 21601

ref. 21607

£107

KORG PADKONTROL
Ideal for creating natural, organic sounding 
drumbeats, this pad controller allows 
creativity and expression. 
• 16 assignable velocity-sensitive pads  
• X-Y pad  • 2 assignable knobs  • 16 user 
scene memories  • 30 preset scene templates  
• Pedal connector  • MIDI In/Out  • USB or 
AC powered (adaptor not included)

£52

AKAI MPD18
The easiest way to add genuine MPC pads to 
your setup.
• Production/performance MIDI controller 
• 16 velocity, pressure sensitive MPC pads 
• 3 pad banks (48 total pad sounds) • Q-Link 
assignable fader control • MIDI-over-USB 
interface with USB bus power • MPC Note 
Repeat • 16 configurable presets

ref. 21537

£110

AKAI MPD26
Perfect USB-powered MPC pad controller for 
producers, programmers, musicians and DJs.
• 16 velocity, pressure sensitive MPC pads 
• 4 pad banks (64 total pad sounds) • MIDI-
over-USB and DIN MIDI I/O • Note Repeat, 
Swing, 16 Level, Full Level, and Tap Tempo • 
Control 12 parameters with Q-Link knobs 
and faders

ref. 21541

AKAI APC MINI
The most portable and affordable Ableton 
controller on the market.
• 8x8 multicolour Clip Launch matrix  • 8 
assignable faders + 1 master fader  • USB- 
powered • Compatible with Mac & PC  • 
Includes Ableton Live Lite, Hybrid 3 soft 
synth and Toolroom artist launch packs

ref. 32989

£140

AKAI MPD32
A comprehensive set of input and control 
devices matched with the feel of the MPC.
• 16 velocity, pressure sensitive MPC pads • 
4 pad banks (64 pad sounds) • USB MIDI and 
DIN MIDI I/O • Note Repeat, Swing, 16 Level 
and Full Level • 8 Q-Link knobs, 8 Q-Link 
faders, 8 Q-Link buttons (3 banks each) • 3 
pedal inputs • 30 DAW user presets

ref.21543

AKAI APC40 MkII
Newly improved Ableton controller offers 
maximum control in a minimal amount of space!
• 5x8 Clip Launch matrix  • 9 channel faders, 
8 control knobs, 8 device controls  • USB-
powered • Assignable A/B crossfader 
• Includes Ableton Live Lite with virtual 
effects, Hybrid 3 synth & sample packs

£210

ref. 32987

ref. 32279

25 • 49 • 61

25 • 49 • 61 • 88

“Our team of education specialists based around the 
UK (and in our Bournemouth store & studios)  
can help with anything from pre-sales buying advice 
to after-sales support. Call or email us to ask any 
questions you might have or to arrange for us to visit  
           you on-site where we can discuss your needs  
           and tailor a quote especially for you.”

 Paul Taylor, Education Consultant (Midlands)
 www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

we’re here for you!

£135

£425

£187

M-AUDIO CODE 49

AKAI MPK88

Brand new intuitive controller keyboard with three keyboard options.
• 49 semi-weighted keys with aftertouch  • 16 assignable backlit drum 
pads  • X-Y control pad  • MIDI In & Out  • Mod & pitch wheels, knobs, 
faders, buttons & transport controls  • Can be USB-powered  • Comes 
with Ableton Live Lite, AIR Music Technology Loom & Hybrid 3

A professional performance controller with MPC production controls. 
• 88 fully weighted, hammer-action keys with aftertouch  • 16 velocity- 
& pressure-sensitive MPC pads  • Each pad accesses 4 banks (access to 
64 samples)  • 24 assignable Q-Link knobs, buttons, and faders  • Key 
Split  • MIDI output over USB  • Transport controls

ref. 35868

ref. 21553

£175

AKAI MAX25

ref. 29028

25 • 49

This mini keyboard offers rich mix of features and versatile connectivity.
• 25 semi-weighted keys with aftertouch  • 4 LED touch faders  • 8 
MPC pads, MPC Note Repeat, and MPC Swing  • 4 pad banks, 4 fader 
banks: 64 assignable pads, faders, and buttons  • Step sequencer and 
expanded arpeggiator  • Includes AkaiConnect mapping software
Also: Akai MAX49 £235 Ref. 21643 

NOVATION 25 SL MkII
The combination of a high quality, semi-weighted keyboard, a full DAW 
and plug-in control surface with full MIDI I/O interface.
• 25 velocity-sensitive, semi-weighted action keys with aftertouch   
• 8 smooth encoders  • 16 knobs, 8 faders, 32 assignable backlit buttons 
• Programmable pads  • With Automap Pro control software

ref. 21648

0 • 25 • 49 • 61

32 • 49 • 61 • 88 £105

M-AUDIO KEYSTATION 88
A no-nonsense way to add expressive MIDI control to your production 
and performance.
• 61 keys • USB MIDI and traditional MIDI  • Pitchbend and modulation 
wheels  • Backlit Octave Up/Down buttons  • Assignable volume/data-
entry slider  • Sustain pedal socket  • Bus-powered via USB

ref. 32985

If you can’t find the 
keyboard type or size 
you’re after 
in this catalogue,  
please contact us  
for info and prices!

25 • 49 • 61 £295

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS KONTROL S25
Intuitive controller for Komplete and other DAWs with Fatar keybed.
• 25 semi-weighted keys with aftertouch  • LightGuide system shows 
key switches, zones, performance feedback and more, in full colour  
• MIDI In/Out  • Also works with Ableton, Cubase, Nuendo & Logic  
• Comes with power supply, USB cable and £22 eVoucher for NI shop

ref. 34809

25 • 49 • 61 • 88

25 • 49 • 61 £345

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS KONTROL S49
Intuitive controller for Komplete and other DAWs with Fatar keybed.
• 49 semi-weighted keys with aftertouch  • LightGuide system shows 
key switches, zones, performance feedback and more, in full colour  
• MIDI In/Out  • Also works with Ableton, Cubase, Nuendo & Logic  
• Comes with power supply, USB cable and £22 eVoucher for NI shop

ref. 34810

25 • 49 • 61 £395

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS KONTROL S61
Intuitive controller for Komplete and other DAWs with Fatar keybed.
• 61 semi-weighted keys with aftertouch  • LightGuide system shows 
key switches, zones, performance feedback and more, in full colour  
• MIDI In/Out  • Also works with Ableton, Cubase, Nuendo & Logic  
• Comes with power supply, USB cable and £22 eVoucher for NI shop

ref. 34811

£90

M-AUDIO AXIOM 25 ADVANCED V2
Compact controller with plenty of power and control
• 25 semi-weighted keys with aftertouch  • 8 knobs, 1 slider and 8 
trigger pads, all MIDI assignable  • 9 assignable butongs  • Angled top 
panel  • Pitchbend & mod wheels  • 20 memory locations  • Includes 
Ableton Live Lite and Ignite music creation software

ref. 21613

25 • 49 • 61 • 88
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INTERFACES

£15

£41 £43

£15.50

£15.50

£57

£24

£49

£15

ALESIS MICLINK
• Record from a dynamic mic to USB  • 16-bit, 
44.1 kHz digital audio output  • 5m cable

ref. 21418

USB

ALESIS GUITARLINK PLUS

ROLAND UA-11 Mk2LEXICON ALPHA

M-AUDIO MIDISPORT UNO

M-AUDIO MIDISPORT 1x1

ALESIS IO2 EXPRESS

ROLAND UM-ONE Mk2

ALESIS IO HUB

• Connect guitar/ line-level instruments to 
a computer via USB  • Internal A/D (16-bit, 
44.1kHz)  • Includes Guitar Rig LE

• ¼” mic/guitar input  • Hi-Z switch  • 1/8” 
stereo input  • 1/8” & ¼” dual headphone 
outputs   • With Cakewalk Sonar X1 LE

• USB-powered  • Dual line input  • Balanced 
XLR inputs  • Hi-Z input  • 2-bus, 2-out 
• With Pantheon reverb plugin & Cubase LE

• 1-in/1-out MIDI interface  • USB-powered
 • Integrated USB and MIDI extension cables

• 1-in/1-out MIDI interface  • 16 discrete 
MIDI input & output channels  • Bus-powered

• 2-channel interface  • 2 XLR ins  • 2 ¼” TRS 
ins  • 2 ¼” TS outs  • MIDI In/Out

• 1-in/1-out MIDI interface  • Compatible 
with iPad  • USB-powered

• 2-channel USB audio interface  • PC, Mac & 
iOS-compatible  • 2 XLR + ¼” combi inputs  
• Provides phantom power via 9V battery

ref. 21414

ref. 21439 ref. 28296

ref. 27915

ref. 21449

USB

USB

USB

USB

USB

USB

USB

USB

USB

£27

M-AUDIO MIDISPORT 2x2
• 2-in/2-out MIDI interface  • USB-powered 
• Compact and lightweight  • 6-foot cable

ref. 21451

£30

ALESIS CONTROL HUB
• MIDI interface  • Connects to PC, Mac and 
iOS devices  • Headphone & stereo ¼” outs 
• USB- or iOS-powered

USB

ref. 29046

ref. 21415

ref. 27110

ref. 29047

BEST
SELLER!

USB £59

LINE 6 POD STUDIO GX
• USB interface  • ¼” guitar input 
• Headphone/line output  • With POD Farm 
plug-in, Ableton Live Lite 6 SE & Riffworks T4

ref. 21444

USB£61

YAMAHA AUDIOGRAM 3
• 1 XLR/¼” combi Mic/Hi-Z input  • 2¼” ins 
• 2 RCA ins  • Mic preamp  • Cubase Ai4

USB

ref. 21510

£66

ART USB DUAL PRE
• Dual preamp  • 2 XLR and ¼” TRS combi 
inputs  • Phantom power supply

ref. 21421

USB

save! save! save!
“Whether you’re after a bunch of 

entry-level one-in/one-out USB 
units or you need to upgrade your 
high-end Thunderbolt interfaces, 

we will always be able to save you 
money. If you’ve seen a better price 

elsewhere or you’re calling round 
for competitive quotes, give us a 

call and we’ll do our best to match 
whatever other prices you’ve had 

or, better still, beat them.  
Tight budgets  

are our speciality!”
Steve Szymanski,  

Education Consultant  
(Southampton & the South)

£64

APOGEE JAM
• Guitar input  • Mac, iPad, iPhone & iPod 
Touch compatible  • 44.1kHz, 24-bit A/D 
• Instrument preamp

ref. 26200

USB

M-AUDIO M-TRACK PLUS MkII
• 2 XLR/¼” ins  • 2 balanced ¼” outs  • 24-bit/ 
192kHz conversion  • Includes Ableton Live 
Lite, Cubase LE & Waves plug-ins

ref. 35491

£69‘‘‘‘When I lived and taught in Dorset, I bought all my school’s 
instruments, recording equipment and sheet music from 
Absolute Music because it was our most local supplier.  
Their service and support has always been unmatchable,  
and I still source everything here, even though I now teach  
up North! You’ve got such a great team and an amazing  
shop… it’s such a shame I can’t visit as often as I used to!
Dan C, Music Teacher, Northumberland

AVID ARTIST SERIES
These slim and highly portable controllers are 
optimised to work with your audio and video 
software to speed up editing and mixing tasks.

1.  Artist Control: A compact four-fader 
control surface with built-in touchscreen 
that enhances workflow in any EUCON-
enabled audio or video application. 
£900 Ref. 21628

2.  Artist Mix: This unit boasts eight faders, 
eight knobs and a variety of buttons to allow 
instant adjustment of levels, panning, modes 
and many other parameters. 
£750 Ref. 21586

3.  Artist Transport: Navigation is a breeze 
with these transport controls and spring-
loaded shuttle wheel.  
£255 Ref. 28278

Also: Artist Color for accelerated colour-
grading – Call us for details

1

2

3

STEINBERG CC121
Totally integrated tactile control of all 
parameters within Cubase.
• Ultra-precision Advanced Integration 
control knob  • 100mm touch-sensitive 
motorised fader  • Dedicated controls for 
channel settings  • User-assignable section  
• Instant plug & play with Cubase-ready LED

ref. 21577

£245

NI MASCHINE Mk2ABLETON PUSH

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS MASCHINE STUDIO
MACKIE CONTROL UNIVERSAL PRO

Combines a pattern-based sequencer, pro 
sampler, multi-effects unit and VST/AU plug-in 
host with tactile control.
• Touch-sensitive pads  • Classic drum 
machine emulation  • 6Gb library with 
Komplete Elements & Massive virtual synth

Full control over Ableton Live plus creative 
tools let you to create a song from scratch.
• 64 velocity- and pressure-sensitive pads  
• 11 assignable knobs  • Pitchbend control 
strip  • USB- or AC-powered (adaptor & cable 
included)  • Includes Ableton Live 9 Intro

A fully featured music production system bundled with all kinds of 
sampling, arrangement, mixing and effects tools to aid creativity.
• 16 sensitive control pads  • 8 assignable knobs  • 2 extra-large hi-res 
colour displays  • 8 Group buttons  • Edit jogwheel  • Transport controls  
• MIDI I/O  • 2 footswitch inputs  • AC-powered (adaptor included)
Black £575 Ref. 31377 • White £575 Ref. 31378

An expandable, touch-sensitive control surface with a proprietary 
Mackie communication protocol for seamless music software integration.
• 100mm touch-sensitive optical motorised faders  • V-Pot control over 
software, plug-in effects and virtual instruments  • Over 50 dedicated 
buttons  • Tape-style transport controls  • Full meter display with track 
names and parameters  • USB MIDI interface for Mac/PC and 3 other 
pieces of MIDI gear  • Software-specific Lexan overlays included

ref. 21642

ref. 29086

ref. 26960

ref. 26959

£830£575

£345£285
BEST
SELLER!
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£119

£103

FOCUSRITE SAFFIRE PRO 14
• 2 XLR/¼” TRS combo ins • 2 ¼” TRS ins 
• S/PDIF & MIDI I/O • 2 mic preamps 
• FW400  • Ableton Live Lite, MixControl & 
Novation Bass Station plug-in

ref. 21374

ref. 34659

FW

USBUSB

USB

USB

USB

USB

USB

PRESONUS AUDIOBOX iONE

PRESONUS AUDIOBOX iTWO

• 1 XLR in, 1 ¼” in  • 24-bit/96kHz  • L&R 
main outs  • USB-powered  • Studio One 
Artist software  • iPad compatibility

• 2 XLR/¼” ins  • 24-bit/96kHz  • L&R main 
outs  • MIDI In/Out  • Studio One Artist 
software  • iPad compatibility

ref. 34658

£84

£74£70

£79 £82

STEINBERG UR22PRESONUS AUDIOBOX USB

LEXICON LAMBDA STUDIO SHURE X2U

• 2 XLR/TRS combo inputs  • Phantom power 
• Hi-Z switch  • 2 mic preamps  • MIDI In/Out 
• With Cubase Ai software

• 2 mic/instrument inps  • 2 balanced ¼” outs  
• 2 mic preamps  • Stereo headphone out  
• MIDI In/Out • Studio One Artist V2 software

• 2 XLR inputs  • 4 ¼” TRS inputs  • Phantom 
power  • Hi-Z input  • 2 mic preamps 
• MIDI In/Out

• XLR to USB adaptor  • Integrated preamp 
with gain control  • Headphone jack  • With 
Monitor MixControl software

ref. 28315ref. 21475

£83

ROLAND UA-22  
DUO CAPTURE EX
• 2 XLR/¼” combo ins  • Hi-Z switch  • MIDI 
I/O  • 2 mic preamps  • USB, battery or mains 
powered  • Cakewalk Sonar LE software

ref. 26918

ref. 21442 ref. 27424

BEST
SELLER!

USB £121

PRESONUS AUDIOBOX 22VSL
• 2 XLR/¼” inputs  • 2 Class A preamps  • 2 ¼” 
outs  • MIDI In/out  • 24-bit/96kHz  • Studio 
One Artist 2 & Virtual StudioLive software 
Also: 44VSL 4-in 4-out £182 Ref. 21482

ref. 21480

USB

£75

£60

£149

£165

1. FOCUSRITE SCARLETT SOLO*  
• 1 XLR + 1 ¼” input  • 2 monitor outs  
• 1 Focusrite mic preamp

2. SCARLETT 2i2** 
• 2 XLR/¼” TRS combo inputs  • 2 ¼” balanced 
line outputs  • ¼” TRS headphone out 
• 2 mic preamps

3. SCARLETT 2i4** 
• 2 XLR/¼” ins • 2 ¼” balanced line outs  • 4 ¼” 
unbalanced RCA outs  • MIDI I/O  • 2 mic preamps

4. SCARLETT 6i6** 
• 6 inputs + 6 outputs  • 2 XLR/¼” combo ins  
• 2 ¼” TRS line inputs  • 4 ¼” TRS line outs  
• MIDI I/O  • S/PDIF I/O  • 2 mic preamps

5. SCARLETT 18i8** 
• 18 ins + 8 outs  • 2 XLR/¼” combo mic/line/
instrument inputs  • 2 XLR/¼” combo mic/line 
inputs  • 4 ¼” TRS line inputs  • ADAT 
(providing 8 more ins via external mic pres)   
• 2 ¼” TRS line outs  • 2 stereo headphone outs  
• MIDI I/O  • 2x S/PDIF I/O  • 4 mic preamps

6. SCARLETT 18i20** 
• 18 inputs + 20 outputs  • 2 XLR/¼” inputs  
• 6 XLR/¼” mic/line inputs  • ADAT (providing 
8 additional inputs via external mic pres)   
• 2 ¼” TRS line outs  • 8 ¼” TRS line outs (4 of 
which are controlled via headphone outs)   
• 2 stereo headphone outs  • MIDI I/O 
• 2x S/PDIF I/O   • 8 mic preamps
*�Includes�Ableton�Live�Lite�8,�Scarlett�Plug-in�Suite,�
Novation�BassStation�soft�synth�&�Loopmasters�sample�&�
loop�collection

**�Includes�Ableton�Live�Lite,�Scarlett�Plug-in�Suite�plus�Red�
2�&�Red�3�Plug-in�Suite

ref. 21490

ref. 34688

ref. 29664

ref. 29665

ref. 28182

ref. 26967

£97

£262

2

1

3

4

5

6

Looking for DAW, plug-ins and 
other software? Turn to p70 >>

We also stock Focusrite Clarett

USB £139

M-AUDIO M-TRACK QUAD
• Four XLR/¼” inputs  • Four XLR & ¼” outs
• Insert jack on each channel  • Ultra-low 
latency • 16 channels of MIDI

ref. 29051

USB £150

AUDIENT ID14
• Two XLR/¼” inputs  • Two ¼” outs  • Optical 
in  • 2 Class A preamps  • Main speaker 
output  • Low-latency DSP mixer

ref. 36741

USB £70

ROLAND UA-33
• XLR input  • ¼” input with Hi-Z switch 
• Stereo aux in  • 2 RCA inputs  • Phantom 
power supply  • Cakewalk Sonar X1 LE

ref. 21486
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Free recording, 
production and 

distribution 
software

Free recording, 
production and 

distribution 
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Free recording,
production and

distribution
software
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RECORD YOUR STUDENTS.

You don’t need a complicated mixer or a degree in engineer-
ing to capture everything your students perform. Just some 

microphones, a laptop and one of our AudioBox interfaces. 
Record rehearsals and post them on-line so your students 

can critique themselves. Record concert performances 
and sell CDs or downloads using a free Nimbit account.

PreSonus interfaces come with Studio One, our easy-
to-use recording and production software… and all 
the support you need at our new PreSonus Education 
website.

Call Absolute Music. And then start recording your 
students with PreSonus.

AudioBox™ 22VSL 2 x 2 24-bit / 96 kHz 
USB 2.0 recording interface ❚ 2 combo 
XMAX™ mic preamp / bal. instrument 
inputs ❚ 2 bal. ¼" L/R line outputs 
❚ Headphone output with level control ❚ 
MIDI In/Out ❚ Call Absolute Music for a 
complete feature listing.

AudioBox™ 44VSL 
4 x 4 24-bit / 
96 kHz USB 2.0 
recording inter-
face ❚ 4 Class 
A XMAX™ mic 
preamps (2 mic 
/ bal. instrument 
inputs + 2 mic / 
bal. line inputs)  
❚ 2 bal. ¼" L/R 
main + 4 bal. ¼" 
aux line outputs  
❚ Headphone 
output with level 
control ❚ MIDI 
In/Out ❚ Call 
Absolute Music 
for a complete 
feature listing.

AudioBox™ 1818VSL 18 x 18 24-bit / 96 kHz USB 2.0 
recording interface ❚ 8 Class A XMAX™ mic preamps 
(2 mic / balanced instrument inputs + 6 mic / 
balanced line inputs) ❚ 8 x 8* ADAT optical I/O  
❚ 2 x 2 S/PDIF I/O ❚ Word Clock output ❚ MIDI In/Out  
❚ 2 bal. ¼" L/R main + 8 bal. ¼" aux line outputs ❚ 
Headphone output with level control ❚ 48V phantom 
power, switchable in 2 banks ❚ MIDI In/Out ❚ Dual 
7-segment LED output meters ❚ Call Absolute Music 
for a complete feature listing.
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With a laptop, an AudioBox™ interface and one mouse click.
Then distribute it and raise funds on-line with a free Nimbit® store!

#41667 - PreSonus Audiobox ad - Absolute Music.indd   1 11/05/2015   15:38
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NOTATION & COMPOSING SOFTWARE
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£155£155

£85 £85

£49

£80
from

AVID SIBELIUS
Sibelius is the world’s most popular score-writing 
software and is a complete solution for writing, 
playing, printing and publishing music notation.

While composing your arrangements you can 
now listen to them in Sibelius using its built-in 
sound library without need for a third-party sound 

pack. Sibelius includes more than 38Gb of 
professional content, including a specially 
recorded symphony orchestra, rock and pop 
instruments and much more.

Once your composition is complete you can 
add titles and notes as if you were using 
publishing software, and with Microsoft’s 
SurfacePro 3 tablet you can add and edit notes 
with a tap of the stylus.

Sibelius makes full use of 64-bit technology 
so you can use more sounds, compose faster 
and not have your creativity hampered by 
having to wait while your computer and 
software catch up with your inspiration!
NB: Avid has announced that Sibelius will be 
moving to a subscription model, allowing 
continuous upgrades and access to support. 
Please call us for details & pricing.

SINGLE-USER VERSIONS AND UPGRADES
–  V7.5 single-user Academic  (students/ 

teachers/institutions) £191 Ref. 32882
– V7.5 single-user (full version) £399 Ref. 32884
–  Upgrade to V7.5 from V7 £58 Ref. 32887
–  Single-user upgrade to V7.5 from V6 and  

before £99 Ref. 32883
–  Single-user upgrade to V7.5 from V6 and 

before, plus PhotoScore and AudioScore  
bundle £333 Ref. 32885

–  Single-user upgrade to V7.5 from Sibelius First 
£266 Ref. 32888

–  Single-user crossgrade from Finale, Encore, 
Mosaic or Notion £133 Ref. 32886

MULTI-USER VERSIONS
Call us for special pricing on multi-seat 
licences for full version or upgrades

PHOTOSCORE ULTIMATE 7

SIBELIUS AURALIA 4

AUDIOSCORE ULTIMATE 7

SIBELIUS MUSITION 4

BUY BOTH FOR £135! 
(ref. 31199)

NOTION 4

This powerful software can also scan music 
into MIDI software such as notation or 
sequencers and can read printed and hand- 
written music or PDFs in seconds. Use it on its 
own to scan in, play back, transpose and print 
scores, and even save audio files. 

Auralia is the most comprehensive aural-
training package with fun and easy drill-based 
teaching. All of your results are recorded, and 
you may sing or play your answers using your 
microphone or MIDI keyboard.
• 100s of exercises in 41 topics  • Support 
for multiple syllabi  • Enhanced notation

AudioScore can open a CD track or MP3 file 
and transcribe it to a score. The software 
employs the most intelligent technology 
available today to convert up to 16 
instruments or notes at a time into multiple 
staves, with up to four voices per stave.

Musition is a comprehensive music theory and 
fundamentals training & testing package for 
music students of all ages and abilities.
• Auto assessment  • 100s of exercises in 
34 topics  • Ideal for exam preparation 
• Customise levels to students’ abilities 
• Customise content to specific syllabus

Composition, playback & editor software.
• Keyboard, fretboard, drum pad & chord 
library tools  • VST & VSTi compatible  
• Native 64-bit support  • Built-in integration 
with VSL Special Edition Plus 1, 2, 3 & 4
Single user £80 Ref. 31202
Unlimited site licence £735 Ref. 31206

ref. 31201ref. 31200

ref. 31197 ref. 31198

ref. 21705

NOTION CONDUCTING
Notion Conducting is the only teaching 
solution that combines music sampling 
technology, intuitive software, instructive 
videos with an oversized workbook all built 
around a curriculum of standard symphonic 
literature. Everything is included in the 
package and ready to get going immediately.

£37

ref. 31203

NOTION PROGRESSION 2
The most intuitive and revolutionary tab, 
notation, songwriting and composition 
software for guitar, bass and drums.
• Guitar fretboard, keyboard & drumpad for 
fast entry  • Guitar functions & articulations  
• Full audio mixer  • Distortion and reverb 
effects  • Real-time MIDI record

BUNDLE
DEALS

SAVE!
MULTI- 

LICENCES

education discounts

Paul Wyatt, Education Consultant,  
(Bristol & Southwest)

www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

“On most software programs and 
accessories (as well as some 
hardware products) we can offer 
further education discounts, 
especially if you are buying 
multiple items or multi-site 
licences. Simply contact  
your local consultant  
for more details.”

£49

CYCLING ’74 M
Hugely interactive compositional software.
• Powerful tools and musical controls
• Click & drag elements, press keys, play 
notes via MIDI keyboard or ‘conduct’ in the 
Conducting grid  • Mac compatible only 
(requires OS X 10.3.9 or later)

ref. 36600

TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

ref. 21377

FOCUSRITE SAFFIRE PRO 40
• 20 ins + 20 outs  • 8 XLR/¼” TRS combo ins  
• ADAT + 2x SPDIF I/O  • MIDI I/O  • 8 mic 
preamps  • FW400  • Focusrite Plug-in Suite

FW

APOGEE GIO

MOTU 4PRE

MOTU AUDIO EXPRESS

UA APOLLO TWIN

RME FIREFACE UCX

RME HDSPE AIO

RME FIREFACE 802

• Guitar interface for GarageBand, Logic & 
Mainstage  • Hi-Z input  • MIDI expression 
pedal input  • 5 stompbox buttons

• 4 XLR/¼” TRS combo ins  • 2 ¼” TRS ins 
• S/PDIF I/O  • 4 mic preamps  • FW400 
• USB 2.0  • CueMix software

• 2 XLR/¼” TRS combo inputs  • 2 ¼” TRS 
inputs  • S/PDIF I/O  • MIDI I/O  • Phantom 
power  • 2 mic preamps  • FW400  • USB 2.0

• Choose UAD-2 Solo or Duo DSP processing 
onboard  • 2 premium mic/line preamps
• 2 line outs  • Thunderbolt connectivity

• 18 in + 18 out  • 2 XLR/¼” TRS combo ins 
• 6 ¼” TRS ins  • Word/MIDI I/O  • ADAT & 
S/PDIF I/O  • 2 preamps  • USB 2.0  • FW400
• SteadyClock + TotalMix software

• PCIe audio card  • ¼” balanced in & out
• 24-bit/192kHz conversion  • Stereo 
headphone out  • Various audio analysis tools

• 30 input/30 output channels  • 12 analogue 
I/O   • 4 preamps  • AES/EBU out  • 2x ADAT 
I/O  • FireWire or USB  • TotalMix FX 
high-end mixer & signal router

ref. 21419

ref. 21407

ref. 21402

Solo: ref. 32263 
Duo: ref. 32264

ref. 21412

ref. 21682

ref. 32972

‘‘
‘‘

James Greenwood,
Pro Guitarist & Course Co-ordinator,  
Bournemouth & Poole College

The Absolute Music team 
has done a superb job in 
becoming one of the UK’s 
premier music stores 
offering an excellent 
range of products, from 
entry-level to professional 
custom-shop instruments. 
Whether I’m buying patch 
leads, a mic stand or the 
latest boutique guitar 
effect, Absolute Music is 
my first stop for the best 
deals & customer service.

£235

£290£262

£255

£440

£695

£320

£800 £1750

USB USB

USB

USB

FW

FW

USB TB

FW

FW

PCIe

TB

UA APOLLO 8P
• 16 input/20 output channels  • 8 channels 
AD + 12 channels DA conversion  • 8-channel 
digital I/O  • 8 hi-res mic preamps

£250

AUDIENT ID22
• 10-in 14-out  • 2-in 6-out 24-bit/192kHz 
A/D D/A converters  • 2 Class A mic preamps 
• Low latency DSP mixer  • 2 insert points
Also: Audient iD14 £150 Ref. 36741

ref. 30162

USB

USB

STEINBERG UR824
• 24 channels  • 8 D-PRE mic preamps  • 
24-bit/192kHz converters  • Latency-free 
DSP-powered monitoring  • 2x ADAT I/O

ref. 21488

£415USB

APOGEE ONE
• Mac- & iOS-compatible  • Integrated 
condenser mic  • XLR input  • ¼” Hi-Z input  
• 1/8” headphone out

ref. 29549

USB £235£159

MOTU MICROBOOK II
• XLR input • Hi-Z input • 2 ¼” TRS inputs 
• 1/8” stereo input • Mic preamp • With 
CueMix FX & AudioDesk plug-ins

ref. 21516

USB £225

M-AUDIO DELTABOLT 1212
• 12-in 12-out  • 8 inputs & outputs (DB-25) 
• Headphone output  • 2 Octane-X preamps
• 32-bit/192kHz A/D D/A converters

ref. 35836

ref. 36698

APOGEE DUET
• Mac- & iOS-compatible  • 2 XLR/¼” TRS 
combo inputs  • 2 mic preamps  • Headphone 
output  • 24-bit/192kHz A/D  • USB 2.0

ref. 30443

£390USB

RME BABYFACE PRO
• 4 mic/line inputs  • 2 XLR + 2 ¼” outputs  
• ADAT/SPDIF I/O  • MIDI I/O  • Digital gain 
on all inputs  • 12 input + 12 output channels

ref. 36771

£435USB
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VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS

Studying or Teaching?
Save up to 40% 
on Ableton Live.

Ableton.com

£20£15

‘‘

‘‘

ref. 21973ref. 21972

A downloadable polyphonic soft synth for Mac 
and PC. We will send you links to the latest 
version along with a serial number.
• Analogue-modelling synth  • 3-oscillator 
sound engine with noise and FM capability  
• Arpeggiator with sync lock  • Simultaneous 
effects  • VSTi for PC, VSTi & AU for Mac 
• 400 user programs  • 200 factory presets

Downloadable virtual version of Novation’s 
classic low-end best-seller. We will send you 
links to the latest version plus a serial number.
• High-quality analogue-modelling synthesis 
• Carefully modelled to recreate the 
distinctive analogue-digital character of the 
original synth  • VSTi for PC, VSTi and AU for 
Mac  • 100 programs

NOVATION V-STATIONNOVATION BASS STATION

When putting together 
my EDUtainment show 

for schools I came across 
several problems but Paul 

from Absolute Music was on 
hand immediately to help 

deal with an issue regarding 
a standalone VST player. 
Excellent service that I 

definitely recommend with 
competitive prices too. 

Noah Kelly

BEST
SELLER! £65

TOONTRACK EZDRUMMER 2
A multi-sampled, pro-recorded drum sampler 
designed with affordability and ease of use in 
mind. Fully expandable with EZX packs.
• New audio enginer  • New sound library 
featuring 5 new kits & huge number of snare, 
kick & cymbal sounds  • Song Creator • New 
mixer  • Mix, match & build your own kits

ref. 36614

£69
fromNATIVE INSTRUMENTS 

KOMPLETE 10
If your music production software could 
benefit from high-quality drum machines, 
samplers and synths then look no further 
than Komplete 10, either in its standard 
form or the all-out ‘Ultimate’ collection. With 
various levels of pricing for multi-licence 
purchases, it’s a great buy for education too.
• Suitable for music production, live 
performance, instrument and sound design  
• High-quality audio engines for perfect 
sound delivery  • Huge selection of presets 
all ready to plug & play  • All instruments 
also run standalone  • Seamless integration 
with NI Maschine  • Supports all major plug-
in and sample formats

KOMPLETE 10 is the studio standard collection, 
with 33 instruments and effects, over 12,000 
sounds and over 120Gb of samples.
Single copy £285 Ref. 34801
5-user license £515 Ref. 37003 
Extra license (after 5) £69 each Ref. 37004

KOMPLETE 10 Ultimate boasts 65 instruments, 
tools and effects, 370Gb of samples, over 16,000 
sounds, Monark synth and Battery 4.
Single copy £565 Ref. 34802
5-user license £1020 Ref. 37005
Extra licence (after 5) £137 each Ref. 37006

SAVE!
MULTI- 

LICENCES

SAVE!
MULTI- 

LICENCES

ARTURIA V-COLLECTION 4
Award-winning bundle of instruments & sounds.
• 6,000 keyboard sounds  • 188 drumkits  • 
13x 64-bit virtual instruments  • Spark 2 
drum software
5-9-licence £107 per licence Ref. 37015
10-24 licences £90 per licence Ref. 37016
25-licence £74 per licence Ref. 37017

£90

STEINBERG HALION SONIC 2
A premier music workstation that breaks new 
ground in performance and ease of use.
• 2,500+ instrument sound library  • Unique 
morphing filters  • FlexPhraser module for 
driving beats, arpeggios and complex tonal 
phrases  • Wide range of audio effects 
• Full VST Expression support

ref. 31121

£135

STEINBERG HALION 5
Combining the latest in sampling technology 
with the best in virtual analogue synthesis.
• Library with 2,800+ instrument sounds 
• Advanced Cubase/Wavelab integration 
• 32-bit floating-point Steinberg audio 
engine  • Import compatibility with previous 
versions (HALion 3 & 4)

ref. 31207

£109

SUPERIOR DRUMMER 2
Professional drum prodcution studio offering 
total control over all its features.
• Over 20GB of stunning drum samples  
• Stick, rod, brush & felt mallet options  
• Extensive MIDI library  • Powerful mixer  
• Customisable mapping and velocity control  
• Recorded in New York’s Avatar Studios

ref. 30867

£214

CYCLING ’74 MAX 7
Excellent set of creative tools and instruments 
with an easy-to-use visual interface.
Educational (single use) £214 Ref. 36601
Educational (5-pack) £856 Ref. £36603
Educational (10-pack) £1712 Ref. 36602 
Upgrade to V7 £77 Ref. 36604

ref. 36601

£74
from
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Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultantsTO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

MIXING & RECORDING TOOLS
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£32
from

CAKEWALK SONAR

PROPELLERHEAD REASON 8

LOGIC PRO X

Advanced music production software 
with Membership program that allows 
continuous updates and video tutorials.
ARTIST: • 64-bit audio mix engine  • 11 
virtual instruments  • Unlimited audio/
MIDI tracks  • 27 effects  • TH2 SONAR 
amp sim  • Mix console with built-in EQ 
PROFESSIONAL: All the above plus… 
• Analogue-style ProChannel Strip with 
3 FX  • Melodyne Essential  • Addictive 
Drums 2 Solo bundle  • 50 mixing & 
mastering FX  • 18 instruments
PLATINUM: All the above plus… 
• ProChannel Strip with 9 FX  
• VocalSync vocal alignment  • 57 mix/
master FX  • 21 virtual instruments

Reason 8 is an integrated software music 
recording and production studio with audio 
recording, mixing, and a massive collection of 
instruments, sounds and effects included for 
writing, recording, remixing and producing 
great-sounding tracks.
• Unlimited audio recording/instrument 
channels  • Rack Extension technology lets 
you expand  • Comes with a huge library of 
patches, samples, and loops  • Multitrack 
sequencer with Blocks mode and audio 
comping tools  • Control MIDI synths, 
samplers and keyboards from Reason’s 
sequencer  • Convert recorded/imported 
audio into REX loops for further manipulation 
• Multicore support and 64-bit compatibility

apple hardware

Our consultants can help you 
source, set up and configure 

all kinds of Apple Mac 
systems, from networked hard 

drives for the classroom to 
powerful desktop and laptop 

set-ups for the studio. Contact 
your nearest consultant  

(www.absolutemusic.co.uk/
consultants) or call  

01202 597185 to discuss 
how we can get the best gear 

at the best prices!

– Reason Essentials 8 £32 Ref. 35009
–  Reason 8 (Student/Teacher Edition)  

£198 Ref. 35023
–  Upgrade to Reason 8 full version (from V1-7, 

Balance or Student/Teacher) £65 Ref. 35024
Call us for pricing on multi-license options!

£15.50
from

PRESONUS STUDIO ONE V3
Studio One Professional is a modern, cross-
platform DAW capable of operating as a 
32/64-bit application, allowing you and your 
students to achieve some amazing results. 
Studio One comes with usual audio and 
MIDI recording and editing features, plus a 
wealth of 32-bit effects plug-ins and virtual 
instruments. The Professional edition has 
support for ReWire and AU/VST plug-ins, MP3 
import/export and other 3rd-party content.
You also get Project page for organising 
your final tracks, Melodyne pitch corection, 
SoundCloud support, Red Book CD burning, 
video playback and sync, five more Native 
Effects plug-ins and 64-bit audio processing.
– Artist single user £40 Ref. 37007 
– Artist 10-user £15.50 each Ref. 37008
– Professional single user £124 Ref. 37009
– Professional 10-user £57 each Ref. 37010
–  Upgrade Artist to Professional single-user 

£99 Ref. 37013
–  Upgrade Artist to Professional 10-user 

£49 each Ref. 37014

SAVE!
MULTI- 

LICENCES

SAVE!
MULTI- 

LICENCES

– Artist (full version) £64 Ref. 37011
– Artist (Edu 5-user) £225 Ref. 36851
– Professional (Academic) £95 Ref. 36849
– Professional (Edu 5-user) £290 Ref. 36866
– Platinum (Academic) £230 Ref. 36847
– Platinum (Edu 5-user) £750 Ref. 36845

£64
from

FL STUDIO 12
FL (Fruity Loops) Studio is a really easy to 
use DAW program, ideal for solo or class use, 
starting from an early age with the basic melody 
& looping functions of ‘Fruity’ edition, the song 
creation & recording features of ‘Producer’ 
edition or the full mixing functions & plug-ins of 
‘Signature’ edition.
• Everything you need to compose, arrange, 
record, edit, mix and master pro-quality music   
• 64-bit features  • 199 playlist tracks • Various 
virtual instrument plug-ins
– FLStudio 12 Fruity £54 Ref. 37000 
– FLStudio 12 Producer £109 Ref. 37001
– FLStudio 12 Signature £163 Ref. 37002

Logic Pro X is a complete professional recording 
studio with everything musicians need to go from 
first note to final master.

Logic Pro X expands an already rich collection 
of instruments with new ones such as Retro 
Synth that emulates popular synths from the 70s 
& 80s, Bass Amp Designer that allows bassists to 
play and record using a variety of bass cabs & mic 
set-ups and Drummer, which delivers 
professional, realistic drum tracks, millions of 
grooves in almost any style.Logic Pro X also 
features an entirely new Sound Library with an 
updated loop collection and over 1,500 
instrument and effects patches that make 
creative use of Track Stacks, Smart Controls and 
other new plug-ins.
–  Institutional licence (min. order 20)

£79 each Ref. 31210

£54
from

don’t forget!

£99

Fix your flawed files with this complete audio 
repair and enhancement program.
• Remove noises, distortion, reverb and more 
from flawed audio files  • Easy to use  • Ensure 
smooth, consistent vocal or dialogue recordings
Also: RX4 Advanced £359 Ref. 36859

£170

STEINBERG WAVELAB 8.5
Powerful audio editing and mastering software.
• Speaker management system  • Advanced 
EBU-compliant loudness metering and 
processing  • iZotope MBIT+ high-end master 
dither  • New features include Encoder 
checker, Watch Folders function & multi-
format rendering

ref. 36613

ref. 36858

PACE ILOK 2 KEY

STEINBERG KEY

The Pace iLok 2 smart key 
enables you to carry all of 

your authorisations with 
you wherever you go.

£24 Ref. 21974

This license key is required 
to run any of the Steinberg 
VST instruments released 
after 1st January 2005.
£12.90 Ref. 21989

BEST
SELLER!

£70

RECYCLE 2.2
Student and Teacher edition of 
Propellerhead’s useful looping software.
• Creative looping tool  • Alter tempo 
without changing sound  • Change or replace 
individual sounds within the loop  • REX files 
compatible with most major DAWs  • Built-in 
dynamic and EQ tools

ref. 21785

£195

AVID MEDIA COMPOSER 8
Film and editing software that combines 
picture and music with effects.
• Native support for 2K, 4K and Ultra HD  
• Support for higher frame rates including 
48p and 60p  • Playback hi-res ProRes and 
XAVC-I media  • GPU effects acceleration

ref. 36582

£70

£56

ref. 36860

ref. 36606

IZOTOPE OZONE 6

IZOTOPE ALLOY 2

A complete mastering system within a single 
integrated plug-in. It includes eight essential 
mastering tools to polish your mix.
• Analogue-modelled processing combined 
with linear phase precision  • IRC III Limiter 
for louder, fuller masters  • Hybrid reverb
Also: Ozone Advanced £265 Ref. 36861

Brilliant collection of essential mixing tools.
• Six bundled tools: Equalizer, Dynamics, 
Exciter, De-Esser, Transient Shaper and 
Limiter  • Over 250 presets  • Zero latency 
operation and low CPU usage  • Rich meter 
displays  • Mac OSX (10.6.8+) and Windows 
XP/Vista compatible 

£259 £1200

ref. 21770

ref. 36612

CELEMONY MELODYNE 
EDITOR V2 STEINBERG NUENDO 6.5
An essential piece of audio editing software.
• Single-track audio editor  • Monophonic, 
polyphonic and rhythmic/complex audio 
editing  • DNA for direct access to individual 
notes within chords  • Works as plug-in 
within DAWs or as standalone  • Can be 
connected via ReWire to compatible DAWs

Efficient audio post-production environment.
• Mixing console  • High-end channel strip  
• Anymix Pro for surround production  
• Dubbing & voice recording features  • 
Fully integrated loudness measurement & 
processing  • Voxengo CurveEQ with sound-
matching technology  • Pro sound effects

£40

WAVELAB ELEMENTS 8
Affordable yet highly powerful production 
environment & speaker management system.
• Advanced loudness metering and 
processing  • iZotope MBIT+ high-end master 
dither effect  • Voxengo CurveEQ, Brickwall 
Limiter and Tube Compressor for mastering-
grade audio quality

ref. 31208

£66

CYCLING ’74 CYCLES
Four multi-sampled sonic collections on  
DVD/CD: 1. Incidental Gesture (ref. 36595),  
2. Momentary Incursions (ref. 36596),  
3. Sustained Encounters (ref. 36597),  
4. Unnatural Rhythm (ref. 36598)
Buy all 4 sets for just £198 Ref. 36594

and there’s more!

Alex Hellier, Technical Manager 
Absolute Music HQ, Bournemouth

“Whatever software you’re after, 
whether it’s multiple licences of 
your favourite DAW or a plug-in 
or virtual instrument not listed in 
these pages, give us a call! We also 
sell Waves, Garritan, Rob Papen, 
Arturia, Spectrasonics,  
Antares, Synthogy,  
IK Multimedia 
and loads more.” 

£79
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DAW SOFTWARE

The road to success starts here—discover avid.com/education

More professionals in music, film, and television use Avid® audio and video tools than any other products. Get a head start on your competition by learning and mastering the essential Media Composer®, Pro Tools®, or 
Sibelius® skills you’ll need in the real world—at special deeply discounted pricing just for students and educators.

Jumpstart your career
Master the tools the pros trust most

Media Composer  
for Education
Gain more time to be creative 
and tell the best stories 
possible—with great speed 
and ease—using the industry’s 
most trusted film and video 
editing solution. 

Sibelius 
for Education
Compose music and publish 
beautiful scores using the 
world’s best-selling notation 
software, which features 
sophisticated yet easy-to-
use tools—ideal for learning. 

Pro Tools  
for Education
Get everything you need to 
create and mix music and 
soundtracks using the same 
award-winning tools top 
recording studios and post 
facilities rely on daily. 

Create and edit video Create and mix audio Compose music

Avid in Education

More professionals in music, film, and television use Avid® audio and video tools than any other products. Get a 
head start on your competition by learning and mastering the essential Media Composer®, Pro Tools®, or Sibelius® 
skills you’ll need in the real world—at special deeply discounted pricing just for students and educators.

Avid_EDU_Family_A4_v8NP.indd   1 1/16/15   5:09 PM

ABLETON LIVE 9
 Live is a performance sequencer that allows 
musicians to play ‘on-the-fly’ allowing 
spontaneity and creativity as you go.

Live’s Arrangement View is your working 
space where time moves from left to right, 
while tracks are stacked vertically. Session View 
is a sketchpad for musical ideas, without the 
constraints of the timeline. Start and stop any 
number of audio or MIDI loops independently; 
everything stays in sync.

Live 9 ‘Intro’ is ideal for music departments 
wishing to expand the capabilities of their 
existing software. ‘Standard’ is a complete 
production system that allows to create and 
perform from scratch. ‘Suite’ expands on 
Standard with more instruments and sounds. 
 

–  Upgrade to Ableton Live 9 (Standard or Suite) 
from V1-8 from just £40 each for 5+ seats

– Ableton Live 9 Intro £65 Ref. 29083
–  Ableton Live 9 Standard (Education) 

£157 Ref. 29087
–  Ableton Live 9 Standard (Student/Teacher) 

£153 Ref. 36578
–  Ableton Live 9 Standard (5+ seats) £111 each 

Ref. 29347
– Ableton Live 9 Suite Edu £247 Ref. 29088
–  Ableton Live 9 Suite (Student/Teacher)  

£242 Ref. 36579 
–  Ableton Live 9 Suite (5+ seats) 

£194 each Ref. 29348
Call us for prices on multi-seat licences and 
other upgrade or crossgrade options!

Contact us for details of education pricing on 
bundles of Pro Tools plus hardware controllers or 
for quotes on full computer + software systems

AVID PRO TOOLS 12
Pro Tools is the industry’s leading DAW program 
and from V12 onwards you’ll be able to subscribe 
to a model that offers continuous upgrades and 12 
months’ free access to Avid’s support team.
    With Pro Tools 12’s fully optimised Avid audio 
engine, you get many times the processing 
power of Pro Tools 10/11 on the same hardware 
configurations so you can pile on epic numbers of 
virtual instruments and effects to create richer 
sounding, more complex mixes and experience 
performance like never before.
   Its supercharged performance and scope for 
creativity make this an indispensable tool in any 
teaching studio environment.

PT12 UPGRADE & SUPPORT ACTIVATION CARD
 – Institutional (Cert) 12 months £59 Ref. 36585
 – Student/Teacher 12 months £198 Ref. 36584
 – Institutional £198 Ref. 36583

PRO TOOLS 11
– Code & iLok (Institution) £199 Ref. 30886
– Student activation card £198 Ref. 29462

BUNDLES
AVAILABLE

£68
from

MULTIBUY 

SAVINGS!

STEINBERG CUBASE 8
The latest version of Steinberg’s flagship DAW 
audio/MIDI recording software offers an 
oustandingly efficient new audio engine, 
inspirational songwriting features, superb 
virtual effects, instruments and lots more.

Students can create pro-sounding audio 
quickly and efficiently, without requiring 
advanced knowledge. The wealth of features 
and functions cover every aspect of music from 
composing and mixing to working with video 
and production. The integrated mixer feels like a 
real hardware mixer and has individual channel 
strips for every audio track. Plug-ins can be 
copied between channels for quick and easy 
replication. Essentially, Cubase 8 is an all-in-one 
DAW solution for Key Stage 3 upwards.

• Unlimited audio, instrument & MIDI tracks  
• 73 high-end audio and 18 MIDI VST effects 
processors  • 8 virtual instruments with 3,000+ 
presets  • Mixer 256 group channels  • 32-bit/ 
192kHz audio engine with 5.1 surround support  
• Music notation, score editing and printing  
• New chord pads & plug-in manager  • Super- 
low latencies  • Powerful automation system

– Cubase Pro (Education) £180 Ref. 35518
– Cubase Artist 8 (Education) £98 Ref. 35519
– Cubase Elements (Education) £98 Ref. 35519
–  Cubase Artist recording bundle (includes 

Steinberg UR22 interface, condenser mic,  
AKG K44 headphones, mic stand, popshield) 
£307 Ref. 35775

For 5+ copies or to upgrade to the new V8, call our Education 
team on 01202 597185 for more information and pricing

£98
from

£40
from

IZOTOPE RX4

£135 BITWIG STUDIO
Dynamic software music creation and 
performance on stage or in the studio, created 
by former Ableton developers, no less!
• Customisable, easy-to-use workflow  • 25 
effects & 9 instrument devices  • 4 track types: 
audio, instrument, effect & hybrid  • Massive 
collection of loops, samples & sounds   • Mid/
side splitter   • Multi-band reverb   • Dynamics 
tool  • Community support  • Windows, Mac & 
Linux compatibleref. 34512

‘‘ ‘‘Honestly, I can’t praise Absolute 
Music highly enough. We needed 
software and hardware urgently 
for our Music Tech suite in order 
to meet a budget deadline. The 

education team gave great advice 
and got it all to us in three days! 

Jason T, Lecturer

tailor-made
“Whether you’re looking for a fully 
fledged, multi-workstation Pro 
Tools HD system or need a laptop 
loaded with an affordable DAW 
and some plug-ins, we’re here 
to help you find exactly the right 
solution for your needs… and for 
your budget! Your local education 
consultant can offer advice every 
step of the way, from giving their 
recommendations right through 
to helping you set up and 
install the system in your 
teaching room or studio. 
Just give us a call!”
Tom Osborne 
Education Manager
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7574 Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

£186
from

4
SIZES

TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

PRO TOOLS HD & OTHER HARDWARE

£1475
from

PRO TOOLS|HD OMNI

PT|HD MADI

PC/MAC AUDIO SOLUTIONS

IPAD MUSIC SOLUTIONS

FOCUSRITE REDNET

AVID PRO 
TOOLS|HD

Preamps, I/O and monitoring in one interface.
• 2 premium, digitally controlled mic/DI 
preamps  • 4 line inputs  • 8 line outputs, with 
true analog gain  • 8 channels of ADAT I/O

PT|HD OMNI interface £1475 Ref. 25850
PT|HD Native + HD OMNI bundle  
   £2450 Ref. 26413
PT|HD Native Thunderbolt + HD OMNI   
   System £2425 Ref. 30380
PT|HDX1 system + HD OMNI interface + Pro  
   Tools 10 HD £4850 Ref. 26431
PT|HDX2 system + HD OMNI interface + Pro  
   Tools 10 HD £8300 Ref. 26436

Gain I/O connectivity for Pro Tools|HD with 
the ability to send/receive up to 64 audio 
streams between PT|HD and MADI devices.

PT|HD MADI interface £2450 Ref. 25849
PT|HD Native PCIe + HD MADI system 
   £3400 Ref. 30875
PT|HD Native Thunderbolt + HD MADI  
   system £3400 Ref. 30379
PT|HDX1 system + HD MADI interface + Pro  
   Tools 10 HD £5850 Ref. 26430
PT|HDX2 system + HD MADI interface + Pro  
   Tools 10 HD £5850 Ref. 26435

Building a new computer music lab? Need to 
upgrade your existing computer equipment? 
We can advise and supply a variety of 
the latest audio workstations on both PC 
Windows and Mac OS X platforms. Just tell 
us what you need and we’ll do the rest!

The iPad is a popular and powerful tool that 
has many advantages for education, whether 
using it as a portable recording device or 
allowing students with special needs to create 
musical compositions. Whether you need an 
education price on a single or multiple iPads, 
or you want storage, charging trolleys, cases, 
leads or other peripherals, we can sort all 
that out for you. We can also pick out specific 
products and apps that help you and your 
music students get more from your iPads!

Increasingly popular in higher education, the 
RedNet range of Ethernet-networked audio 
interfaces are near-zero-latency for multiple 
audio applications. We can advise on which 
combination of RedNet models is right for 
you and your set-up, from the straightforward 
audio interfaces and AD/DA converters to 
MADI bridge, AES3 I/O, PCIe card, remote-
controlled multi-channel mic preamps.

For projects that 
demand the utmost 
in sound quality 
and performance, 
Pro Tools HD 
software enables 
you to compose, record, edit, and mix big 
productions quickly and easily. You get all of 
the same benefits of Pro Tools 11 software 
along with several additional features and 
workflows. Only available with Pro Tools|HDX 
and Pro Tools|HD Native systems. 

Pro Tools|HD Native solutions offer the 
lowest latency, highest performance, and best 
sound quality of any host-based workstation, 
and is available for Thunderbolt and PCIe-
equipped computers. 

Pro Tools|HDX solutions break all audio 
production barriers with the fastest, best 
sounding, most powerful DSP-accelerated 
digital audio workstation in the world.

£1265
from

PT|HD I/O 16x16 DIGITAL

BUNDLE
DEALS

BUNDLE
DEALS

£1925
from

PRO TOOLS|HD I/O 8x8x8
• 8 analogue I/O • 8+2 AES/EBU I/O • 1 S/
PDIF I/O (coax or optical) • 8+8 ADAT I/O • 8 
SRC channels • 32 4-segment LED metering • 
1 expansion bay • 2U rack format

PT|HD I/O 8x8x8 interface £1925 Ref. 25848
PT|HD Native + HD I/O 8x8x8 bundle 
   £2950 Ref. 26412
PT|HD Native Thunderbolt + HD I/O 8x8x8  
   system £2950 Ref. 30374
PT|HDX1 system + HD I/O 8x8x8 interface +  
   Pro Tools 10 HD £5350 Ref. 26429
PT|HDX2 system with HD I/O 8x8x8 interface    
   + PT 10 HD £8800 Ref. 26434

BUNDLE
DEALS

£2450
from

£2450
from

PT|HD I/O 16x16 ANALOGUE
• 16 analogue I/O  • 2 AES/EBU I/O  
• S/PDIF I/O (coax or optical) • 8 ADAT I/O 
• 32 4-segment LED metering • 2U rack

PT|HD I/O 16x16 Analogue interface  
    £2450 Ref. 25846
PT|HD Native + HD I/O 16x16 Analogue      
   bundle £3400 Ref. 26411
Pro Tools|HD Native Thunderbolt + HD I/O  
   16x16 Analogue system £3400 Ref. 30378
PT|HDX1 system + HD I/O 16x16 Analogue  
   interface + PT10 HD £5800 Ref. 26427
PT|HDX2 system + HD I/O 16x16 Analogue  
   interface + PT10 HD £9250 Ref. 26432

BUNDLE
DEALS

BUNDLE
DEALS

• 16+2 AES/EBU I/O  • 1 S/PDIF I/O (coax or 
optical)  • 16+8 ADAT I/O  • 16 SRC channels 
• 32 4-segment LED metering  • Two 
expansion bays  • 2U rack

PT|HD I/O 16x16 Digital interface 
   £1265 Ref. 25847
PT|HDX1 system + HD I/O 16x16 Digital    
   interface + PT10 HD £4850 Ref. 26428
PT|HDX2 system + HD I/O 16x16 Digital  
   interface + PT10 HD £8350 Ref. 26433

£165
from
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‘‘
‘‘

£68

ref. 22289

Tom and the education 
team at Absolute Music 
consistently go above 
and beyond the call of 
duty when it comes to 
customer care. Be it a 
large or small sale, the 
service is the same: top 
notch and with accurate, 
impartial advice on 
choosing equipment  
that is right  for the job.  
I couldn’t ask for more 
from a music retailer.
Andrew Lowe, Music Technician,  
University of Wolverhampton

4
SIZES

£185
from

RCF AYRA SERIES
Whether you’re mixing, recording or simply 
listening to music, RCF Ayra series monitors 
provide a loud and clear sound.
• True active class AB design  • Fully featured 
input board  • 1” soft dome tweeter 
• Reflection-free front cabinet design 
• Low-distortion reflex port
Ayra 5: 5” woofer, 55W £185 Ref. 22460
Ayra 6: 6” woofer, 75W £245 Ref. 22471
Ayra 8: 8” woofer, 110W £300 Ref. 22459
Ayra 10 Sub: 10” woofer, 250W £240 Ref. 27328

4
SIZES

PRESONUS ERIS E5
Affordable yet astonishingly accurate active 
monitors with tight bass and crystal-clear top 
end, garnering great reviews everywhere.
• 45W+35W power output  • 5¼” Kevlar 
woofer  • 1” silk-dome tweeter  • Balanced 
XLR, balanced ¼” TRS and unbalanced RCA 
inputs  • Volume control  • Low-cut filter  
• Acoustic space control (3 levels)  • 10kΩ 
input impedance
Also: Eris E8: 8” woofer, 140W £270 Ref. 30291

ref. 30290

£165

All prices quoted are per pair (except subwoofers) • All monitors available singly on request

KRK ROKIT G3 SERIES
Third-generation powered studio monitors 
offer fantastic sound quality for the price.
• Curved front design eliminates diffraction 
distortion  • Amazing detail and imaging  
• Enhanced speaker voicing  • 1” soft-
dome tweeter (not on 10S)  • Glass aramid 
composite cone woofer
RP5: 5” woofer, 50W £165 Ref. 30625
RP6: 6” woofer, 73W £225 Ref. 30626
RP8: 8” woofer, 100W £278 Ref. 30627
10S: 10” subwoofer, 225W £250 Ref. 22326

AKAI RPM3
If budgets are tight but you still require 
decent quality, these are a good basic choice.
• USB monitors  • 2x2 USB audio interface  
• Magnetically shielded to prevent 
interference  • 1/8”, ¼” TRS and RCA stereo 
inputs  • Volume control on front panel  • 
1/8” headphone jack  • Lightweight and 
portable design  • Record directly into your 
computer via an array of connections

JBL LSR305
Two-way powered studio monitors with 
award-winning JBL Image Control waveguide.
• Long-throw 5” woofer (41W RMS amp) 
• 1” soft-dome tweeter (41W RMS amplifier) 
• Class D amplifiers  • Balanced XLR and ¼” 
TRS inputs  • Detented level control   
• High- and low-frequency trim controls  
• Employs JBL’s patented Slip Stream™ 
low-frequency port design
Also: LSR308 (pair) £300 Ref. 33802

ref. 32126

£170

BEST
SELLER!

TANNOY REVEALS
New design active monitors in 4” (402), 5” 
(502) and 8” (802) models.
• Soft-dome ‘Poke Resistant’ tweeters (3/4”, 
1”, 1”) • Balanced and unbalanced inputs for 
maximum flexibility  • Plug in an iPod, phone 
or tablet for instant playback  • Volume & 
EQ control  • 50W/75W/100W bi-amplified 
module and active crossover filter
Reveal 402 £125 Ref. 32306
Reveal 502 £170 Ref. 32307
Reveal 802 £290 Ref. 32308

3
SIZES

£125
from

MACKIE MR Mk3 SERIES
New third-generation active monitors in a 
range of sizes that will complement any set-up.
• 1” silk-dome tweeter (not on 10S)  • Crystal 
clear mix image  • High-output woofer  
• 2 levels of bass boost  (not on 10S)  
• Custom-tuned rear ports  • Minimised 
diffractions for a wider sweet spot 
MR5: 5¼” woofer,  50W £186 Ref. 31434
MR6: 6½” woofer,  65W £260 Ref. 31435
MR8: 8” woofer,  85W £320 Ref. 31436
MR10S: 10” subwoofer,  120W £265 Ref. 31432

£131
from

M-AUDIO BX CARBONS
Thanks to their fantastic accuracy, it’s no 
wonder that these new Carbon monitors are 
trusted by many studio professionals.
• Bi-amplified Class A/B amplification  
• 5”/6”/8” woven Kevlar low-frequency driver  
• Acoustic Space Control • 1”/1.25”/1.25” 
silk dome tweeter  • Waveguide with LED 
placement cues  • Volume control on back
BX5: 70W £131 Ref. 32299
BX6: 130W £180 Ref. 32363
BX7: 130W £200 Ref. 32300

3
SIZES
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£190
from

YAMAHA HS SERIES
Offer an exceptionally flat response, the HS7 
is our best-selling monitor into education.
• 2-way bass-reflex bi-amplified nearfield 
studio monitor  • 1” dome tweeter  
• Bi-amplified system for high-performance  
• Room Control and High Trim  • XLR and 
TRS jack inputs (balanced/unbalanced)
HS5: 5” woofer, 70W £190 Ref. 29544
HS7: 6½” woofer, 95W £230 Ref. 29545
HS8: 8” woofer, 120W £330 Ref. 29546
HS8S: subwoofer 150W £270 Ref. 29543

ref. 29546

£285
from

FOCAL ALPHA SERIES
All the fantastic audio engineering quality for 
which the Focal team is renowned at a more 
affordable price. More than worth the price!!
• Active two-way nearfield monitors  • 1” 
inverted dome tweeter (20W/35W/40W) 
• 5”/6.5”/8” Polyglass cone woofer (35W/
70W/100W)  • Amazing rich tone and 
accurate response that belies the price tag
Alpha 50 (pair) £285 Ref. 33214
Alpha 65 (pair) £345 Ref. 33215
Alpha 80 (pair) £395 Ref. 33216

3
SIZES

3
SIZES

£243
from

£1825£420
from

ADAM F SERIES

GENELEC 8020CFOCAL CMS SERIES

The F-series monitors and subwoofer offer 
an accurate monitoring experience with a 
surprising level of bass reproduction for their 
compact size.
• New X-ART tweeter  • Carbon/paper-
midwoofer  • Automatic stand-by  • Room 
equaliser (F5 & F7), phase reverse (SubF) and 
volume controls on rear panel 
F5: 5” woofer, 50W £243 Ref. 22454
F7: 7” woofer, 100W £358 Ref. 22456
SubF: 8” subwoofer 110W £195 Ref. 22457

Bi-amplified active monitors designed for 
difficult listening environments, particularly 
those compromised by lack of space.
• Excellent flat frequency response  • 4” 
woofer  • ¾” metal-dome tweeter  • 40W 
output   • XLR input   • Intelligent signal 
sensing to reduce power consumption
Also: 8010A, 3” woofer 50W £330 Ref. 33761
8030B, 5” woofer, 80W £690 Ref. 29752
M030, 5” woofer, 80W £515 Ref. 29523
7050B, 10” subwoofer, 120W £515 Ref. 22336

These monitors guarantee ultra-realistic 
voicing, while offering optimum acoustic 
integration in a small room.
• 2 way bi-amplified nearfield professional 
monitoring systems  • Neutral, dynamic and 
detailed sound for optimum reproduction  
• Deep, large and precise soundstage 
• Acoustically treated aluminium box
CMS40: 4” woofer, 50W £420 Ref. 29746
CMS50: 5” woofer, 130W £620 Ref. 22420
CMS65: 6½” woofer, 160W £810 Ref. 22432

ref. 22454

ref. 29754ref. 29746

ADAM AX SERIES
The benchmark for nearfield monitoring at a 
relatively low price point, you’ll be seriously 
impressed by the sound and build quality.
• Proprietary X-ART tweeter  • Carbon-fibre/
Rohacell/glass-fibre woofer • Bi-amplified 
design  • Stereolink allows volume control 
from a single speaker (A3/5X only)
A3X: 4.5” woofer, 50W £265 Ref. 27036
A5X: 5.5” woofer, 100W £411 Ref. 22281
A7X: 7” woofer, 150W £618 Ref. 22416
A8X: 8” woofer, 200W £800 Ref. 22283

ref. 27036

4
SIZES

3
SIZES

£480

3
SIZES

“We have a dedicated monitor 
auditioning room in our Bournemouth 
superstore. The acoustically treated 
room, designed by acoustician Andy 

Munro boasts over 40 pairs of 
monitors hooked up to a switching 

system so you can compare them in 
a neutral environment. It’s  

the only room of its kind  
anywhere in Europe!”

                   Andy Legg, Sales Director 
Bournemouth HQ

FOCAL TWIN6 BE
Stunning sounding, best-selling three-way 
reference monitors with custom-designed 
amplification stage and top-quality build.
• Active nearfield/midfield speakers  • 2x 
150W + 100W output  • Class A/B inverted-
dome, pure beryllium tweeter  • 2x 6½” 
W-cone, laminar woofers (one of which 
passes low-mid frequencies)  • 115dB max. 
SPL  • Integral shielding
Also: Solo6 BE 2-way 150W+100W nearfield 
speakers £1200 Ref. 22468

ref. 31518

£265
from

Focal Alpha
For the producer inside you

Whether you’re an engineer, producer, writer or DJ, the most important gear in your studio 
is your monitors. But the good ones are usually so expensive! Introducing the new Alpha 

50, 65 & 80. Designed with brand new, Focal-manufactured drivers: aluminium inverted 
dome tweeter c/w new 5”, 6.5” & 8” polyglass woofers all powered by dual Class D/B amps

NEVER BEFORE HAS THIS PERFORMANCE BEEN AVAILABLE IN THIS PRICE RANGE.

Distributed in the UK by SCV Distribution
www.scvdistribution.co.uk
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£190
from

PIONEER S-DJX SERIES
Powerful bass and wide response, ideal for 
dance music.
• Front bass-reflex system with improved air 
flow via grooves in the bass reflex duct parts 
• Tweeter with convex diffuser using ‘DECO’ 
technology - used in professional studios  
• Aramid fibre woofer  • Class AB bi-
amplified design  • XLR, TRS and RCA inputs
S-DJ50X: 5” woofer, 80W £190 Ref. 31257
S-DJ60X: 6” woofer, 125W £250 Ref. 31258
S-DJ80X: 8” woofer, 160W £315 Ref. 31259

3
SIZES

BEST
SELLER!

All prices quoted are per pair (except subwoofers) • All monitors available singly on request
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MIXERS

MACKIE VLZ4

MACKIE ONYX-i SERIES

The latest incarnation of the VLZ analogue 
mixer series gives you everything from a 
compact 4-channel mixer with two Onyx 
preamps (the 402-VLZ4) right up to the 
awesome 3204-VLZ4 32-channel 4-buss 
effects-laden desk with USB.
402-VLZ4 £75 Ref. 31428
802-VLZ4 £140 Ref. 31429
1402-VLZ4 £265 Ref. 31430
1642-VLZ4 £480 Ref. 31431
3204-VLZ4 £940 Ref. 31433

Combining the tactile front end of a premium 
analogue mixer with the powerful benefits 
of an integral computer, the Onyx-i mixers 
all feature boutique-quality preamps, 
24-bit/96kHz FireWire, EQ on every channel, 
stereo playback and are compatible with all 
major DAWs. 
Onyx-820i: 8-channel £322 Ref. 22639
Onyx-1220i: 12-channel £433 Ref. 22635
Onyx-1620i: 16-channel £700 Ref. 22636
Onyx-1640i: 16-channel £1075 Ref. 22637

‘‘

‘‘

 Since retiring I’ve built 
up a nice synth collection 
and Absolute Music is 
the only place I buy from. 
The staff are all highly 
knowledgeable and I’m 
constantly impressed by 
their advice on even the 
most minor enquiries. If 
only they’d been around 
when I was teaching 20 
years ago, I know we  
would have sourced all  
of our college music  
gear from them too!
John Dunn, Retired Head of Music

£322
from

£75
from

ref. 22636

ref. 31428

MACKIE PROFX SERIES
This range of professional quality mixers 
with USB offer comprehensive control and 
impressive features for live and studio use 
including three-band active EQ, integrated 
32-bit processor, 16 gig-ready effects and (on 
the ProFX16 & 22 models) dedicated inline 
compression for inputs.
ProFX8: 8-channel £165 Ref. 22642
ProFX12: 12-channel £185 Ref. 22641
ProFX16: 16-channel £342 Ref. 22717
ProFX22: 22-channel £460 Ref. 22718

£165
from

ALLEN & HEATH ZED & ZEDFX
The Zed and ZedFX series from Allen & Heath 
are competitively priced and easy to use, with 
features such as configurable USB in/out and 
effects on even the most affordable models
ZED10: 6-channel £149 Ref. 22604
ZED10FX: 6-channel £215 Ref. 22606
ZED12FX: 9-channel £399 Ref. 22607
ZED16FX: 10-channel £499 Ref. 22728
ZED22FX: 20-channel £580 Ref. 22612
ZED420: 4-buss for live £890 Ref. 22616
ZED-R16: 16-channel FireWire £1565 Ref. 22620

£149
from

ALTO ZEPHYR ZMX SERIES
These mixers prove that being on a budget 
doesn’t have to result in sacrificing of features. 
With everything from the ZMX52 portable 
five-channel mixer with jogwheel control 
right up to the ZMX244 24-channel desk with 
effects and USB interface, it’s all here!
ZMX52 5-channel £25 Ref. 22721 
ZMX862 8-channel £45 Ref. 22722
ZMX122FX 8ch + FX £79 Ref. 22723

ref. 22723

ref. 22606

£25
from

YAMAHA MGXU SERIES
Brand new mixers building on the original MG 
series with a range of six to 20 channels 
suitable for recording or live situations. Loads 
of flexiblity plus EQ and high-pass filters, 
built-in SPX effects, LED level metering, XLR 
connectors and 2-in/2-out USB audio interface.
MG06X £80 Ref. 32249
MG10XU £121 Ref. 32251
MG12XU £195 Ref. 32253
MG16XU £275 Ref. 32255
MG20XU £395 Ref. 32257

£80
from

SOUNDCRAFT EFX SERIES
These two mixers combine all the impressive 
features of the EPM mixer with a built-in, 
24-bit digital Lexicon effects processor, adding 
two stereo channel, effects send on each, 
32 effects settings, XLR and ¼” connectors, 
3-band EQ on mono and stereo inputs, 
10-segment LED metering, TRS insert sockets, 
configurable aux bus and even a custom 
Karaoke preset!
EFX8: 8-channel £207 Ref. 22659
EFX12: 12-channel £255 Ref. 22658

ref. 22658

£207
from

MACKIE DL806 & 1608
These ingenious digital live sound mixers 
combine iPad control with high-quality Onyx 
preamps and powerful processing for an all-
round novel front-of-house experience.
• 8 or 16 inputs   • Onyx mic preamps  
• High-end Cirrus Logic converters  • Ultra-
low-noise, high-headroom design  • 4 or 6 
aux sends  • Master L/R output for mains  
• 4-band EQ, gate and compression on inputs  
• 31-band graphic EQ & compressor/limiter 
on outputs  • Global reverb and delay

£397
from

£565 ref. 22732

£397 ref. 29031

iPad not 
included

iPad not 
included
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BEST
SELLER!

ADAM A3X STANDS
Tabletop/desktop stands designed to optimise 
the acoustics of Adam A3X active monitors.
• Tilted design  • Helps optimise acoustics to 
give you perfect sweet spot

ref. 25546

MACKIE BIG KNOB
Simple yet powerful desktop audio control 
centre that gives you precise control over all 
your levels, sources and outputs. 
• Control up to 3 sets of monitors  
• Built-in talkback microphone  • Monitor 
4 independent stereo inputs (including 
one for your DAW mix)  • Dual headphone 
outputs with independent volume controls 
and headphone mix bus

ref. 28082

loads more choice
“This is just a small selection from 
our monitoring department. Browse 
a selection of our cables on p97. If 
you need other products or you’d 
like us to spec a 5.1 or 7.1 surround 
sound system for you, simply call or 

email your local education 
consultant.”

£206

SAMSON C-CONTROL
Basic control room matrix that offers an 
affordable solution when you need control 
over multiple monitors and headphone mixes. 
• Select from 3 sets of monitors  • Dim and 
Mute controls for each set  • Built-in talkback 
mic  • Push-to-talk control also records 
slates  • Headphone amp with level control  
• Dubbing capability to 3 outputs  
• 3 sets of stereo ins and outs

ref. 22380

£75

MONITOR CABLESBOSE COMPANION 3

TC ELECTRONIC LEVEL PILOT

We stock a large variety of cables appropriate 
for speakers and  studios, with various 
connectors and lengths. Browse our cables on 
p97, in the Accessories section of our website 
or contact your local consultant to find out and 
price exactly what you and your studio need.

Exceptional stereo performance from two 
desktop speakers plus stands and a hideaway 
‘AcoustiMass’ module.
• TrueSpace stereo signal processing  
• Pod with volume control, mute button and 
connections  • Active EQ  • Dual inputs

This sleek, stylish accessory gives you fingertip 
control of your volume levels and sets you free 
from cluttered wiring nightmares.
• Hi-res computer-independent analogue 
level control • No power supply required 
• Smooth ergonomic feel

ref. 22297

ref. 22397

£64

£180

£48

£37
from

1

2

4

BUNDLE
DEALS

£24

Chad Brittle,  
Education Consultant (Midlands)
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

Versatile monitor stands for tabletop use that 
isolate your monitors and allow you to tilt 
them to find your ideal sweet spot.
• Unique patented design  • 14 steps of 
height configuration between 3” and 8”
Also: L8R130 (Small Pair) £53 Ref. 30213
L8R200 (Large Pair) £87 Ref. 27386
L8R430 (Very Large Single) £58 Ref. 31140

ISOACOUSTICS ISO-L8R155

ref. 25568

FLOOR STANDS
1.  Ultimate JamStands JS-MS70 height-

adjustable (pair) £37 Ref. 25646

2.  Samson MS100 studio monitor stands (pair)
£38 Ref. 25615

3.  Quiklok BS536 fixed-height stands (pair)
£75 Ref. 30790

4.  Ultimate Support MS-90/36B  (pair) 
£150 Ref. 25655

3
BEST
SELLER!



MIXERS
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LINE 6 STAGESCAPE M20D
PRESONUS  
STUDIOLIVE 16.0.2

PRESONUS RM16AI
Breathe new life into your live sound with the 
M20D, which automatically senses when you 
input a new source and sets up the channel! 
• 20 inputs (12 mic/line ins, 4 balanced line 
ins, 2 digital ins, stereo line ins)  • 4 monitor 
outs (balanced XLR)  • 2 main outs (balanced 
XLR)  • L6 LINK for speaker systems (see 
p88) • Large touchscreen  • Remote control 
via iPad/iPad 2  • Multitrack recording to 
SD card, USB drive or computer  • Import 
backing tracks  • Quick-capture recording

This digital desk will revolutionise your 
mixing techniques in the studio, classroom or 
front-of-house booth thanks to its FireWire 
recording interface, Class A solid-state mic 
pres,  32-bit digital effects, QMix control from 
iPad, iPhone or iPod and much much more.
Also: 16.4.2 AI £1050 Ref. 33417
24.4.2 AI £1485 Ref. 33418
32.4.2 AI £1850 Ref. 29703

Rackmountable digital live mixer based on the 
StudioLive AI-series mix engine and controlled 
via UC Surface software for Mac, PC & iOS.
• 16 XLR inputs  • 16 Class A mic preamps  
• 8 XLR mix outs  • 3 XLR main outs  • S/PDIF 
digital out  • MIDI In/Out  • Headphone out 
with volume control  • 32 internal channels  
• 25 mix buses  • Compatible with large 
touchscreens, laptops (with or without 
touchscreen), iPads or any combination
Also: RM32AI 32 ins/outs £1225 Ref. 35080

ref. 22733

£595 £850£830

Tim Way,  
Hi-tech Sales 
(Bournemouth HQ)

we’re here for you!
“Unlike some other music 
retailers, we are 100% owned 
and based in the UK, with our 
superstore, recording & rehearsal 
studios and warehouse based in 
sunny Bournemouth (come and 
pay us a visit!) with thousands of 
products available  
for next-day  
delivery. We can  
even arrange for   
one of our education  
consultants to visit  
you on-site!”

HQ

SOUNDCRAFT EXPRESSION
Soundcraft’s Si Expression series boasts some 
of the latest in DSP processing and hardware 
to bring you a full-on mixing experience! 
Available with 16, 24 or 32 channels, each also 
boasts recallable mic pres, 4 line inputs and 
internal stereo FX returns, plus  dedicated 
processing for high-pass filter, delay gate, 
compressor and 4-band EQ on each channel.
Expression 1: 16-channel £1580 Ref. 29343
Expression 2: 24-channel £1800 Ref. 29344
Expression 3: 32-channel £2200 Ref. 29345

£1580
from

ref. 22713
ref. 35079

£1200

ref. 26772

YAMAHA 01V96i ALLEN & HEATH QU16
Now with 16-in/16-out USB 2.0 audio 
streaming at 96kHz, Steinberg’s Cubase AI, 
virtual circuitry-modelling DSP effects and 
studio-quality head amps, the 01V will take 
your mixing and recording to the next level.  
• 12 mic ins  • 16 ¼” line ins  • 2 RCA line ins  
• 2 XLR outs  • 2 RCA outs  • Six ¼” outs 
• ADAT & S/PDIF I/O  • Word Clock In/Out 
• MIDI In/Out/Thru  • 4-band parametric 
EQ  • 8 aux sends  • 8 group buses  • 17 
100mm motorised faders  • USB audio

Compact digital mixing leaps to a new level.
• 16 mono ins  • 3 stereo ins  • 4 stereo FX 
returns  • 16 busses  • 12 mix outputs  
• 4 FX engines  • AES out  • Rackmountable  
• Recallable AnaLOGIQ preamps  • Direct 
multitrack recording/playback on USB drives  
• Compatible with ME Personal Mixing 
System  • Qu-Pad iPad App  • USB audio 
streaming  • DAW MIDI control 
Also: QU24 £2024 Ref. 32268
QU32 £2540 Ref. 33514

ref. 29527

£1499

£524
from

ALLEN & HEATH GS-R24M
ALLEN & HEATH GLD-AR 
AUDIORACKS

A fully flexible 24-channel recording desk 
with a choice of analogue or FireWire/
ADAT interface modules, MIDI control and 
motorised faders to sit comfortably with your 
exisiting DAW setup.
• 24 mic/line inputs with preamps  • 24 
channels of 4-band EQ  • 2 dual stereo inputs 
with EQ  • 2 additional valve inputs  • 6 auxes  
• 4 subgroups  • 5.1 surround monitoring  
• MIDI control  • Integral meterbridge
Also:  GS-R24 £4830 Ref. 22591

The GLD AudioRacks are expander options 
for Allen & Heath’s QU digital mixing systems 
adding XLR inputs and outputs to your set-up. 
Connection is via Cat5 cable running A&H’s 
dSNAKE protocol meaning they can be 
positioned up to 120m away from your mixer. 
GLD-AR84: 8-in, 4-out £524 Ref. 22738
GLD-AR2412: 24-in 12-out £857 Ref. 22737
GLD-AB168: 16-in 8-out £725 Ref. 35575

£5080

ref. 22592

in black & white

  Perceptions may vary but there is only one truth. So if you want your mix to sound good when it’s not, choose another monitor.  

UK.YAMAHA.COM

THE TRUTH

Yamaha’s industry standard HS range delivers the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, without apology.
So you’ll know that when it sounds right, it IS right and the job is done.

#40517 - HS ad V4_Layout 1  28/03/2014  09:23  Page 1



HANDHELD & DYNAMIC MICROPHONES

TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p9982

SOUND LIKE A PRO, 
FROM DAY ONE.

www.shure.co.uk

© 2015  Shure Incorporated

PG ALTATM Microphones

NEW

Legendary Shure Sound. Advanced Industrial Design. Choices for every application. 
PG ALTA™ puts professional audio quality within reach. Expect rock-solid sound and 
reliability that sets the bar for accessible, professional-calibre gear.

For Performing & Recording.

PGAlta_PrintAd_Product_A4_EMEA_EN.indd   1 07/05/2015   07:05

‘‘

‘‘When it came to 
choosing a range of 
mics for our stage 
productions, 
recording studio 
and performances 
by bands and 
classical groups, 
the staff at 
Absolute Music 
were incredibly 
helpful and helped 
us save money too! 
I don’t shop 
anywhere  
else now!
Mr Thompson, Head of Music

WIRELESS 
version p90

)))

BEST
SELLER!

LIFETIME
WARRANTY!

LIFETIME
WARRANTY!

£23

£45

£65£65£60

£26

£97

£53£48 £50

SENNHEISER E835
Sturdy mic designed to give clear 
results on stage vocals, giving you 
more freedom from the mic. 
• Cardioid polar pattern  
Also: E845 £62 Ref. 22210

ref. 22208

SAMSON Q7 
A basic entry-level, affordable 
handheld dynamic mic that will 
cope with most vocals. 
• Supercardioid polar pattern
• Includes carry case & mic clip

SHURE PGA58-XLR
New handheld dynamic mic.
• Cardioid  • On/off switch
• With XLR cable, mic clip & bag
Also: PGA58-QTR with XLR-¼” 
jack cable £45 Ref. 36289

SHURE SM58 
The classic dynamic mic as used 
for live lead and backing vocals 
for over fifty years!
• Cardioid pickup pattern 
Also: with switch £72 Ref. 22230

SHURE SM57
A classic Shure dynamic, designed 
for vocals, guitar amps or snare, 
live and in the studio.
• Cardioid pickup pattern 
• As used by the US president!

SONTRONICS STC-80
Dynamic mic that delivers plenty 
of presence on vocals or guitar 
amps yet requires no EQ.
• Cardioid • Internal popshield-
ing • Includes clip & flightcase

BEYERDYNAMIC 
TGV30D 
Sleek handheld mic ideal for 
speaking or singing on stage.
• Supercardioid • On/off switch 
• With XLR cable, clamp & bag

ref. 22202 ref. 22240

ref. 36265

AKG D5
Handheld mic with powerful 
results for lead & backing vocals.
• Supercardioid  • Internal
double shockmount 
Also: D7 £99 Ref. 27290

ref. 22186

ref. 22229ref. 22228ref. 22235

RØDE M1
Simple, affordable dynamic mic 
for live vocal performances.
• Cardioid  • Locking 
on/off switch 
Also: M2 £55 Ref. 26284

ref. 26283

Turn over for studio mics >>

SONTRONICS HALO
Vintage-inspired dynamic mic 
designed specifically for guitar 
amps, live and in the studio.
• Cardioid • Sprung-mount 
capsule • Internal popshielding

ref. 22239

£120£94

£190

£101

£252 £291

SAMSON 5KIT 
Set of 5 dynamic mics for drumkit 
recording, live or in the studio.
• All cardioid  • Q-Kick with 
swivel mount, Q-Snare and  
3x Q-Tom mics • Case included

SHURE PGADMK4
Dynamic mic package for drums.
• PG52 for kick  • 3x PG56 tom/ 
snare mics  • 3x A50d drum 
mounts  • 4 cables  • Carry case  
Also: PGADMK6 £315 Ref. 36287

AKG D112
Bullet-shaped dynamic mic that’s 
earned a reputation for giving 
great results on kick drum.
• Cardioid  • Includes mic clip 
• Up to 160dB SPL

SHURE 55SH2 
Classic UNlDYNE® II design with 
excellent vocal pick-up.
• Cardioid polar pattern • On/off 
switch • Swivel mount
Also: Super 55 £145 Ref. 22232

ref. 22216 ref. 23734ref. 22184

SENNHEISER 
MD421 MKII
Popular dynamic mic for all kinds 
of live and studio applications.
• Cardioid  • 5-position bass 
rolloff switch  • With mic clip

ref. 27609

NEUMANN KMS104
Professional handheld vocal 
condenser microphone.
• Cardioid • High transparency 
• Wide frequency range
Also: KMS104 Plus £291 Ref. 29113

ref. 26750ref. 36285

£29

AUDIO-TECHNICA 
MB1K 
A dynamic mic useful for lead, 
backup or choral vocal work.
• Cardioid • On/off switch 
• Gold-plated XLRM connector

ref. 22192

£31

AUDIO-TECHNICA 
MB2K 
Another affordable A-T dynamic, 
this time designed for recording 
live instruments.
• Cardioid • On/off switch 

ref. 22193
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STUDIO MICROPHONES

£120

LIFETIME
WARRANTY!

SONTRONICS STC-20
All-in-one package including 
STC-20 British-designed cardioid 
condenser mic and accessories.
• Cardioid mic  • With popshield, 
shockmount, spare elastics, 5m 
XLR cable & zip-up carry pouch

ref. 27743

BEST
SELLER!

£38 £65 £70 £90

£180

£530

£369

£1485

£125£100

£355

£160

£375

BUNDLE
DEALS

LIFETIME
WARRANTY!

need extras?
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SAMSON C01 
Good value large-diaphragm mic 
with phantom power indicator 
and swiveling stand mount.
• Cardioid  • SP01 shockmount 
available separately (see p84)

SONTRONICS STC-3X
Three-pattern condenser mic in 
silver or black with 3-stage pad & 
filter controls plus accessories.
• Cardioid, omni, figure-of-eight  
• With popshield, shockmount, 
5m XLR & zip-up carry pouch

RODE K2
Valve condenser mic featuring 
a mix of modern tech with 
legendary vintage mics.
• From omni, through cardioid 
to figure-of-8  • Comes with 
suspension mount

NEUMANN U87 
Probably the best known and 
most widely used Neumann 
studio mic.
• Omni, cardioid and figure-of-8 
• Large dual-diaphragm capsule  
• 10 dB attenuation switch

RØDE NT1-A 
All-in-one recording package 
including low-noise condenser 
mic and accessories
• Cardioid mic  • With popshield, 
shockmount, dust cover & 20ft 
cable  • Tutorial DVD included
Also: NT2-A Pak £185 Ref. 22159

AKG P220 
Good value large-diaphragm 
condenser in the new “P” range.
• Cardioid  • Switchable bass-cut 
filter & attenuation pad  • Max 
SPL 155dB making it good for 
on-stage use as well as studio

SE 4400A
Multi-pattern condenser mic with 
pad and filter controls.
• Cardioid, hypercardioid, omni 
and figure-of-eght patterns 
• -10/-20dB pad switch  • Comes 
with suspension mount

SE2200A MkII
Taking the place of the old 
Z3300A, this cardioid condenser 
features a black rubberised finish.
• Cardioid  • -10dB pad switch  
Also: SE2200A with switchable 
patterns £195 Ref. 22129

AUDIO-TECHNICA 
AT2020
Decent-quality large-diaphragm 
cardioid condenser gives good 
results on vocals and instruments.
• Cardioid  • Comes with 
pivoting threaded stand mount

SONTRONICS DELTA
Award-winning ribbon mic 
designed specifically for use with 
guitar amps, brass & sax.
• 140dB max SPL  • Figure-of-
eight pattern  • Comes with 
flightcase & shockmount

ref. 22049

£340LIFETIME
WARRANTY!

SONTRONICS SIGMA
Phantom-powered ribbon mic 
that adds a smooth edge to 
vocals, strings, piano and more.
• With unique shockmount and 
aluminium flightcase  • Copes 
with up to 125dB max SPL

ref. 22253

ref. 22017

ref. 26281

ref. 22150

ref. 26285
ref. 36997

ref. 22030

ref. 22076ref. 36995

ref. 25837

ref. 22059

ref. 22252

ref. 27745 (Silver)
ref. 27744 (Black)

“If you’re looking for mic 
and studio  accessories 
such as popfilters, 
windshields, stands clips 
or even standalone pad/
phase gadgets, turn to 
page 87 for a  
good selection or 
check online 
for even more!”
Dan Henry,  
Multimedia Editor

AKG P120 
Affordable all-purpose large-
diaphragm microphone.
• Cardioid  • 2/3” diaphragm  
• Solid built quality with smart 
satin black finish  • Bass-cut 
filter & attentuation pad

SE X1
Large-diphragm condenser mic 
with sleek, rubberised finish.
• Cardioid   • -10dB pad
• Bass-cut filter
Also: X1 Vocal Pack (with popshield 
+ shockmount) £95 Ref. 29099

AKG C414XLS
The C414 is one of the world’s 
most widely-used and respected 
studio and stage mics.
• Nine selectable patterns  
• Comes with case, pop filter, 
windscreen and shockmount

LIFETIME
WARRANTY!
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From our class-leading 
all-in-one packages…

SONTRONICS has the 
right tools for you, your 

students and your budget!

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

best
Microphone

brand
WINNER!

Editor’s 
Choice
Award

Pro Tools Expert

STC-3X PACK
black or silver
£180

STC-20 PACK
£120

ARIA
£675

…to award-winning valve,
ribbon and condenser mics
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MICROPHONES & ACCESSORIES

TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

MICROPHONES
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REFLEXION FILTERS
1.  sE RF-X Reflexion Filter X

£62 Ref. 27805
2.  sE Project Studio RF Reflexion 

Filter £92 Ref. 26071
3.  sE RF Reflexion Filter Pro

£125 Ref. 29022
4.  sE RF-Space £140 Ref. 34002

MIC STANDS 
1.  Ultimate JamStands JS-MMS1 desk stand £4.75 Ref. 26514
2.  Ultimate JamStands JS-MC100 tripod stand £9 Ref. 24577
3.  Ultimate JamStands JS-MCRB100  £14 Ref. 24576
4.  Ultimate JamStands JS-MCFB100 with fixed boom £13 Ref. 24578
5.  Ultimate JamStands JS-MCTB200 w/telescopic boom £15 Ref. 24579
6.  Hercules MS540B mini boom stand £21 Ref. 24546
7.  Hercules MS533B with straight boom £33 Ref. 24587
8.  Ultimate Support Pro-T-T with telescopic boom £48 Ref. 27040
9.  Ultimate Support Live-SB ‘one-hand’ stand £45 Ref. 24581
10.  Røde PSA1 spring-loaded mic arm £55 Ref. 24564
11.  Sontronics Matrix-10 with wheels & weight bag £147 Ref. 24569

from  

£62

POPSHIELDS 
1.  Sontronics ST-POP mesh 

popshield with spare cartridge 
£20 Ref. 26052

2.  sE Metal Pop £15 Ref. 26050
3.  sE DualPop Pro £36 Ref. 26049

from  

£15

£3.50 £26

£30£23

SHURE A25DM 
Standard-size mic clip for use 
with  Shure SM and Beta mics.

SAMSON SP01
Shockmount for use with Samson 
CO1, CO1U,  CO3 and other mics.

SONTRONICS  
ST-PAD/PHASE
Inline attenuator & phase inverter.

WINDSHIELDS
1. Shure A58WS £4 Ref. 26073
2.  Røde WS2 (for pencil mics) 

£9.50 Ref. 26070
3.  Røde Dead Kitten £16

Ref. 26067
4. Røde Dead Cat £21 Ref. 26066

ART SPLITCOM PRO 
Gadget to split a single mic input 
or combine two separate signals.

ref. 26035 ref. 26033

ref. 26076ref. 24912

£175

SHURE BETA 91A
Boundary condenser mic tailored 
for low-frequency signals such as 
kick drum and piano.
• Half-cardioid  • Flat/Low-Mid 
response switch  • Integrated 
preamp and XLR connector

ref. 22061

Turn to page 92 for 
wireless & live mics >>

from  

£4.75

RØDE SMARTLAV+
Affordable yet professional-
quality tie-clip mic compatible 
with iOS & some Android devices.
• Pro-grade lavalier mic  • TRRS 
jack  • 4.5mm mini mic  • With 
cable, windshield & mounting clip

ref. 35094

SONTRONICS DM
British-designed condenser mics 
specifically for kick (DM-1B), tom 
(DM-1T and snare (DM-1S).
• All cardioid  • Up to 150dB SPL 
handling   • Lifetime Warranty
Ask us for SPECIAL kit price!

ref. 22085 (1T) 
ref. 22082 (1S) 
ref. 22079 (1B)

from  

£90

from  

£4

£20

AUDIO-TECHNICA 
ATR4697
Low-profile condenser boundary 
mic ideal for meetings, round-
table recording and desktop use.
• Omni  • On/off switch   • 1.5m 
cable  • 3.5mm plug + adaptor

ref. 22095
LIFETIME
WARRANTY!

£36
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ref. 36996

£44

£105

RØDE VIDEOMIC GO
Compact and light directional mic 
for video and film-making.
• Hypercardioid  • ½” capsule  
• 120dB maximum SPL  • Rycote 
Lyre shockmount  • Cold shoe 
mount  • 3.5mm mini jack output

AUDIO-TECHNICA 
AT2020USB+
Large-diaphragm condenser mic 
with USB output & volume control. 
• Cardioid  • 16-bit 44.1/48kHz 
sampling • Includes stand mount, 
tripod stand, pouch & 3m cable

ref. 32779

£84

RØDE PRO24-CMF
Lightweight stereo condenser 
mic ideal for digital reording in hi-
fidelity sound with camcorder.
• Stereo cardioid  • Mount, 
windshield, battery & cable

RØDE NT-USB
Versatile large-diaphragm USB 
microphone with desktop tripod.
• Cardioid  • iPad compatible  
• Level and mix controls on the 
mic  • Supplied with mini tripod, 
popshield, pouch & 6m USB cable

ref. 24522

ref. 34607

£115

£50

RØDE STEREO 
VIDEOMIC PRO
X-Y mini condenser mics for use 
with camcorders, DSLR cameras 
and portable recorders.
• 2x cardioid  • 20dB level boost
• Windshield, mount & cable

AUDIO-TECHNICA 
ATR6250 
Compact and affordable stereo 
condenser mic set ideal for video 
and portable recorder usage.
• Stereo cardioid  • Cables, clips 
& windshield included 
Also: ATR6550 £51 Ref. 26920

SAMSON METEOR 
Wackily designed desktop USB 
mic ideal for basic recording, 
podcasting or Skype/iChat calls.
• Cardioid  • 16-bit 44.1/48kHz 
sampling  • Desktop stand with 
folding legs  • Volume control

ref. 24534

ref. 22271 ref. 29743

£195

AKG C451B 
With an extremely light 
diaphragm it’s almost totally 
insensitive to handling noise. 
Ideal for drums, percussive 
instruments and acoustic guitar.
Also: C451B pair £390 Ref. 22006

ref. 22005

£150

APOGEE MiC 96K
Compact studio-quality cardioid 
condenser mic compatible with 
Mac, iPad and iPhone
• Cardioid  • 24-bit 96kHz 
sampling  • Multi-colour LED 
indicator  • Bus-powered

ref. 33980

SAMSON CO2 (pair) 
Amazingly affordable pair of 
usable-quality pencil mics with 
gold-plated XLR connectors.
• Hypercardioid  x2  • Come 
with shockmounted mic clips  
and carry case

ref. 22052

£162

AUDIO-TECHNICA 
AT2022
X/Y mic ideal for stereo recording 
in the studio and out in the field.
• Cardioid x2  • Pivoting capsules  
• Bass-cut filter  • Stand clamp, 
windshield, AA battery & cable

ref. 27304

£75

SONTRONICS STC-1 
Pencil condenser in silver or black.
• Cardioid  • 2-stage filter and 
pad switches  • Comes with mic 
clip & windshield in wooden box  
• Omni & hyper capsules optional
Also: STC-1S pair £185 Ref. 22100
STC-1S (black) £185 Ref. 22127

ref. 22124
ref. 22121

LIFETIME
WARRANTY!

RØDE NT5
Compact cardioid condenser 
mic with active J-FET impedance 
converter and bi-polar output.
• Cardioid  • Available singly or 
as a pair  • Durable satin nickel
Also: NT5 pair £190 Ref. 22025

ref. 22023

SHURE PGA81-XLR
This pro-quality condenser mic, 
from Shure’s new ‘Alta’ series is 
great for direct-miking.
• Cardioid  • Phantom power or 
AA battery  • On/off switch 
 • Includes 15ft XLR cable

ref. 36279

AVAILABLE
AS A PAIR

AVAILABLE
AS A PAIR

£31

ref. 22097

£58 £63

SONTRONICS STC-10
Great value British-designed 
small-diaphragm mic for direct 
instrument & overhead miking. 
• Cardioid pattern   • -10db pad
• 75Hz filter  • Comes with mic 
clip and foam windshield

ref. 22098
LIFETIME
WARRANTY!

BEST
SELLER!

AKG P170
New good value small-diaphragm 
instrument microphone from 
AKG’s new “P” range.
• Fixed cardioid pattern  
• ½” diaphragm  • -20dB pad
• Smart satin black finish

£107£92

£101
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ACOUSTIC TREATMENT

TO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

STUDIO OUTBOARD

£104
from

3
COLOURS

£95

AURALEX DST D36 
ROOMINATOR KIT
Addresses the acoustic needs of small studios 
and larger mixing or recording environments.
• Dramatically improves sound  • Reduces 
slap and flutter echo  • 18 charcoal tiles  
• 18 burgundy tiles  • 2 tubes of adhesive
Charcoal £95 Ref. 25428
Charcoal/Burgundy £95 Ref. 25429
Charcoal/Purple £95 Ref. 25430

various
COLOURS

£285
from

AURALEX STUDIOFOAM  
2” PYRAMIDS
Eliminate standing waves and flutter echoes 
in small/medium-sized areas including iso 
booths, control rooms and sound studios.
• 12 panels sized 2x 4ft  • Suggested glue: 1 
Foamtak or 3 Tubetak (not included)
Charcoal £261 Ref. 31319
Purple £285 Ref. 25436
Other colours available (call us for details)

£226

AURALEX STUDIOFOAM  
4” WEDGES
Ideal for medium to large areas including halls 
and churches as well as teaching studios. 
• Six 2x 4ft panels  • Provides 3 times the low- 
end control of 2” panels  • Suggested adhesive: 
1 Foamtak or 2 Tubetak (not included)
Charcoal £226 Ref. 31320
Burgundy £226 Ref. 25438
Purple £226 Ref. 25439

£150

IK ARC SYSTEM 2
An acoustic correction system to improve the 
sound reliability and acoustics of your studio 
in an elegant, low-cost portable solution..
• Includes measurement mic, software and 
DAW-based acoustic room correction plug-
in  • Improves clarity, stereo imaging and 
frequency response  • Easy to use and set up

ref. 28049

£42

AURALEX AURAL XPANDER
Filter the undesirable external overtones that 
can result in over-processing in the mix.
• 14” Xpander baffle  • 2x 8” Tri-Xpander 
(triangular) baffles  • 4x 6” Trap-Xpander 
(trapezoidal) baffles  • 6x PlatFeet structural 
resonance interrupters (for 2 tripod/round 
mic stands, 2 cymbal stands or 2 floor toms)

ref. 25427

3
COLOURS

AURALEX DST LENRD 
BASS TRAPS
Bass traps are used in wall-to-wall and ceiling-
to-wall corners to help control boominess.
• Fire-retardant foam  • 600mm  • Easy to 
install using non-solvent-based adhesive
Charcoal (4-pack) £104 Ref. 31424
Burgundy (8-pack) £210 Ref. 31423
Charcoal (8-pack) £210 Ref. 25431
Purple (8-pack) £210 Ref. 25432

ref. 25568

£64 £100

CHINA CONESISOACOUSTICS  
ISO-L8R155 These simple monitor ‘feet’ 

improve the accuracy of audio 
systems by reducing resonance 
that would cause subtle phasing 
errors thus reducing fidelity.
• Improve frequency response 
• Reduce listening fatigue 
• Stabilise the stereo image

Versatile stands that isolate your 
monitors and let you tilt them to 
find your ideal sweet spot.
• Unique patented design   
• 14 steps of height adjustment 
between 3” and 8”  • Other sizes 
available - see p76 for details

ref. 25441

£20 £32

AURALEX GRAMMAAURALEX MOPADS
Used to float an amp or 
loudspeaker and yields nearly 
total acoustic sound isolation, 
resulting in a purity of tone.
• Acoustic isolation for combos 
and cabs • Improves sound 
quality • 58 x 38 x 7cm 
• Can support up to 136kg

Foam pads that isolate your 
monitors from any surface and 
instantly improve the sound by 
reducing unwanted acoustic 
artefacts and surface vibrations.
• 4 pads per pack 
• Recommended to use 2 pads
per monitor

ref. 25434 ref. 25433

BEST
SELLER!

We know stuff!
“Each of our 40 staff is 
an experienced musician, 
tutor or engineer and 
we’re all as passionate 
about making, recording 
and making music as you 
are Every one of us is here 
to help whenever 
you need us so  
give us a call and 
just ask!”
John Denton, 
Operations Manager

£14

PRIMACOUSTIC 
TRIPAD
A springy isolation pad that 
essentially ‘floats’ your mic  
stand to eliminate floor 
vibrations. Set of three come  
in handy storage tube.

ref. 25444

£450

AUDIENT ASP800
Eight-channel 1U rackmount mic preamp that 
gives world-class, pro-quality results.
•  8 combination XLR/¼” inputs  • 8 Audient 
Console mic preamps  • Balanced line outs 
• 2 Retro channels with dual-stage colour 
saturation controls  • 2 discrete JFET 
instrument ins  • 118dB A/D converters

ref. 36999

£260

DRAWMER MX50
The MX50 is a flexible, simple to set up dual  
de-esser indispensable in the studio, broadcast, 
theatre and live sound environments.
• Split- and full-band de-essing modes  • Up 
to 20dB gain reduction  • Frequency & D-Ess 
controls  • 9-segment LED display  • Bypass
Also: MX30 compressor/limiter £250 Ref. 24791

ref. 24616

£524

£625 £895

£120

£1350

FOCUSRITE ISA TWO

AUDIENT ASP880 FOCUSRITE ISA428 MkII

TC ELECTRONIC M350

AVALON VT-737SP 

Two channels of Focusrite’s classic 
transformer-based premium mic preamps.
• 2 ISA series mic preamps  • Variable input 
impedance • Up to 80dB of clean, low-noise 
gain  • Variable high-pass filter  • 2 front-
panel inputs  • Dedicated per-channel insert 
point  • 8-segment user-calibrated LED 
meter per channel

Eight-channel rackmount mic preamp and  
D/A A/D converter.
• 8 Audient Console mic preamps
• Top-quality Burr-Brown A/D converter 
technology  • Variable input impedance 
• Variable high-pass filters  • 8 insert points 
between mic pres & AD converters  • 2 
discrete JFET ins  • ADAT, AES, S/PDIF outs

The same classic circuitry and renowned 
audio quality found in the original ISA428 but 
at a new level of affordability.
• 4 ISA series transformer-based preamps 
• Selectable impedance  • 4 front-panel 
inputs • Dedicated analogue insert points 
• Variable high-pass filter  • LED meters per 
channel  • 8-channel optional A-D converter

An extremely user-friendly dual engine rack 
processor which is equally suited to both live 
and studio applications.
• Full DAW integration via VST/AU 
• 15 stereo reverbs  • 15 effects  • 5 secs of 
delay  • 256 multi-effect/reverb presets  
• 99 user presets  • Internal PSU  • Dual 
send/return and serial style set-ups  • Auto-
sensing 24-bit S/PDIF digital I/O  • Tap tempo

Add amazing warmth to a single channel of 
audio with this channel strip.
• Combines tube preamps, opto-compressor, 
sweep EQ, output level and VU metering   
• Mic,  Hi-Z and balanced line inputs  • +30dB 
maximum headroom  • Low noise  • Stereo 
link for compressors  • Class A equalizer

£108

DBX 231S
This dual 31-band graphic equaliser offers 
exceptional sound and rugged reliability.
• Dual 31-band, ⅓-octave Constant Q 
frequency bands  • Switchable boost/cut 
ranges of ±6 or ±12dB  • Bypass switch  
• ±12dB input gain range  • 4-segment LED 
ladders for monitoring output levels  • XLR 
& TRS I/O  • <10Hz to >50kHz frequency 
repsonse  • 108dB+ dynamic range

ref. 24819 ref. 24650

£260

LEXICON MX400
Get that Lexicon reverb in your DAW without 
CPU drain or expensive processing cards.
• 1U multi-effects rackmount  • 25 
Lexicon effects including reverbs, delays 
& modulation  • dbx compression and de-
essing  • USB  • VST and AudioUnits plug-in 
software  • 7 effects routing options

ref. 24625

£258

PRESONUS DIGIMAX D8
Preamplifier featuring eight Class A XMAX 
mic preamps with 24-bit ADAT digital output.
• 8 XMAX class A mic preamps with trim 
control  • 24-bit ADAT digital output 
• 44.1/48kHz sampling   • External sync via 
BNC word clock input  • Direct outs and 
-20dB pad on every channels  • LED metering 

ref. 24877

ref. 24903

ref. 33007 ref. 24871

ref. 26884

‘‘

‘‘Even though our new 
recording studio space 

was very tight (as was our 
budget!), the Absolute 

Music team managed to 
find us the perfect gear for 
what we wanted to achieve. 
Tom even took the time to 
come to the college to help 

us set everything up.  
Very impressed! 
Jane Simmonds, Music Teacher

BEST
SELLER!

£132

TC-HELICON VOICELIVE PLAY
Vocal effects unit that will transform your 
sung performances, in the studio or live.
• Complete vocal path including tone, reverb, 
harmony, HardTune and more  • Get perfect 
harmonies with auto-key detection  • Simple 
effects customising with styles & icons  • USB 
for audio streaming  • Stereo XLR outputs 

ref. 24724
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PA EQUIPMENTPA EQUIPMENT

3
SIZES

3
SIZES

£3100

ref. 28030

MACKIE DLM12 + DLM12S
This complete Mackie system uses the latest 
technology in sound reinforcement. The 
iPad-controlled DL1608 allows mixing from 
anywhere in the venue, while the DLM12 tops 
and DLM12S subs deliver.
• Complete DSP-controlled PA system 
• 4000W RMS total power  • Cables and 
stands included  • iPad not included  

£310

£600

£360
from

£320
from

£1300

ref. 28314

YAMAHA DXR12 + MGP16X
Complete PA package suitable for small- to 
medium-sized venues.
• 2 Yamaha DXR12 1100W active speakers 
• Yamaha MGP16X mixer with 10 mic 
preamps, effects and one-knob compression  
• Speaker stands  • All cables included

£600

ref. 24965

BOSE L1 COMPACT
Compact, portable and amazing even sound 
thanks to Bose loudspeaker technology.
• 2 ToneMatch channels with presets for 
handheld mic and acoustic guitar  
• 2 positions: collapsed for small spaces or 
extended for large ones  • Integrated bass 
speaker in power stand

ref. 36062

FENDER PASSPORT EVENT
375W powered speakers and mixer, all in an 
easily portable package.
• 2x 1.2” tweeters, 2x 8” woofers  • 375W 
• 5-channel mixer with 11 inputs  • Built-in 
effects  • Bluetooth-equipped to stream 
audio from mobile devices  • Combo XLR and 
¼” inputs  • Soft-touch radial controls

£360
from

YAMAHA STAGEPAS SERIES
The 400i and 600i are extremely portable, 
easy-to-set-up, all-in-one sound solutions.
• Multi-channel EQ  • Hi-Z switch  • Phantom 
power  • Switchable stereo/mono inputs 
• Reverb footswitch  • Monitor out  • Sub out
StagePAS 400i: 8-ch, 400W £360 Ref. 27914
StagePAS 600i: 10-ch, 680W £560 Ref. 27911

2
SIZES

QSC K-SERIES
Powerful yet lightweight powered speakers, 
each featuring a Class D 1000W power 
module and with various dispersion angles.
K8: 8”, 105° £400 Ref. 25011
K10: 10”, 90° £450 Ref. 25009
K12: 12” 75° £515 Ref. 25010
KSub: 2x 12” subwoofer £700 Ref. 25012

£400
from

4
OPTIONS

ref. 25040

ref. 34193

YAMAHA DXR SERIES

RCF ART 7-SERIES
MACKIE SRM450 V3

RCF SUB 705-AS

Ideal for a wide range of applications, from 
on-stage monitoring to acting as a complete 
PA solution for small venues.
• Bi-amped  • Built-in 3-channel mixer 
DXR10: 10”, 1100W £360 Ref. 25102
DXR12: 12”, 1100W £390 Ref. 25103
DXR15: 15”, 1100W £440 Ref. 25121

Professional quality, active 2-way PA speakers 
with a wide 90-degree dispersion.
• Bi-amped • 1” HF speaker • Jack/XLR input 
ART 710A Mk2: 10”, 700W £320 Ref. 27514
ART 712A Mk2: 12”, 700W £380 Ref. 27515
ART 715A Mk2: 15”, 700W £435 Ref. 27516

Made to be loud and stay cool, even when 
driven at top volume for hours.
• 2-way bi-amplified active speaker system
• Titanium tweeter  • Neodymium woofer
• 300W Class D, LF amp / 100W HF amp 
• Lightweight (only 18kg)  • Flyable, pole-
mountable or use as floor wedge

A powerful and compact subwoofer.
• 700W  • 15” woofer  • 130dB max SPL   
• 3” voice coil  • Xover selector  • Phase 
switch  • High-pass outputs  • Electronic EQ, 
soft limiter and protection  • Stereo XLR/jack 
combo input  • Stereo XLR signal output

4
OPTIONS

£380
from

LINE 6 STAGESOURCE SERIES
Compact, powered PA speakers with studio-
quality sound, Smart Speaker modes, L6 LINK 
digital networking (see p80 for M20d).
L2m: 10” 2-way, 800W £380 Ref. 29399
L2t: 10” 2-way, 800W £435 Ref. 29400
L3m: 2x10” 3-way, 1400W £435 Ref. 25099
L3t: 2x10” 3-way, 1400W £500 Ref. 25097

2 speakers 
included

iPad not 
included

£430

£310

ref. 36172

JBL EON 206P
Self-contained live sound PA system with two 
speakers and mixer in clever carry case.
• 2x 6.5” 80W speakers  • Class D amplifiers 
• 113dB maximum SPL output  • 6-channel 
mixer  • 2 combo XLR/jack inputs  • 2x RCA 
jack outputs  • 2-band EQ  • Onboard limiting
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3
SIZES

£290
from

RCF ART 3-SERIES
High-quality, active, wide dispersion 2-way 
sound reinforcement speakers.
• Bi-amped • 1” HF speaker • Jack/XLR input 
ART 310A Mk3:10”, 400W £290 Ref. 25123
ART 312A Mk3: 12”, 400W £310 Ref. 25124
ART 315A Mk3: 15”, 400W £350 Ref. 27534

BEST
SELLER!

£95 £130

ref. 27108

ref. 29025

ROLAND MOBILE BA
ALESIS TRANSACTIVE 
WIRELESS (WITH BLUETOOTH)

A lightweight, portable battery-powered 
stereo amplifier, with high-quality sound.
• 5W (2.5W+2.5W)  • Weighs under 2.5kg
• 3-channel built-in mixer with mic, line, 
PC/audio inputs  • Anti-feedback function
• Reverb/echo effects  • Mic stand-mountable

£240

ref. 25096

ALTO MIXPACK EXPRESS
A portable powered PA system that only takes 
a few minutes to get up and running.
• 2 10” speakers  • 350W continuous power  
• Mixer with digital effects, 7-band graphic 
EQ and XLR, line and RCA inputs  
• Lightweight, one-piece design for easy 
transport  • Speaker cables included

Portable powered PA speaker with built-in 
USB/iPod charging port.
• 16W output  • Combi XLR/¼” input, ¼” 
input, RCA stereo pair input  • ¼” output  
• Integrated iPod/iPhone/iPad dock  • Carry 
handle  • Rechargeable battery included

‘‘‘‘Tom and the education 
team have done a great 
job in helping to revamp 

our on-stage PA and 
lighting as well as our 
new suite of teaching 

studios, all at unbeatable 
prices. They’re always 

ready to offer advice too!
Tim D, Musical Director

£170

ref. 30267

ALTO SXM112A
An active stage monitor that can be pole 
mounted or used as an on-stage wedge.
• 800W Class D power  • 12” coax woofer
 • 1” neodymium driver  • XLR/line input with 
volume control  • XLR output to link speakers 
• 16 sound modelling presets  • Recessed 
handles   • Scratch and dent-resistant finish

3
SIZES £160

from

ALTO TRUESONIC SERIES
2-way speaker cabinets designed with 
versatility and longevity in mind.
• Bi-amped  • 2 jack/XLR inputs 
TS110A: 10”, 300W £160 Ref. 25088
TS112A: 12”, 400W £180 Ref. 25089
TS115A: 15”, 400W £199 Ref. 25090

£235

ref. 36061

FENDER PASSPORT CONF.
175W powered speakers and mixer, all in the 
easily portable Conference package with an 
integrated top-mount handle.
• 4x 2.75” tweeters, 2x 5.25” woofers  
• 175W  • 5-channel mixer  • Built-in effects  
• Bluetooth-equipped to stream audio from 
mobile devices  • Mic included

£270

ref. 34192

MACKIE SRM350 V3
The newly redesigned SRM350 V3 is perfect 
when live sound space is at a premium.
• 2-way bi-amplified active speaker system
• Titanium tweeter  • 10” neodymium woofer  
• 165W Class D LF amp / 30W HF amp 
• Lightweight (under 12kg)  • Flyable, pole-
mountable or use as floor wedge

JBL EON 610
Powerful yet still affordable, the new EON600 
range is ideal for stage or hall use, whether 
music productions or presentation events.
• 2-way self-powered 10” 1000W speaker  
• Onboard DSP  • Control via Bluetooth
Also: EON 612 £315 Ref. 36171
EON 615 £350 Ref. 35501

ref. 36170

£260
per speaker

ref. 34916

YAMAHA DBR10
Compact yet meaty powered loudspeaker that 
can be supported on a pole or angled on stage.
• 2-way bi-amplified speaker  • 10” 500W 
woofer  • 1” 200W tweeter  • 129dB 
maximum SPL  • 2x combo inputs
Also: DBR12 £290 Ref. 34908
DBR15 £355 Ref. 34909

£235
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LIGHTING & STAGE EFFECTS

Contact your local consultant for expert advice: www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultantsTO ORDER: Call 01202 597185, email: education@absolutemusic.co.uk or use order form on p99

WIRELESS MICROPHONES
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£225

EQUINOX MEGA BAR SET-UP
Slimline bar ideal for bigger venues or stages 
needing the extra output and improved colour 
mixing that 3W tri-colour LEDs offer.
• 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 14 and 15 DMX channels  
• 28 3W RGB LEDs  • Individual tilt and 
swivel on each panel  • Connect multiple bars 
to a controller  • Height-adjustable stand

ref. 26100

£35

£83

£65 £65

£125

£19 £31

“If you need staging, lighting 
or trussing for events, whether 

indoors or outdoors, we’re happy 
to source and supply whatever 
you need. We also have a wide 

range of products, including mics, 
mixers and PA, available for live 

events through our Gear 
Hire Department. Call 

01202 597185 for info!”

Dave McKenzie, 
Warehouse Manager

gear for gigs

RHINO STAN24

EQUINOX TRICLOPS

LEDJ LED PAR 64 CAN

ACME INVINCIBLED

ISOLUTION CA8

LEDJ LED PAR 64 FLOOR CAN

ISOLUTION CA8F

Three-section, sturdy steel lighting stand 
supplied with wing nut fixings and T-bar. 
• 1.2m T-bar  • Height extendable to 3.2m  
• 40kg max load  • Dimensions folded: 
1510 x 160 x 140mm 

A dramatic stage effect with bright, sharp LED 
beams that pan and tilt over a very wide area.
• 72 ultra-bright RGB LEDs  • 8 DMX 
channels  • 4 modes: DMX, Auto Run, Sound 
active, Slave  • Trigger programmes via built-
in mic  • 3-pin XLR in/out for DMX

Get stunning washes of colour for interesting 
backgrounds. Choose chrome or black finish. 
• 183 high-output 10mm LEDs  • 4 DMX 
channels  • Sound active  • Blackout/static/
dimmer/strobe  • Static colour mixing  
• Speed control  • Master/slave  • Low heat
Black £65 Ref. 26116 • Chrome £65 Ref. 26117

Moonflower-effect with beams projected 
through six lenses, ideal for large areas.
• High-output 10W RGBW LED  • 1 or 3 
selectable DMX channels  • Sound activated, 
Master/Slave and DMX modes  • Control with 
any universal DMX-512 or CA-8 Controller

Simple handheld controller offering external 
control for most ACME fixtures.
• 3-function controller   • Also compatible 
with iSolution fixtures   • Functions offered 
depends on lighting unit connected  • Ideal 
for small shows  • 10m cable

Floor/stand-mountable version of the LEDJ 
Par 64 can (left) in black or chrome finish. 
• Aluminum case  • 4 DMX channels 
• Sound active • Static colour mixing • Speed 
control • LEDJ RGB DMX Flood link  • Dual 
bracket system for floor/stand fitment
Black £65 Ref. 26118 • Chrome £65 Ref. 26119

Foot controller for use with the CA8 (left).
• 3-pedal foot controller • Standby: Fixture 
blackout • Mode: Fast/Slow, Audio, Manual 
and Auto • Function: Functions are varied 
dependent on fixture

ref. 26138

ref. 26103

ref. 26089

ref. 26107

ref. 26108

2
COLOURS

2
COLOURS

BEST
SELLER!

£100

LEDJ STRATOS SPOT
A DMX-controlled stage lighting effect.
• 6-channel DMX RGB spot  • 336 ultra-
bright 10mm LEDs  • Blackout/dimmer/
strobe effects  • Individual control of red, 
green & blue LEDs  • Sound control via 
microphone  • Master/Slave functions

ref. 26122

£100

LEDJ BLUE STAR CLOTH
Brilliant accessory for school discos, stage 
productions or just as an eye-catching 
backdrop for a special event.
• LED curtain with 32 ultra-bright blue LEDs 
• Hanging tabs on three sides  • Heavy-duty 
carry bag  • Controller with three modes  
• Music level sensitivity  • Fire retardant

ref. 26115

Stand not 
included

£63

£290
from£180

SHURE GLXD SYSTEMS

LINE 6 XD-V35 (DIGITAL)
AKG WMS40 MINI 
ANALOGUE SYSTEMS

AKG WMS420 Vocal Set U1

AUDIO-TECHNICA SYSTEM 10
A digital high-fidelity wireless system designed 
to provide musicians and presenters with an 
easy set-up and clear, natural sound quality.
• 2.4GHz range  • Auto frequency selection
Handheld £180 Ref. 30535
Bodypack £156 Ref. 30536

These digital systems deliver amazing audio 
quality and are ruggedly built to withstand the 
rigours of regular stage and studio use.
• 2.4GHz, licence-free usage  • GLXD4 
receiver  • Auto frequency manager  • Up to 
8 compatible channels can be used in parallel 
GLXD14UK/93 lapel £314 Ref. 30888
GLXD24UK/SM58 handheld £290 Ref. 30252

The XD-V35 range sets new standards for 
reliability, ease of use and high-quality audio.
• One-step set-up  • 2.4GHz range  
• 6 channels  • Use up to 6 XD-V35 systems 
simultaneously  • 24-bit uncompressed audio 
transmission  • 275ft range  • Rugged build
Handheld £124 Ref. 25211
Lapel £119 Ref. 27087

A simple-to-use handheld system, each with 
three fixed frequencies. NB: If buying more 
than one, ensure they’re different frequencies.
Frequency 1 (ISM1) £63 Ref. 30819
Frequency 2 (ISM2) £63 Ref. 31168
Frequency 3 (ISM3) £61 Ref. 31169

A professional digital 2.4GHz wireless mic 
system for licence-free Ch38 operation.
• Dynamic frequency selection  • Simple, 
quick set-up  • 4 channels can be operated 
simultaneously  • Uncompressed studio-
quality transmission

£170
from

SENNHEISER XSW SYSTEMS

£155
from

SHURE BLX SYSTEMS
These systems include the BLX4 analogue 
wireless receiver, providing improved linearity 
and frequency response.
• Use up  to 12 wireless mics simultaneously 
• Scans for best frequency • Internal antenna
BLX24UK/PG58 handheld £155 Ref. 30242
BLX24UK/SM58 handheld £195 Ref. 30246

Easy to use analogue systems that include an 
all-metal True Diversity receiver.
• Scans for best frequency  • Rugged build
• Use up  to 12 wireless mics simultaneously 
Guitar £149 Ref. 25207
Handheld £170 Ref. 25205
Headworn £250 Ref. 25208
Lapel £203 Ref. 25206

“Are you interested in multiple 
systems? We can provide racked 
radio systems tailored to your 
requirements. Let us know what 
you need and we’ll do our best to 
not only match but beat your  
other quotes. Just call  
your local consultant…  
we’ll do the rest!”
Paul Taylor,  
Education Consultant 
(The Midlands) 
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

save! save! save!

WIRELESS CHANGES
Broadcasting rules have changed recently, affecting the use of wireless mics, in-ear monitors 
and talkback systems. Here’s a quick summary of what you need to know…
•  At the end of 2012, the UK lost all its analogue TV channels in order to make space

available for new services (analogue radio channels are disappearing too). 
•  Most wireless mic systems in the past have operated on channels 68 and

 69 (for which a license was required) and the now-deregulated 70.
•  Channels 61 to 69 (the 790 to 862MHz frequency band) were switched 

off in 2012 so you’ll no longer be able  to use your existing ch68 
and ch69 mics. Channel 70 (863 to 865MHz) remains unaffected.

•  Channel 68 and 69 users have been urged to change to channel 38 (606.5 
to 613.5MHz), previously used by astronomy boffins. The full spectrum  
of ch38 (which also requires a licence) is available for indoor use, but  
outdoor usage is limited because of its proximity to ch37 and ch40. 

•  Existing ch68 or 69 (846-862MHz) mics will no longer work and should be
replaced with equipment that works on ch38 or 70, or by a digital system.

•  Digital systems do NOT require a licence!

£124
from

BEST
SELLER!

SHURE BLX DUAL SYSTEMS
These twin analogue systems include the 
BLX88 analogue wireless receiver, providing 
improved linearity and frequency response.
• Use up  to 12 wireless mics simultaneously 
• Scans for best frequency  • Internal antenna
• With 2x PG58 or SM58 handheld mics
BLX288UK/PG58 handheld £300 Ref. 30243
BLX288UK/SM58 handheld £380 Ref. 30247

ref. 30243

ref. 36173

£280
from

£300
from

LINE 6 XD-V75 (DIGITAL)
The XD-V75 range brings EQ and mic 
modelling to an already great wireless family.
• One-step set-up  • 2.4GHz range  • 14 
channels  • Use up to 14 XD-V75 systems 
simultaneously  • 24-bit uncompressed audio 
transmission  • 300ft range
Handheld £280 Ref. 30299
Lapel £285 Ref. 30882
Headset £299 Ref. 30838

£240

Portable COB LED lighting system all packed 
in a heavy-duty, padded road bag.
• 4x 30W tricolour COB LEDs  • 25° or 90° 
beam angle  • 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12 or 17 DMX 
channels  • 14 built-in programs  • 0-100% 
dimming  • Variable strobe  • 4-pedal foot 
controller  • Height-adjustable stand  

ref. 34999

EQUINOX GIGA BAR KIT

£156
from
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DJ GEAR

£1245£830

ALLEN & HEATH XONE DB2
Four-channel mixer packed with pro-quality 
effects including delays, loopers and more.
• 50+ FX presets divided into 5 FX types 
• Tri-modal EQ (standard assymmetric EQ, 
total Kill, high-/low-pass with adjustable 
resonance)  • Mic/line input  • Built-in USB 
2.0 soundcard  • Use as MIDI controller 
• OLED display  • Lightweight chassis

ref. 27042

“We have a large in-house DJ 
department and a massive live 

sound and seminar space upstairs 
in our superstore, where you’re 

welcome to try any of our live 
mics and mixers, PA systems and 

DJ equipment. If you’re looking 
for accessories such as mixer or 
controller slipcases, PA speaker 
covers, laptop bags and stands, 

wheelie storage units or  
cables, simply give your 
local consultant a call!”

Steve Szymanski,  
Education Consultant 
(Southampton & South) 

www.absolutemusic.co.uk/consultants

dj extras for you

£360
from

PIONEER DJM-350
A great value, feature-packed pro DJ mixer.
• 2 channel mixer  • 3-band EQ and peak level 
meters per channel  • USB WAV recorder  
• Gate, Crush, Filter and Jet FX  • Mic/aux 
input with 2-band EQ • Crossfader Start/
Curve Adjustment • 48 kHz/24-bit DSP
Black £360 Ref. 25698 • White £370 Ref. 25699
Also: DJM-850 £1060 Ref. 27152

£225

NI TRAKTOR KONTROL S2 Mk2
Professional two-channel performance system 
with Sample Decks and integrated software.
• Includes Traktor Pro 2 .5  • Mixer with 
3-band EQ  • 4 switchable hot-cue/Sample 
Deck buttons  • Pressure-sensitive jog 
wheels  • 2 FX units control Traktor’s 30+ 
pro effects  • Built-in audio interface
Also: S4 Mk2 (4-channel) £395 Ref. 30735

ref. 30736
2

COLOURS

PIONEER CDJ2000 NEXUS
The industry-standard CDJ-2000 now has the 
ability to create rekordbox playlists via wi-fi.
• Compatible with mobile devices, by USB 
or Wi-Fi  • Play files from CDs, USB or a 
computer  • Beat Sync beat matching  • Wave 
Zoom for precise loops and cues  • Includes 
Rekordbox music management software

£680

PIONEER XDJ-R1
DJ controller with extensive capabilities in a 
compact, Rekordbox-ready, affordable unit.
• 2-channel mixer with ports for external 
CDJ players, turntables, etc  • Mix CDs & 
files from USB devices  • MIDI control  • Beat 
Sync function  • Internal audio interface 
• Wi-fi interface  • RemoteBox app allows 
remote control from iOS devices

ref. 30438

ref. 27151

£249

ALLEN & HEATH XONE:23
The M-series mixers mark a step up with more 
performance-orientated features for the price.
• 3-band EQ  • 2 switchable RCA/line/mic 
inputs  • EQ and gain on mic channel

ref. 32269

£475

£665£485

NUMARK MIXDECK
A complete system for every DJ who blends 
different kinds of music sources.
• Includes CD/MP3/USB decks, mixer, 
computer audio and MIDI interface  • 30-pin 
iPod dock  • Record sets to iPod  • ¼” mic 
input  • Beat-sync’d DSP effects with wet-dry 
fader  • 2-channel mixer with EQ/rotary kills 
• Includes Serato DJ Intro software

ref. 24390

£420
from

PIONEER CDJ-350
An ideal intro to the world of CD DJing.
• USB connection for software control 
• Play files from CDs, USB or a computer 
• Beat Lock tempo matching  • Vinyl mode 
for realistic scratching  • Includes Rekordbox 
music management software
Black £420 Ref. 24396 • White £438 Ref. 24397
Also: CDJ-850 £630 Ref. 27039

2
COLOURS

ALLEN & HEATH XONE:43C

NI TRAKTOR KONTROL Z2

Versatile compact four-channel DJ mixer with 
USB audio interface and legendary Xone filter.
• 4 dual stereo channels  • X-FX send to 
external FX  • 3-band EQ  • 2 headphone 
outputs  • VCA crossfader with curve control  
• USB 1.1 port  • VCF filter with independent 
in/out, resonance and frequency controls  

An advanced DJ controller in the body of a 
professional 2+2 channel mixer.
• 2 standalone channels  • 2 full remix 
channels  • Intuitive control of Macro FX and 
Flux Modex  • Includes Traktor Scratch Pro 2 
software  • Time-coded vinyl included 
• Built-in audio interface • Phono inputs
• Sturdy aluminium chassis with Innofaders  

ref. 37061       

ref. 27895

£160

£117

£190

NUMARK MIXTRACK PRO II

NUMARK MIXTRACK QUAD

New version of Numark’s DJ controller with 
a professional quality audio interface included.
• 16 backlit drum pads • Illuminated platters 
for precise control  • Built-in audio system 
for headphone cueing, mic input and PA 
system output  • Mixer with crossfader and  
3-band EQ  • Serato DJ Intro included

Integrates seamlessly with a laptop for a fully 
interactive mixing experience.
• 4 channels  • Built-in audio interface  • 16 
multi-colour rubber pads with Loop, Sample, 
and Hot Cue modes  • Crossfader, 3-band 
EQ and music navigation controls  • Built-in 
audio system  • Standard MIDI for most DJ 
software  • Virtual DJ LE software included

ALLEN AND HEATH XONE:K2
A compact, slimline universal MIDI controller 
incorporating a 4-channel soundcard for use 
with any DJ software such as Ableton, Virtual 
DJ, MixVibes, Mixx and Traktor Pro. Xone:K2 
can also control lights or VJ software.
• 4-channel USB audio interface  • Programme 
unique layouts or use the included templates  
• Up to 171 MIDI commands in 3 layers

ref. 30514

ref. 29015

ref. 27263

£115

NI TRAKTOR KONTROL X1 Mk2
A compact performance controller designed 
for perfect Traktor integration.
• Control 2 track decks and 2 assignable 
Traktor FX units  • Innovative touchstrip 
controls track position, pitchbend and FX   
• RGB cue point buttons, 7-segment displays 
and LED touch strip indicators

ref. 30256

£87

NUMARK MIXTRACK II
Brilliantly intuitive USB DJ controller that’s 
ideal for teaching purposes or for home use.
• New streamlined design  • 16 backlit 
rubber drum pads  • Touch-activated 
illuminated platters  • Mixer section with 
crossfader, 3-band EQ & navigation controls  
• Virtual DJ LE software included

£175

NI TRAKTOR SCRATCH A6
The ideal choice for DJs to work with digital 
vinyl and also use features in Traktor.
• Control over loops and samples  • Control 
mixes with timecode vinyls & CDs  • Super-
tight vinyl response  • With Traktor Pro 2 and 
Audio 6 six-in six-out interface   
• Automatic tempo detection/SoftSync
Also: A10 (10-in 10-out) £295 Ref. 24424

ref. 24423

‘‘

‘‘In my experience as 
a DJ/producer and 
mentor, Absolute Music 
is a fantastic hub for 
musicians of all ages. 
Absolute Music offers 
unrivalled products, 
advice and networking 
opportunities, whatever 
genres of music you or 
your students are into!
DJ X-Rated, UK DMC DJ champion & DJ coach

£115

NI TRAKTOR KONTROL F1
Designed to give you total control of the 
Remix Decks in Traktor Pro DJ software.
• 16 pads for triggering loops and one-shot 
samples  • Traktor Pro 2.5 software included  
• Comes with 4Gb of samples  • Tight 
integration with software  • Also receive 
€50 vouchers to spend in NI online store

ref. 30545

£36

£148

NUMARK M101

PIONEER DJM-250

Compact and affordable two-channel DJ mixer 
that’s easy for beginners to get the hang of.
• 2 channels  • 2-band EQ  • 2 pairs of 
phono/line inputs  • Mic input  • Stereo line 
out  • Crossfader  • Super-simple to use

Available in black or white, this is a fantastic 
entry-level DJ mixer with impressive features.
• 3-band EQ  • 8 inputs (incl. XLR)  • Fader 
start play  • 24-bit/48kHz digital processing
Black £148 Ref. 25697 • White £148 Ref. 27977

ref. 27138

2
COLOURS

ref. 29016

£165

PIONEER DDJ-SB
Compact controller for Serato DJ software 
with the same intuitive control as its DDJ-SX 
and DDJ-SR siblings.
• Free download of Serato DJ Intro included 
• Izotope-powered effects engine  • Backlit 
performance and trigger pads  • Low-latency 
jog wheels  • Easy to set up and use

ref. 32377
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JAMHUBS & CABLESPORTABLE RECORDERS

£66 £60

£150

ZOOM H1 TASCAM DR-05 V2

ref. 30602 ref. 36240

ref. 36241

An ultra-portable digital recorder 
providing effortless high-quality 
recording whenever you need it.
• Stereo condenser omni-
directional mics  • 24-bit/96kHz  
linear PCM recording  • 2-sec 
pre-recording buffer  • Tuner 
• Limiter & low-cut filter 
• Variable speed playback  
• Includes 4GB SD card

TASCAM DR-40 V2ROLAND R-05

ref. 28195

£249

ZOOM H6

ref. 30614

New ‘handy’ recorder offers four 
recording modes. 
• 4 interchangeable capsules: 
X/Y, MS, shotgun, dual XLR/TRS  
• 6-track recording  • 4 main 
inputs  • Up to 96kHz/24-bit 
WAV or MP3  • Built-in effects  
• USB port for use as audio 
interface  • Records to SD card

New four-track recorder with 
extended battery life.
• Built-in condenser mics in X/Y 
or A/B position  • XLR/¼” mic/
line inputs with phantom power 
• 96kHz/24-bit WAV or MP3  
• 50-150% playback speed 
without affecting pitch  • 2GB 
SD card included 

Easy to use, affordable recorder 
with plenty of features.
• 24-bit/96kHz stereo recording 
• External input  • 30+ hrs 
playback, 16+ hrs recording
• 512Mb SD card  • Editing 
functions  • Auto record start, 
auto song split, auto level adjust  
• Pre-record function

£122

ref. 22490

ref. 22514

Studio-quality mics in an easy-to-
use and highly portable unit.
• Stereo X/Y mics  • Records 
broadcast WAV (BWF) 24-bit/ 
96kHz  • Records MP3 up to 
320kbps  • USB 2.0  • 2Gb 
microSD card & AA battery 
supplied  • Auto record level
H1 + windshield, tripod, adaptor, 
cable, case, clip £73 Ref. 30655

£286

£85

TASCAM DR-22WL

ref. 35201

Newly launched stereo recorder.
• 96kHz/24-bit linear PCM 
recording  • 4GB microSD card 
included  • Unidirectional 
condenser mics in X-Y formation  
• Overdub function  • Large LCD 
and Scene dial  • Remote wi-fi 
operation via free dedicated app  
• Auto level optimisation

BUNDLE
DEAL

£108

ZOOM H2N

ref. 30603

Zoom’s most innovative unit yet.
• 5 built-in mic capsules  • 4 
recording modes  • 24-bit/96kHz  
• MP3 up to 320kbps  • 20+ 
hours usage on 2 AA batteries 
• 1/8” mic/line input  • Steinberg 
WaveLab LE 7, 2GB SD card and 
2 AA batteries supplied
H2N + windshield, tripod, adaptor, 
cable, case, clip £110 Ref. 30656

BUNDLE
DEAL

£145

£420

ref. 28293

MARANTZ PMD661 ROLAND CD-2U FOSTEX DC-R302

ref. 29382

Mk2 version of this professional 
handheld PCM/MP3 recorder.
• Solid-state recorder  • 96kHz  
• Phantom power  • USB 2.0  
• S/PDIF in  • Balanced XLR line 
in, unbalanced line in & out   
• Record to SD cards  • Battery 
powered (4x AA)  • 6 hours’ 
recording time

Create CDs quickly and easily, 
wherever you are.
• CD/SD recorder & CD burner 
• Stereo mic & speaker system
• Records to CD-R/RW or SD/
SDHC  • Multiple inputs 
• Adjustable playback of speed 
and key  • Runs on batteries or 
AC adaptor

Portable stereo SD card recorder 
designed for DSLR recording.
• Analogue 3-channel mixer 
• Detachable camera mount 
with position adjustments  
• Camera rig mountable  
• Each input accepts mic to line 
level  • Mic out and line out  
• Headphone monitoring  

£475

ref. 22521

£349

“If you need fast delivery, 
no problem! Place your 
order before 4pm and 
if we have it in stock 
then it’ll be with you 
the next working day via 
our couriers, DPD, who 
willgive you a 1-hour  
delivery window and 
online tracking.”
Paul Wyatt,  
Education Consultant 
(Bristol & the Southwest)

need it quick?

Innovative recorder loaded with 
unique professional features.
• 2 mics (omni- & uni-directional)  
• 2 XLR/TRS combo inputs with 
48V phantom power • Up to 6 
channels (3 stereo) simultaneous 
recording  • Large LCD 
touchscreen   • USB for audio 
interfacing or external storage

ROLAND R-26

OLYMPUS LS-14
Pristine, better-than-CD quality 
sound plus Overdub recording 
function ideal for musicians.
• ‘Tresmic’ 3-way mic system 
• Tuner & metronome  • 24-bit/ 
96kHz linear PCM recording  
• 4Gb memory  • SD/SDHC 
removable media  • PCM and 
MP3 formats  • Long battery life

£102

OLYMPUS LS-12

ref. 28194

Easy-to-use recorder that offers 
better-than-CD-quality sound.
• Stereo mics  • Metronome 
& tuner  • 24-bit/96kHz 
linear PCM recording  • 2Gb 
internal memory and SD/SDHC 
removable media  • PCM and 
MP3 recording formats  
• Long battery life

ref. 29381
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£430

JAMHUB STUDIOS

1.  Headphone extension kit £52 Ref. 22621
2.  Stereo connection kit £35 Ref. 22623
3.  JamHub SoleMix £45 Ref. 30837
4.  JamHub Tracker (captures analogue audio, 

converts to CD-quality WAV files and 
records to an SD card) £260 Ref. 31391

JamHub TourBus records in CD-quality sound 
to SD card or via USB straight into a computer.
• 7 stereo instrument inputs  • 7 mic inputs 
• 21 channels  • Phantom power  • 2 SoleMix 
remotes  • 4 SoleMix Remote jacks • 16 24-
bit effects  • USB out  • 4Gb SD card supplied

ref. 22625

This line of headphone mixers opens up the 
world of silent rehearsal, allowing students 
(and staff!) to jam, rehearse and perform 
together with no excessive noise.

Headphones allow students to listen to 
themselves, their group and their instructor 
and let each player set their own unique mix.
Simply plug your instrument and headphones 
into our chosen coloured section, then play 
away while controlling your own mix.

£199

JamHub Bedroom offers five channels and 
allows a small band to practise anywhere. 
Record is also possible via a handheld device 
connected to the R-channel.
• 5 stereo instrument inputs  • 5 mic inputs  
• 15 channels  • 16 24-bit vocal effects

ref. 22617

£310

JamHub GreenRoom adds functions for two 
extra players plus a USB connection.
• 7 stereo instrument inputs  • 7 mic inputs 
• 21 channels  • Phantom power  • SoleMix 
remote included with jack sockets for 4 
SoleMixes  • 16 24-bit vocal effects  • USB

ref. 22619

‘‘‘‘When I was looking for a set of portable devices for a 
field recording project, I chatted to Paul from the 

Education team, discussing what we needed. Not only 
was I impressed by Paul’s patience and knowledge, I 

was also totally satisfied with the products suggested. 
Paul even taught me some new recording techniques!

Mr Richardson, Lecturer in Recording

£1
from

Guitar & instrument cables
Fender Custom Shop series (tweed): 
   15cm jack-to-jack patch cable      
       2-pack £9 Ref. 21091
   1.5m jack-to-jack £7 Ref. 21081
   3m jack-to-jack £9 Ref. 21082
   3m j-to-j angled £9 Ref. 21083
   5.5m jack-to-jack £11 Ref. 21084
   5.5m j-to-j angled £13 Ref. 25771
   7.5m jack-to-jack £16 Ref. 21085
Fender Performance series (black): 
   15cm jack-to-jack patch cable 
       2-pack £9 Ref. 21092
   1.5m jack-to-jack £5 Ref. 21072
   3m jack-to-jack £6 Ref. 21073
   3m j-to-j angled £6 Ref. 21074
   5.5m jack-to-jack £8 Ref. 21075
   5.5m j-to-j angled £8 Ref. 21076
   7.5m jack-to-jack £9 Ref. 21077
Horizon G1 unbalanced jack-to-jack 
   G1-3 1.5m/3ft £5 Ref. 29077
   G1-6 2m/6ft £6 Ref. 29078
   G1-10 3m/10ft £8 Ref. 29076
   G1-20 20ft £8 Ref. 31499
Horizon NG3PR right-angle 
instrument signal cables 
   NG3-10PR 10ft £15 Ref. 31500
   NG3-20PR 20ft £18 Ref. 31502
Horizon NG-3 3m/10ft unbalanced  
   ¼” jack-to-jack £12 Ref. 29079
Horizon NG3-20 20ft instrument  
   cable £15 Ref. 31501
Hosa CFS-106 6” mono jack to jack     
   patch cable £2 Ref. 20738
Hosa CSS jack-to-jack patch cables 
   CSS803 3m 8-way £33 Ref. 20777
   CSS845 8x 45cm £16 Ref. 20779
   CSS890 8x 90cm £18 Ref. 20780
Hosa DB25 to DB25 cables 
   DBD310 10ft 8-way £25 Ref. 20782
   DBD303 3ft 8-way £13 Ref. 20785
Hosa GPP296 guitar pedal coupler 
   £2 Ref. 30027
Lynx PCL balanced jack-to-jack cables 
   PCL1 1m £4 Ref. 20930
   PCL10 10m £11 Ref. 20931
   PCL2 2m £5 Ref. 20932
   PCL3 3m £6 Ref. 20933
   PCL6 6m £7 Ref. 20934
   PCL600 60cm £4.50 Ref. 20935
   
Headphone & mic cables 
Horizon 10ft 3.5mm to 2x male XLR  
    £15 Ref. 21044
Horizon GXP XLR to ¼” male jack cables
   GXP143 female XLR £4 Ref. 31503
   GXP246 male XLR £4 Ref. 31504

Horizon GXR XLR to RCA cables 
   GXR134 female £4 Ref. 31510
   GXR135 male £4 Ref. 31511
Horizon GXX XLR coupler cables 
   GXX144 M-M £4 Ref. 31505
   GXX145 F-F £4 Ref. 31506
Horizon NBLC ¼” jack-to-jack with 
Neutrik connectors 
   NBLC-3 3ft £13 Ref. 21045
   NBLC-6 6ft £14 Ref. 21046
   NBLC-10 10ft £14 Ref. 21047
   NBLC20 20ft £16 Ref. 21048
Horizon NBLC-MS ¼” jack to male   
XLR with Neutrik connectors 
   NBLC-10MS 10ft £12 Ref. 20725
   NBLC-20MS 20ft £14 Ref. 20726
   NBLC-30MS 30ft £16 Ref. 20728
Horizon NBM XLR to XLR cables, 
black, with Neutrik connectors 
   NBM510 3m £19 Ref. 31509
   NBM520 6m £21 Ref. 31507
   NBM530 9m £24 Ref. 31508
Hosa DTF803 3m 8-way DB25 to  
   female XLR £35 Ref. 20792
Hosa DRM803 3m 8-way DB25 to  
   male XLR £31 Ref. 20793
Hosa XLR-803 8-way 3m male to  
   female XLR £54 Ref. 30017
Hosa YPP-118 6” balanced jack   
   headphone splitter £4 ref. 20849
Lynx MEL XLR to XLR mic cables 
   MEL1C 1m £4 Ref. 20913
   MEL2C 2m £4.50 Ref. 20916
   MEL3C 3m £5 Ref. 20918
   MEL6CB 6m £6 Ref. 20920
   MEL10CB 10m £8 Ref. 21066
   MEL15C 15m £11 Ref. 20912
   MEL20C 20m £16 Ref. 20914
Lynx PRLM balanced jack to male XLR 
   PRL10M 10m £10 Ref. 20938
   PRL1M 1m £5 Ref. 20940
   PRL2M 2m £6 Ref. 20943
   PRL3M 3m £7 Ref. 20945
   PRL6M 6m £8 Ref. 20947
Lynx PRLF balanced jack to female XLR 
   PRL1F 1m £5 Ref. 20939
   PRL3F 3m £7 Ref. 20944
   PRL6F 6m £8 Ref. 20946

Speaker cables 
Horizon H16 ¼” to ¼” connectors
   H16-3 3ft £7 Ref. 30711
   H16-6 6ft £8 Ref. 20717 
   H16-20 20ft £12 Ref. 20711
   H16-30 30ft £14 Ref. 20712
Horizon NBLC-20ST 6m stereo  head- 
   phone extension ¼” £16 Ref. 20727

Horizon YN1-P-10 stereo 1/8”  
   minijack to 2x male ¼” mono jack
   £10 Ref. 20734
Hosa CMR-206 2m stereo minijack to  
   2x RCA phono £4 Ref. 20740
Hosa DTP803 3m 8-way DB25 to  
   TRS jack £33 Ref. 20795
Hosa HPE310 3m ¼” to ¼” 
   extension £5 Ref. 30028
Hosa HPE325 25ft headphone  
   extension £7 Ref. 20805
Hosa HPR-101X2 10ft 2x monojack 
   to twin phono (REAN  
   connectors) £9 Ref. 21071
Hosa HSS-010X2 10ft ¼” TRS to TRS 
   £16 Ref. 30029
Lynx SS10Pro 10m speakon to  
   speakon £18 Ref. 20953

Splitters and other cables
Hosa DRA501 1m RCA to RCA  
   S/PDIF cable £5 Ref. 29737
Hosa DRA503 3m S/PDIF cable,  
   metal £9 Ref. 20791
Hosa GMD108 MIDI coupler 
   £2 Ref. 20797
Hosa GMP-386 ¼” female to male 
   mini-jack £1 Ref. 20798
Hosa GPM-103 female mini-jack to  
   male ¼” £1 ref. 20799
Hosa GPP105 ¼” female to ¼” male 
   coupler £2 Ref. 20800
Hosa GPP359 2x stereo ¼” female to 
   1x ¼” £1.50 Ref. 20802
Hosa GPR101 female RCA to ¼” 
   male, 2-pack £1.50 Ref. 20803
Hosa MIDI cables 
   MID-203 3m twin £8 Ref. 20811
   MID-310 10ft £5 Ref. 20813
   MID-320 20ft £7 Ref. 20814
   MID-303 3ft £4 Ref. 20817
HOSA OPT optical cables 
   OPT102 2ft £4 Ref. 20821
   OPT110 10ft £8 Ref. 20823
Hosa STP-203 3m insert cable 
   £6 Ref. 20829
Hosa YMP-137 6” stereo minijack to  
   2x ¼” jacks £4 Ref. 20846
Hosa YMP-233 stereo minijack to 2x  
   ¼”  TRS jacks £4 Ref. 20847
Lynx PC362 3m stereo minjack to twin  
   mono jacks £5 Ref. 20929

For other cable types, lengths and 
connectors, call us for info and prices!

CABLES

£175

TASCAM DR100 Mk2

ref. 22518

High-end recording features to 
suit most musicians.
•  Omni- & uni-directional mics •  
Mic preamp  •  Phantom power  
• 24-bit/96kHz WAV recording  
• Record to SD or SD-HC card 
(2Gb card included)  • Mini USB 
2.0 cable supplied  • Wired/
wireless remote control included

BEST
SELLER!

MARANTZ  
PMD620 Mk2
Records to SD/SDHC flashcard 
media in  WAV/MP3 formats.
• One-touch recording  • Record 
to SD/SDHC  • Up to 24-bit/ 
48kHz recording  • 32/192kbps 
MP3 bit rates  • Integrated 
stereo condenser mic array  
• USB 2.0

£200
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Use the catalogue to find the products and 
accessories you need. If  what you’re looking for 
isn’t listed in here, that doesn’t mean we don’t have 
it. Contact your local consultant (below) and we’ll 
happily find even the most unique and unusual 
products for you. If  you need further advice, 
recommendations or extra accessories, just let us 
know, and we’ll do whatever we can to help.

Use the order form opposite to list what you 
wish to order, including the reference number 
(listed as a 5-digit code next to each product), 
quantity and unit price. If  you need more 
space, photocopy the form or continue on 
another sheet (blank order forms are also 
available online). If  you need to check prices, 
availability or product details, call or email 
your local consultant (below).

If  your institution or local authority requires you 
to order using a county/LEA form or an 
authorised purchase order form, that’s fine. 
Simply fill in your form using our reference codes 
and prices, or write the order on headed paper 
from your own establishment. Don’t forget to 
mention which consultant has helped or 
supported you with your order.

If  you’d like to request a 30-day credit account 
simply ask your local consultant for a credit 
application form. If  you need super-fast shipment 
or delivery to multiple addresses, just let us know. 
If  you’d like our consultants to deliver and install 
or set up your equipment, please ask! We’re here 
to help with any extras you might need.

• Fax your order form (or purchase order or county/school/LEA form) to 01202 572234
•  Scan and email your order form to your local consultant 

(see email addresses below) or to education@absolutemusic.co.uk
•  Send your order form by post to Absolute Music Education Department, Knighton Heath Estate, 

855 Ringwood Road, Bournemouth, BH11 8NE. 
•   If  it’s easier, you can email a message with your order requirements to your local consultant 

and they can calculate prices, special offers and delivery charges and then issue you an invoice.

3-YEAR 
WARRANTY

All new products (except Apple) 
come with our three-year warranty, 
giving you complete peace of  mind

TRY BEFORE 
YOU BUY

On certain products and brands, our 
consultants are able to offer you on-site 
demos and trials. Ask us for info!

BEST PRICES
Need us to match or beat a price? Just ask!

FAST DELIVERY!
Next-day and before-noon deliveries, no problem!

TOM OSBORNE
EDUCATION  
MANAGER 
tom@ 
absolutemusic.co.uk

SIMON WATTS
LONDON  
& SOUTHEAST 
southeast@
absolutemusic.co.uk

PAUL WYATT
BRISTOL  
& SOUTHWEST 
bristol@
absolutemusic.co.uk

STEVE SZYMANSKI
SOUTHAMPTON  
& SOUTH 
southampton@
absolutemusic.co.uk 

DUNCAN MALETKA 
CAMBRIDGE  
& EAST ANGLIA 
eastanglia@
absolutemusic.co.uk

CHAD BRITTLE
EAST MIDLANDS 
& NORTH 
midlands@
absolutemusic.co.uk

PAUL TAYLOR
WEST MIDLANDS 
& NORTH
midlands@
absolutemusic.co.uk

HOW TO ORDER
1. choose your products

2. fill in the form

3. other ways to order

5. send your order

4. any special requests?

IMPORTANT INFO

• All prices in this catalogue exclude 
VAT and are correct at time of going to 
press (May 2015).

• Prices are subject to change and can 
go down as well as up, so contact your 
local consultant (see below) to check 
on the most up-to-date pricing and  
any special offers.

• Occasionally manufacturers and 
suppliers change specifications or 
design of products. All details included 
here are correct at time of going to 
press and we cannot be held 
responsible for any changes.

• Absolute Music has a no-fuss  
returns & exchange policy.  
If you are not completely satisfied  
with your purchase, please contact  
your consultant or email  
returns@absolutemusic.co.uk  
and we will endeavour to  offer  
you a full refund (if products are 
returned within 7 days) or an  
exchange or credit note (if returned 
within 30 days).

• By placing an order using the form 
opposite or via email or phone, your 
details will be added to our FREE VIP 
CLUB, which entitles you to three-year 
warranty on all new products 
(excluding Apple products) and other 
benefits. See more at  
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/vipclub

• All content in this catalogue is  
© 2015 Absolute Music Solutions Ltd 
and may not be reproduced, 
republished or copied in any way 
without prior permission from the 
copyright owner. E&OE.

• Full terms & conditions of sale  
are available on our website:  
www.absolutemusic.co.uk

CALL 01202 597185 or EMAIL YOUR LOCAL CONSULTANT

YD £
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(

CALL US!
01202 597185
HOTLINE OPEN  Mon-Sat 10am to 6pm 

Sunday 10am to 4pm

EMAIL US
education@absolutemusic.co.uk

WRITE • SEND • VISIT
Use the order form above and send it,
 write us a letter or pay us a quick visit!

absolutemusic, Knighton Heath Estate,  
855 Ringwood Road, Bournemouth, BH11 8NE

ORDER ONLINE
www.absolutemusic.co.uk/education

invoice details delivery details if different to invoice address

Name:  __________________________________________________

Your PO no.*: ________________ Our Q ref.*:  ________________

Institution name:  ________________________________________

Address:  ________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________  Postcode:  ____________________

Telephone: ______________________________________________

Contact email:  __________________________________________

Product name/description 5-digit ref. code Qty Unit price Total price

Name:  __________________________________________________

Institution name:  ________________________________________

Address:  ________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________  Postcode:  ____________________

Telephone: ______________________________________________

Contact email:  __________________________________________

*only include if  applicable

Total (ex. VAT)

Delivery charge (see left)

Subtotal

VAT at 20%

TOTAL PAYABLE

FREE DELIVERY! If subtotal is over £82.50 (ex. VAT) and 
delivery is to a UK mainland address, delivery is FREE! 
If  your subtotal is less than £82.50, please add £2.90 (ex. VAT) 
for delivery to UK mainland address or £10 (ex. VAT) for delivery 
to N. Ireland, Highlands & Islands or Channel Islands.  
Contact us for delivery costs outside the UK.

COPIES OF ORDER FORM
If  you require more space or you 
think you’ll need further order forms 
in the future, you can use scans or 
photocopies of  this page, or email us 
to request more printed or PDF forms: 
education@absolutemusic.co.uk 

CHEQUE
If  paying by cheque, please make it 
payable to “Absolute Music Solutions 
Ltd” and send with a copy of  your order 
form to Absolute Music Education, 
Knighton Heath Estate, 855 Ringwood 
Road, Bournemouth, BH11 8NE

OTHER PAYMENTS
We can accept payment by Mastercard, 
VISA credit & debit card, Government 
Procurement Card and other cards, 
and via our Amazon Payments and 
Paypal accounts. Call 01202 597185 
to make card orders by phone.

To request a 30-day credit account with us, contact your consultant (opposite) to ask for a credit application form

IMPORTANT: Name of consultant (see opposite) who has supported you ________________________________________________



absolutemusic, Knighton Heath Estate, 855 Ringwood Road, Bournemouth, BH11 8NE 

01202 597185 • www.absolutemusic.co.uk/education

music superstore • rehearsal & recording studios • tuition • workshops • café

Our superstore & studios complex is midway 
between Bournemouth and Poole on the  
main A348, less than 2 hours’ drive from  

London, Reading, Bristol and Exeter.  
Check out our two-storey showroom,  

rehearsal rooms, recording studios, workshops, 
instrument tuition, exam coaching and café. 

We’re definitely worth a detour!




